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INTRODUCTION 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Since the beginnings of history, when primitive man 
laboriously fashioned his first crude implements, and down 
through the ages to our present time, mankind has dreamed of 
establishing an automatic factory system which would produce 
goods and services with little, if any, human effort, Until 
a few years ago, this dream was certainly as remote as it 
has ever been an d the present-day factory system was in 
little danger of becoming obsolete. At about that time, the 
United States, as well as most other technically advanced 
countries, entered their second full scale war in less than 
three decades. The many deaths resulting from the first such 
war, the low birth rate of the depression years, and the 
apparent slackening of incre ases in labor productivity, 
brought about previously by various methods of mechanization, 
placed these countries in a very serious position with regard to 
war production potentials. Simultaneously with the increased 
demand for better and faster methods of war production with 
less labor, came the development, quite independently, of the 
theory of servomechanisms, or the feed-back control of machinery. 
Originally developed for gun control application, this method 
enabled the gun, given the various conditions which might affect 
its objective due to the nature and characteristics of its 
target, to accurately track its target. Even more, the gun 
mechanism could, by a prediction process, aim itself, and 
fire its projectile at the point where the target could be 
expected to be a t some future time. The key point involved 
in this process was an error-correction principle, by which 
the machine, constantly receiving a signal in proportion to 
the position of its projectile in relation to the target, 
was able to adjust its aim accordingly. 
Becaus e of the priority allotted to the design of 
weapons of war, li t tle use was ma c3.e of such servo applica-
tions to production machinery at that time, although some 
farsighted individuals, even then, perceived that such a 
system, properly designed, could indeed replace the human 
element in many industrial applications. Accordingly, soon 
after hostilities had ended, the science of automation came 
into focus as the forerunner of an eventual automatic factory 
system. At first, and with extreme caution , some of the 
larger corporations began their experiments with this new 
production tool. Arter initial successes, other companies, 
less cautious, also began their projects. 
At about the time of these initial successes, the 
general public through the writings of a few individuals, 
were educated as to the concept of automation and warned about 
the so-called ominous effects which its development might 
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have upon the future of labor. True, a good many of these 
above-mentioned writings were primarily of a sensational nature 
although the positions held by the authors were , in most cases, 
such as t o convince even the most educated reader tha t automa tion 
would bring about technological unemployment on a scale 
larger than ever before imagined. In addition, insidious 
evils, such as the ultimate reduction of man to nothing 
more than a slave to an intelligent machine were also 
attributed to automation. 
· It is mainly because of these unfortunate attempts at 
mass education, concerning the social effects of automation, 
that this thesis has been undertaken. Automation, if it is 
to be developed to a high state of effi ciency, and if it is 
to be installed throughout the length and breadth of this 
country, must be proven, not as a destroyer of human values, 
but as the one way to a standard of living higher than man 
has ever known before. Furthermore, i~ this science can be 
of distinct benefit to man, its future progress must not be 
interrupted. 
The object of this thesis is then the investigation of 
the effects upon the worker resulting from the installation 
of an automatic factory system. In like manner, it is also 
the object of this work to explore the necessary steps re-
quired of management and labor alike, in order to bring about 
a smooth and frictionless conversion to an automated economy, 
once its benefits to all concerned. have been proven. 
In summary, therefore, it can be seen that a more 
thorough analysis of the social effects of an automated 
society must be undertaken, in order tha t both management 
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and the public as a whole may be made aware of the ultimate 
form of social order which will emerge under automation. 
In this manner the wisdom of continuing plans for an auto-
matic factory system can be better evaluated, to the final 
end of a more prosperous and stable economy. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM 
Automation, by its very definition, involves the re-
placement by mach inery of a great many tasks, currently 
performe d by human beings. In direct contrast to mechani-
zation, where ma chine substitution of a physical aspect of 
labor is stressed, complete automation proceeds one step 
further, encroaching upon those skills which man alone has 
possessed. For example, automated machines can replace the 
senses of sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch, as well as 
the ability to make logical decisions when confronted with 
a given set of initial conditions. It is little wonder 
that not only workers, but also many prominent educators, 
sociologists and scientists, to name but a few , have raised 
either strong objections to the usage of this revolutionary 
form of pro duction, or expressed strong doubts as to its 
ultimate benefits to mankind as a whole. 
The population of the United States is now approximately 
150,000,000 persons, or which almost 65,000 ,000 comprise the 
so-called working class. Needless to say, any development 
which might affect the ability of a large pe rcentage of these 
persons to be employed, must be subjected to a searching 
analysis in order to determine the actual effects which would 
be i mposed upon the economy by its installation. 
The technic al aspects of automation are well grounded in 
scientific f act; this much cannot be denied. 
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Furthermore, the practical aspects of the science have 
also been proved by many firms, both large and small. In 
fact, partially automated factories have a ctually been in 
existence for as long as twenty-five years or more; much 
ol der in fact, than the formalized theory of the science of 
automa tion itself. Even now , large firms, such as the Ford 
Motor Company, are spending large sums of money in order to 
bring about more quickly the factory of the future - and 
their efforts appear to be succeeding. In addition, many 
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other smaller firms are now joining in this endeavor, while 
technical and business groups, such as the American Management 
Association, are continually holding well-attended lectures, 
semina rs, and the like devoted to the technical and operational 
aspects of t he automatized economy. 
The social aspects of automation, on the other hand, have 
received little, if any attention. For example, concepts 
such as technological unemployment, labor force size, union 
attitudes, standards of living, and the like, when viewed 
against the background of an economy which is vastly ifferent 
in pro ductive characteristics than any other type of economy 
now known, have not yet been fully explored. It must not be 
thought th at a lack of interest or competence on the parts of 
such groups as management, organized labor, or the like, have 
been responsible for this apparent oversight. Rather, most of 
the problems encountered in this particular field are not 
releted, in their entirety, to any one group or science but thir 
solutions in most cases must come from many different 
sources. For example, take .the question of the possible 
effects upon employment of the automatic factory system. 
Answers to this question must be obtained , not from the 
economist or the busine s s executive alone, but from such 
men as the scientist, the machine designer, the labor 
statistician, the labor union leader, the business cycle 
analysts; ~: and so forth. It is little wonder then, with so 
many pressing internal problems facing business and science, 
that this very important, but time-consuming, co-operative 
research project has not yet been innaugurated. 
The significance of the particular problem, moreover , 
applies not only to labor and management, but to each and 
every member of the population, whether acting as ultimate 
consumers, stockholders , or workers. On these groups the 
introduction of automation may also have serious effects of 
a far-re a ching nature. If only beneficial effects c an be 
forseen, in the form of better and cheaper goods, any delay 
in the installation of automatic factories on a large seale 
will certainly defeat any hopes of a higher standard of 
living, at least until clearance has been obtained. On the 
other han d , if only har.mful effects can result, such as the 
technologic al unemployment of a large number of workers , 
steps to prevent the installation of such factories must be 
instituted. 
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PREVIOUS WORK IN THE FIELD OF THE PROBLEM 
As stated previously, little investigation has been made 
of the social effects which would result from an automatic 
factory system. There are, however, many valuable references 
concerned with portions of the problem, which together with 
excellent background material on the scientific aspects of 
automation itself, have provided the author with considerable 
factual information• These references may be d ivided ihto 
various groups, which will be outlined in this section. 
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1. General works on Automation and Mechanization in Industry. 
In this group can be f ound many scientific texts which 
present the theoretica l aspects of automation , as well as a 
few c.omprebensi ve texts and periodical references which deal 
with the managerial or organizational problems of automation. 
Included in the former group may be found such works as: 
ttAutomatic Feedback Control", by Ahrendt and Taplin; "Principles 
of Servomechanisms", by Brovm and Campbell; "Principles of 
Industrial Process Control", by Eclanan; nFundamentals of 
Automatic Control", by ]' arrington; "The Modern Theory of 
Communication", by McMillan; "A Mathematical Theory of Communi-
cation", by Shannon an d Weaver; and "Cybernetics tt , by Wiener, 
In all of these works, the theoretical investigation of feed-
b eck systems, an essential part of most automatic production 
systems; and decision theory, upon which the design of so-
called decision making machinery is based, iS discussed. 
The latter work, "Cybernetics", is perhaps recognized as 
the leader in the field of computing system design. In 
addi tion, Professor Wiener has also published two other works 
dealing with the social problems of an automated society. 
These works will be mentioned later in this section. 
In the field of general automation, the following text 
material has proved extremely valuable; "Automation", by 
Diebold; "The Future Use of Automatic Machinery", and 
"Cybernetics'•, both by Professor Wiener. Among the period-
ical references, the following deserve mention: "The Auto-
mat:ic Factory", a Fortune panel discussion; "The Automatic 
Factory", a Fortune article; "The Automatic Factory", pre-
sented in the Harvard Business Review; nThe Factory o:f the 
Future", from Factory Management and Maintenance; "The 
Factory of the Future", from Advanced Management; and "Auto-
mation is :for Small Plants Too", to mention but a few. In 
most of these articles, it was found that emphasis was laid 
upon various systems o:f automated production which the par-
ticular author feels will be forthcoming in the future. In a 
few, however, such as nA.utoma tion", by Diebold, important 
f actors such as the expected progress toward automation, 
various methods of automatic operation, and the like, are 
discussed. 
2. Works Dealing with Labor Force Trends. 
Two basic groupings of references can also be found in 
this section. The first, containing statistical s tudies of 
labor force trenas, is comprised largely of Census Bureau 
repm· ts, the most important of which are those reports com-
piled after 1940, in which a much clearer division of various 
population groups was presented. Also found in this group 
are the monthly estimates of labor force size an d composition 
published -by the Depa rtment of Labor. 
The second grouping contains works which are concerned 
with the prediction of future labor trends as well as the 
effects of various social, economic and demographic factors 
upon l abor force size an d. composition. Of these works, the 
most valuable by far is the stu dy of Durand , entitled "The 
Labor Force in the United St ates, 1890-1960". Others worthy 
of mention include "Post War Employment: A Stu dy ih Long 
Term Trends", by David; and "Postwar Re-employment: The 
Magnitude of the Problem", by Schlotterbeck. 
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3. Works Dealing with Labor Organization Attitude on Technology. 
In this group, the mo s t important reference is certainly 
"Union Policies and Industrial Management", by Slichter, which 
pre sents a complete aniysis of the past and present re actions 
of unions to technological change. Also of importance were 
such works as: "The Sociology of Invention", by Gilfillan; 
Economics of Labor and Industrial Relations", by Bloom and 
Northup; ''American Technology; Myth vs. Reality", by Brown; 
and "Theory of Wages", by J. R. Hicks. 
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4. Works Dealing with the Effects of Automation upon Workers. 
As stated previously, there are in reality few works 
devoted primarily to the study of working conditions under 
an automatic economy. However, the few texts concerned with 
this problem in whole, or in part, are as follows: "The 
Human Use of Human Beings", by Wiener; "Mechanization Takes 
Command", by Gi deon; "Cyberneticstt, also by Wiener; "Auto-
mationn, by Diebold; and "Robots of Men", by Dubreuil. 
It is regretted, that due to lack of space and limita-
tions of time, a complete listing of all those works which 
contributed in some way to the writing of this thesis cannot 
be herewith given. In like manner, very little description 
of the works listed was possible. It is hoped that the 
further reference to those works in the text, as well as 
their later mention in the bibliography will help to 
rectify this unintended omission. 
METHOD OF APPROACH 
Unlike the solution of a problem in pure or applied 
science : where a logical sequence of operations, ba cked by 
accurate theoretical ba ckground , or plausible as sumptions 
will in most cases lead to the correct answer; problems in 
the social sciences are ordinarily not a s easily solved. 
Although the basic outline of solution is approximately the 
same in both scientific and soci al problems, the latter 
usually contains many non-linear complexities as well. 
For example, although most of the social sciences now have 
extensive backgrounds of theoretical f acts ava ilable for 
use , the validity of most of this data may be subject to 
grave doubt, depending upon the particular leanings of 
the investigator. Take, for example, in the science of 
economics , the concept of full employment. In t h is field 
there perhaps exists two major theoretical points of view, 
the Keynesian theory, and the so.-called classical theory, 
with perhaps almost as many variations upon these theories 
as there are economists. What approach then , shoul d the 
economist seeking solution to a full employment problem 
follow? 
A further complication in the solution of social 
problems is the rela tive impossibility of accurately predict-
i ng future events, as compared to the relative ease of the 
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same process with respect to the solution of a physical system~ 
The apparent rea son for this difficult y seems to be twofold. 
First, a little emperical evidence ex ists as to the rela tive 
effects over time of many social factors, as the possibility 
of conducting a certibus paribus , or all-things-being-equal, 
exper i ment on the economic or social system are , at most, im-
possible. In t his regard, however, it seems plausible that 
further advan ces in the new pred iction techni que called 
Operations Resear ch may prove ex ceedingly fruitful in such 
case s . However , in sp ite of t h is pos sible a dvantage, there 
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still remains the difficult task of a ccurately sta ting the par-
ticular factors which, over tii}).e, will substantially effect the 
system under study. For example , a study of expected consumer 
buying habits in the year 1960 would entail the study of all 
factors which would influence those buying habits, including 
even such f~ctors as the possibility of atomic power, the 
eventuality of anothe r war, changing political bel iefs of the 
nation, etc. It can be seen , therefore, that any predictive 
solution of a social problem is at best a personal solution of 
the investiga tor, ba sed upon his b eliefs as t o proper theoretic al 
consi derations, the f actors most likely ~o influence the problem, 
his opinion of' the raative importance of these f actors, and the 
rela tive probability of their occurence. 
Based upon the following qualific a tions, the solution of 
the problem presente d in this thesis will be made along 
the following lines. Fir st, the particular theoretical ba ck-
ground to be used in the solution will be outli~ed, including 
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discussions ofsuch topics as the present status of the 
science of automation, particul arly noting t he form in which 
it is most likely to be developed; the present size and com-
position of the labor force; and the presen t attitudes of 
organized labor with r egard to technological advancement. 
J! 'urthermore, various opinions concerning technological un-
employment will be analyzed, together wi.th the author~: a 
opinion as t o the most accurate and useful of these concepts 
that one to be utilized in the subsequent analysis of the 
problem. 
The selection of factors which at any time pertain 
significantly to the status of the worker will then be 
selected, and the probable effects of an automated so.ciety 
upon these factors will be investigated. Examples of such 
factors would be; labor force size and co:mpos i ti on; the 
demand for labor; responsibilities of management and workers; 
demands of labor and labor unions; the size and strength of 
labor uni ons; and the like. 
Finally, a prediction of the executive t ype required 
in the automated society will be made. This section is in-
cluded primarily because of the peculiar and radically differ-
ent problems wh ich will con f ront the executive of the future 
as compared to these present today. 
On the basis of the abova analysis, specific recommenda-
tions will then be formulated concerning the steps to be taken 
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by various groups, i.e., management , l abor, government, etc., 
with re gard to the development of auto,ma tion, if development, 
and not resistance, appears to be the most beneficial approach 
for all concerned. 
Lastly , it must be empha sized tha t many assumptions must 
be made in order to simplify t he presentation and solution 
of t he problem. I n this respect, one over-al l simplification 
will now be ment ione d . It will be assumed tha t no radical 
change in economic or social life will be superimposed upon 
the changes to be discussed. In othe r w~rds, t he possibility 
of such oc cu rences as wa rs, political upheavals, and ot her 
major changes i n the s ocial structure as the result of f a ctors 
other t han automation is disregarded. As stated before, the 
i mpos sibilit y of accurately pre dicting suc h change s makes t h is 
simplifying a s s umption both logical, necessary, ~d, since 
these changes are somewha t remote i n any case, their omission 
does not significantly alter the vali dity of the conclusions 




A s mentioned preTiou.sly, the importanee of a sound 
theoretical background ca nnot be ove remphasized in the 
so lu.tion of a problem in social scie nee. For this .reason, 
it seems prope r to digress somewhat from the main subject 
of this wo.rk and investigate the vario11s scientific aspects 
of autom.<;J. tion, since a general knowledge of these principles 
is neces s ary if the f11 t11re effe cts of the automa tic factory 
upon existing social institlltions is t o be determined. 
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It is qllite probable that many To lames might be w.ri tten 
concern i ng this revo l11tionary new science. It is equally 
probable that a g reat m:: ny of those Tolumes wo11ld deal 
speeifically with the basic technic a l aspects of the science. 
Such a presentation is, hONever, not the intent of this chapter. 
In f a ct, .realizing the limited knowledge which the average 
businessman possesses of the fields of a dvanced mathematics, 
physics, and el ectronics, from which is derived every design 
of automatized insta llations, an attempt will be made to 
inve sti gate only those technical aspects of the science wh ich 
.relate directl y to the solution of bllSine s s problems. For 
example, pos sible answers to the following questions will be 
discussed: Vfuat are the limitations of a 11tomation? What 
components will be req11ired in an a.11tomated factory? What 
t~s of personnel will be required to design, c:onstruct and 
operate this factory? What will be the speed at which auto-
matic f a ctories will be introduced? What are the relative 
advantages and disadvantages of automatic production? What 
size of plant and what t y pes of p.ro duct are best suited to 
automatization?; as well as many others. 
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It will, of course, be necessary to resort to scientific 
terminology in some pa rts of this discussion. However, it is 
expected th at such occurences will be reduced to a minimum and 
will be presented in as simple and straightforward language 
as is possible. 
Before turning to the main body of this chapter, one 
word of call ti on must aJ.so be menti oned, As with certa in other 
t echnical a spects of business life, such as law or finanee, 
m:tny businessmen, feeling that tt.e ~r possess an adequate know-
ledge of the subject by virtue of experience or past education, 
sometimes rej e ct the possibility of engaging experts in the 
particula r field involved, an d attempt the solution of such 
proble.ms personally. Granted, this appraoch may succeed, 
However, automation is a .relatively new science and, in its 
entirety, embraces many fields, Furthermore, unle s s the ex-
ecutive i s a man well ver sed in most of these fields, or 
pos sesses a large and well-trained staf f, which in most instances 
will not be the e a se, it is almost certain that he will find 
that best reslllts will be obtained by enlisting the aid of 
t rained assistance, leavi n g his time free for important final 
and top-leve 1 decisions as regards the a utomatization of his 
factory ope rations, 
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DEFINITION OF AUTOMATION 
Before proceeding· to the discussion of the basic scienti-
fic principles of a atomatic cont rol, it seems wise at this time 
to attempt some definition of that one word used most in refer-
ence work on the subject, namely naatomation". 
In the first place, the word "aatomation" itself is 
.relatively ne·.v , being llSed first by Mr. John Diebold in his 
book entitled nAutomatioh" and by Mr. D. s. Harder, vice-
president of the Ford Motor Company, with .reference to the 
va.riollS aatomatic c ·.:mt.rol devices which his company presently 
llSes. As to the actual origin of the word, Diebold explains 
as follo ws: "Du.r ing the writing of the· Harvard Report, 'Making 
the Automa tic Factory a Reality', the author found 'aatomati-
zation' both awkward and - f.rom the standpoint on his weak 
spelling- hazardous. To be SLlre, there was also a growing 
appreci 2.tion of the advantage of .recognizing the area of aato-
Jiation as distinct from the technology of control, but it is 
only fB.ir to confess tha t it was the case of spelling that 
finall;y~ overcame the aathor's reticence to coin a new word".* 
At any .rate the business world is inde e d fortunate tha t Mr. 
Diebold's spelling was as he states, since it not only ha.s a 
very dynamie: and fo .rceful word to express the concept of the 
automatic factory, but many other spellers of much less fame than 
Mr. Diebold (especially the author) will always be g.ratefal for 
the now common u.sage of the word. 
* (3) :P.l. 
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Insofar as the actuel definition of the word is concerned, 
such a simplicity is not as easily obtainable. In the first 
place, there is a g rowing ten dency for many to associa te au.to-
mation with some of the various complex nachines which ha ve 
been designed to pe r form productive functions formerly han d. led 
by men. This attempt to r e late "mechanization" t o "automat ionn 
could not be more incorrect, since the former involves merely 
the substituion of some form of non-human power for human 
power. For example, the fork-lift truck might well be classi-
fied as a mechani zec1 device in th t it .repla ces the tedious 
and expensive manual labor formerly used, by a deVice capable of 
performing the same t ask quicker and more efficiently with much 
less usage of human intervention. 
On the other hand, autom~.c tion is not concerned with the 
replacem ent of muscula r energy by mechanical energy, but in-
volves the design anc1 use of machines which possess s ome of the 
basic human q ualities, such as the senses of seeing, h earing, 
touching , and the like. Furthermore, such machine s must a lso 
possess a so-called "sixt:tr" sense, narooly the sense of proprio-
ception. According to Waddell, thi s sens e of proprioception is 
the "ability to constantly make a jlldgment as to the posit ion of 
any object in space and to adjust what they (workers or machines) 
do to that position".* In other words, automa tion does not 
merely involve the performance of a task, which must still be 
supervised in the ovemll by man, but goes one step further by 
extending the abilit y of supervision to the ma chine. 
*( 25) J;.ll. 
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It can the.refo.re be stated that ''alltomat ion" iS an 
applied science which seeks the development of machines 
capa bl.e, not only of performing a given t a sk, bll.t also of 
adjusting their perfo.rmanoe on the basis of Sllch information 
as me. y be supplied them, as to the .rela tive effe ctiveness 
of the pe.rfo.rmG.nce of tha t task. With this definition i n 
mind, v.r e may now tll..rn to the stll.dy of the basic p rinciples 
llnde.rlying the application of automation to indust~y. 
I 
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HISTORY OF AU~'OMATIOU 
There is, in the United States of today, a growing 
belief th at the concept of the automatic factory, together with 
all of the important theoretical and practical discoveries in 
the field of automatic control, are direct by-products of our 
present gene ration. The high incidence of journalistic 
attempts to explain, as well as publicize, the great ne w strides 
taken in automation ha ve done much to strengthen this belief 
in the minds of even the most informed. The fact remains, 
however, that both the basic principles involved in automatic 
control, and their practical application in industry, were 
developed long before the start of the t wentieth cent u.ry and 
almost before the birth of this cot1ntry. 
Of the very early attempts at automation control, no 
inforrration is presently available and they are usually thought 
not to ha ve been attempted. One po s sible explanation for 
this belief i s the fact t h,_q t no motive power, save for beasts 
and men, existed daring those early times. In fact, it was not 
actua lly until the introduc tion of mechanical power, snch as 
found in the steam mgine, thn.t the unlimitless possibilities 
of autoln9. tic control first became apparent. 
Moreover, one of the first deVices u.sed as a form of 
automatic co nt .ro 1 was a governor for the steam engine described 
aoove. This mechanism, r eglllating the flow of steam to the 
engine in greater or lesser amounts. depencang llpon the 
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differences between the actual speed and the desired speed, 
was, in fact, very similar to the .recently developed device 
called a servo-mechanism. The exact .rela tionshi p between these 
t wo devices will become more apparent when the· scientific 
principles relating to automation are discussed in the follow-
ing section. 
As far as the operation of an automatic factory is con-
eerned, in this field also, p3.st history has had. many e xamples. 
Mos)t likely the fir st attempt along these lines was made by 
one Oliver Bva ns, a miller from Philaclelphia. His mill, which 
utilized powered conveyors in addition to automatic processing 
equipment, re qu ire d no huxre.n labor in any step of the basic 
pro cess. 
was 1784. 
The date of construction of this mill, furthermore, 
A few yee rs later, in 18·01, Joseph M.arie Jacquard 
perfected a type! of automa tic loom, the operation of which was 
controlled by a form of punch ear d. Again, this loom was not 
merely a scientific cu ri osity, for in a few years many thousand s 
could be observed. in operation in mills the entire length and 
breadt h of Frame. 
By a n observati on of the above historical f a cts, the 
absurdity of any cl ailll3 regarding the t wentieth century birth 
of automation is immediately evident. However, although there 
were many examples of automatic c ontrol devices, and even 
automa tic factorie 2 , in the years preceeding 19~~, the great 
majority of these developments h a ve be en either mere scientific 
curiositi e s or mechanisms perfecte d for the sole use of some 
~rticular firm or industry. It is then the scientists of the 
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present century, utilizing as they have, advances wh ich have 
been made in the fields of electronics, computer design and 
analysis, servomechanism, and the like, who have actually 
initiated t he beginnings of this science aimed at the complete 
automatic control of any process, regardless of its nature 
and in spite of its complexity. 
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SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES 
There are three basic concepts which mus t be discussed 
With respect to the scientific :principles underlying au to-
ms. t ion ; eont ro 1 systems, computer design and operation; and 
finally, ma. chine co nt ro 1 it se lf. 
1. Control Systems: 
The oontrol system, although quite complex in design, can 
be rather easily explaine d by the use of every-day terminology. 
The basic principle which must first be understood is the mean-
ing of eont .ro 1 it s elf. For example, control nay be as s i mple 
as turning a ma chine on or off. However, this open-loop type 
of control, in wh ic h the operation of t .he control is not 
.rela ted to the corrlitions of operation of the ma chine, or any 
other outside influences, is not of the form necessary for use 
in auto ma.tic machinery, s ince some exterior source of intelli-
gence i s sti 11 re q_llire d in order that t he cont ro 1 may properly 
opera te. Diebold *gives a go ocl examp le of this form of control 
with re s :p3ct to the automatic time switch whd.ah energizes an 
outside lig ht at a :r:erticuln. r time and turns it off in the 
s sme manner. As long as d ar kne s s e om es at the s arne t i m:l 
each day, and the switch is set accordingly, proper operation 
is ob t ained. If, however, da rkness comes a t an e.arlier or 
l a ter time. than previ o12sly deter mined, the light will not 
function earlier or later, a nd prope r operation will not be 
obta ina d. 
* ( 3) P.ll. 
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It is only by the application of closed-loop control then, 
tha t proper a utoma tic and human-free opera tions can ·be obtained. 
This c ontrol system popularly ca lled a "servomechsnismtr, works 
in the followi ng manner. A given set of conditions is f i r st 
dete.rmined in order tha t proper operation will be obta ined. 
These condi t ions rNi y be rna chine speeds, pa.rt dimensions 7 or 
any other readily found. cmracteristic. The machine i s then 
set in motion and the work is put into process. At all times 
there after the confor ma nce of the madline's operation t o the 
previ ously set cond.itions are checked and, if found to be in 
error, necessary corrections are accordingly made automatic a lly. 
In other words, closed-loop control de :pe nds upon an error 
signal (which is merely the di ff erenc.e be t ween the desired 
output and the a ctual output) to make the corrections 
ne cessa.ry to bring the process into proper operating condition. 
The best example of this type of control, and one which is 
frequentl y gi ven in the literature, is the action of a thermo-
stat, an. important part of most d.omestic heati .ng sys tems. This 
thermostat, or co nt rol system, i s given an initial condition, 
namely the desired temperature of the house. A continnons check 
is 'bhen made by the devic, through the use of a resistance-
temperature .r-elationship, a s to the actual temperature of the 
surroundings. If the actual temperature observed is higher than 
previou sl y set the rmchine (or furnace) is shut off and the 
tempera ture. begins to fall. If, on the other hand, t h is 
tempe.ratnre is to o h igh, the furnace will be st arte d to bring t he 
sur ro undi ngs u. p to standard. 
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The only objection to this form of control system in the 
past has been the tendency to "hunt", or set up oscillations 
about the desired point of ope ration. ll1 o.r example, in the 
thermos tat analogy given a rove, if the desired temperature 
were 7-0 degrees, and observed temp~mtu.re onJ.y 68 degrees, 
the: starting of the furnace might bring the heat up to perhaps 
71 degrees be fore the thermosta.t wo ald be able to exercise 
control. The house might then cool down to 69 degrees before 
a~in starting the furnace, and so on. Many technical advances 
in the form of a more positive servo-mechanism, which all but 
eliminates such hanting, have been rrade and already the effects 
of these development s have been felt by industry. 
2. Computers: 
Another device, which may or may not be a .requirement of 
th e a utom<J ti c f a ctor y , i s the computer, usually .referred to as 
the· "mechanical brain". The b a sic principles under which any 
computer must operate come.rn the abilit y of logica l choice. 
In other words, the computer is a ma chine which, by compa ring 
incoming data with given data, can make logical decisions as 
to the proper steps to be taken in the solution of the problem. 
It is not necessary, in this section, to go into technica l 
details or a description of the va.rioas types of comp11te.rs. 
Rather, all tha t is a ctually necessary is a description of the 
various components which gp to make up the assembly of a 
comp ute.r. 
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First of all, the computer ml1St .receive the information 
which it is to use in the solution of a problem. This inf'orma-
tion may be either 11pre-settr information, which in tru:..t case 
would be s to .red in some sort of a memory unit (of which there 
are many ms.gnetic and electrical types) or, it may be actual. 
"working" information, such a s might be received :from a 
machir:e in operation. This latter type of information would 
probably flow to the collecting or computing unit, where the 
incoming data is then compared w-ith such information as has 
already been Sllpplied to · the computer. On the basis of the 
finding s in this coril.puting unit, a decision is then sent to 
the programming unit which is charged with setting llp the 
specific inf ormation which is to be transmitted to the ma chine 
or groups of machines. 
As a simple example of such an operation, information con-
cerning the completion of a machine task might result in the 
following action on the Jart of the computer. The information 
wo u.ld firs t be passed on to the computing unit, as described 
above, where it wo ll.ld be tab llla ted and comp:a red ·w ith the 
already-present information as to further work req uired of the 
mach ine. This latter information might have come from a 
scheduling comp llter and have been stored in a memory section of 
the main computer. After the comparison is made, the decision 
as t .o the next speci f ic job to be done might then be sent to 
the programming unit where it would be re-t.ransmi tte d to the 
machim. However, in this particular case it might also be 
necessary th a t the programming unit refer to the memory unit 
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again for such information as to the tools req11ired, machine 
speeds, tolerances to 1:e met, and raw mate r ials to be 11sed. 
The various machines, as well e s the raw material storage 
conveyors, wo11ld then b e given vario11s sectors of the informa-
tion in the form of job or movem ent instructions, and the 
.new t ask wo 11ld be set in operation. Finally, the programming 
section woul d then report its a ction to the memory section 
of the comp11ter where it wo11ld be store d for f 11tt1re llSe; or, 
conceivably to the sohed11ling comp11ter as well in order that 
changes in tha t mechanism's memory 11nits could also be 
e ffe cte d. 
Nat11raJ.ly, the corJBtruction of a comp11ter s11ch as 
described above involves the expenditure of a great deal of 
time and money, and in som e cases desi gns are f11rther limited 
by the present technical comp3tence of the field. However, 
there is no doubt that the computer will play an eve r increasing 
role in the final form taken by the f a ctory of the f11t 11re., 
alth ough more basic and pressing problems that will be mentioned 
1a te r sho uld permps .receive the b11lk of attention at this 
time. 
3. Mach ine Cont ro 1: 
In this section falls the necessity of investigating the 
various methods by which information may be fed to Jn9,Chines, 
or, for that matter, to comp 11ters as well. There are probably 
three major ways at present in which this transfer of information 
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may be accomplished; punche d. cards, punched o .r magnetic types 
of tape, am mechanical me ans, such as countour controls and 
the like. 
The f irst such ty:p3 of control, the punched c ard, is 
already in use by many industries, especia lly with .regard to 
office-machine control and operation. Although quite 
efficient in actual operation, these ca.rds must now be 
originally marked o.r ptmched by human l o. bo.r, and impose 
limit at ions as to the speed at which the machine rrJ3-y operate 
as well. As such, this form of c ontrol is not expected to 
gain much momentum in the development of the automatic 
:fu.ctory and will probably be replaced in short order by other 
forms of information transmis sion systems. 
The vari o us me chanica 1 methods of machine control, 
such as contour t.racingp will also .require entirely too much 
set-up time and initial cost, and also be limited by the 
speed at which various tracing devices can operate. 
It is then the first type of information carrier, the 
tape or wi.re, which now seems to offer the best approach to 
the gene ml problem. A device such as this, especia lly the 
magnetic types of tape, seem to offer unlimited possibilities 
fo.r the. acceptance of ino.11st.ry. In the first place, they may 
be coded -wi. th .rela tive eaoo, ana. in the case of the magnetic type, 
can a.lso be uncoded and re-used, thus effecting substantial 
operating econo:mles. Lastly, the inf orm:?;.tion contained on 
these tapes can be taken from them at very hign rates of speed, 
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since no mc hanical means a.re used. It might be mentioned 
he.re that many coii!Pa nie s, such as IBM and Remington Rand, to 
name a few , ha ve made la.rge s t.rides in this field and 
commercial f orms of thei.r e xpe .rimenta l tape-controlled 
machines wi 11 be fo r thcomin g ve ry shortly , if not already 
here. 
P~RTINENT CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOW~TION 
A. Speed of Transition: 
As seen in the :preceeding sections, there has been a 
co nside re ble advance in the science O j~ automatic c ontro 1 
over the pas t decade. In li ke manne r, there has also been 
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a marked increase in the interest shown by leaders in the 
business field regarding the practica l uses of this science, 
particularly as they apply to the, possible installation of 
a utoma tic p roduction lines, or even completel y automatic 
factorie s. However, in spite of this a:pparent desire of 
many executives to convert to the so-called "factory of the 
future", very few comple tely automa ted installa tions exist 
today. Directly related to this rathe r puzzling phenomena 
is the effect wh ich the relative duration of the transition 
period between the two startingly different societie s will 
ba ve upon the worker. For , if a sud den increase in the con-
struction of automatic factories should occur overnight, 
might not the effect of such :factories on technologic a l un-
employment, .readjustment to changed living patterns, and the 
like, become much more intensified? The answer to this 
qa.est ion is obviously in the a f firma tive. Wh t then are the 
factors which wi 11 inf lue nee the r a te of growth of a uto mat ic 
factories? Wha t importance will each of the s e factors assume 
over the n ext few years? When will the automa ted society become 
a reality? The answers to some of these questions will be 
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found in the fo llowirg paragraphs, although as befo.J19, the 
author must emphasize the ina ccur~as which might be intro-
duced into each answer becanse of the non-linear na ture of 
many of the re JE. ti onships present. 
There are many opini ons as to the vital issues in-
volved in the date r mina ti on of the rate of growth of automa-
tion. Some of the s e theories stress purely technological 
factors, whil e others stress only the social aspects of the 
problem. Again, some theorists claim effects from both 
t ype s of f ae,tors and, in ao.dition, add a few original one s 
of their own invention. It will not be · possible, in the 
short s pace allot ed to this topic, to examine eaoh of these 
w.ri tings in detai 1 altho ugh in the author • s opinion a few 
of them are certainly worthy of mention. 
Norbert Wiener, one· of the le aders in the development 
of the theoretical background of automat ion, is naturally one 
of its s t.ronge st ad w cates. In his book "Cybernetics", 
:Professor Wiemr states! "The automatic factory, the assembly 
line VIIi tho ut human a~ nts, are only so far ahe a d of us as is 
limited by our willingness to put such a degree of effort into 
their engineering as was spent, for example, in the develo pment 
of the technique of ra dar in the second world war".* Basically, 
this ap proach of Professor Wiener, and many others who share his 
feelings, s e ems to irdicate that the automatic faetory is 
indeed jast around the corner. It also seems certain that these 
* (2) 1'.37. 
people might. have, fo.rgotte n some very basic economic facts, 
the most important of which is that bu.sinessmen must first 
be convinced of the pr a ctic a lity of the idea, and second, 
must be cer tain tha t the savings re.alized by any su.ch 
installation wi 11 more than cover the initial co st. 
On the other ha ni,. t here may a lso be fo and theorist s , 
who a dvo ca. te th ~.t it will be a good man y years (some claim 
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at lea st ore hu.ndred) before a l a rge pe rcent age of industry 
will be converted to aut omation. As might be expected, thi s 
group pres ents a l arge no.mber of raasons for such dela y which 
they pr ediat. Take, for example, the items listed by Waddell 
in h i s .recent article entitled " ~·he .:&,actory of the Futu.re". 
In t h is very excellent article, the author considered the 
lack of adequate engineering talent to be the prime drawback 
to the r ap id a d.va ncement of automation, with a similar shortage 
of prop erl y orientated management execut i ves ranking s econd in 
imp ortance (which is also in hearty agreement to the views 
expre sse d. by Meier). Also include d in his analysis, is the 
effect o f the seve re limit at ion on industria l experimen ta ti on 
cau.sed b y the d emands and secrecy of military development. 
This argument, on t he opposite en~ of the line f rom Professor 
Wie.ner, seems also t o b e a r ather ex treme view. 
In the op inion of the a uthor, the moEt valuable comments 
on the speed of advance to b e expected of au.to rn:-:tion have 
come from a recent panel discu.ssion s p onsore d by the editors 
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of Fortune.* A few of the more pertinent views expressed at 
this conference are acco .rdingly listed: 
M:.r~ Beardslee - Genera l Electric "We think it (a!ltomation) 
is coming. We think it will probably be an eval11tion, not a 
revol11tion. We have had enough failures and enouE;..h success-
es to have a pretty good feel of the subject." 
Mr. Shuck - Minneapolis-Honneywell: "The demand for higher 
and higher pe.rfornam e forces us to greater automat ism just 
to rmke it possible for the human being to keep hold of the 
process'' (Speaking in .regard to the new materials and highly 
complex processes which are continually being introduced.) 
Mr. Leaver-Electronic Associated: "I realize only too 
well th at our economy and OllX prodllction facilities are very 
large, very complex ope .rations, and certainly yo 11 cannot 
revollltionize them overnight. However, I don't believe tha t 
a c ompletely evolutiona r y development necessarily represents 
the best approach. " 
The men who participated in this round-table discllSSion 
were, for the most part, executives quite high in the organiza-
ti ons.l s true t11re of their re spe cti ve comranies. As s 11ch , their 
co1Il!IJ3nts may certainly be expressed to reveal more concerning 
tm acceptance of a11t omat ion by industry than the wri:tin_€'}3 of 
many edllc ato rs , scientists and the like. True the .re were also 
IIJB.ny dissenting voices raised at this same ro11nd-table dis-
CllSSion. On the average, however, most of these objections 
* (24) P.l68. • 
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stemmed from the existence of particular design difficulties 
with regard. to the automat ion of respective plants, rather 
than the basic concept s involved. Take for example the comment 
of one of the representatives of the airplane manufacturing 
industry: " •••• Throughout the history of this airplane (the 
F-84 j et fighter) during production, we have accepted an 
average of 315 engineering changes per week . Gentlemen, the 
aviation industry is still a custom operation."* 
In addition to such pe:sonal objections to the belief that 
the automa tion of industry was not in the too far distant future, 
the point was well made by many that certain Stlb-asserably lines 
lend themselve s easily to full automa tic operation, whereas the 
complete assembly line cannot: be as easily designed~ Here 
again, however, we are confront e d with a more basic problem 
mentioned previously, na mely the lack of properly trained 
engineering talent; together vvith the equally serious problem 
of persuading industry t .o loo k for ne w materials, new method s , 
ne w processes, and new product designs, rather than merely to 
attempt to automa tize an existing way of producing goo ds. 
More and more of this latter aspect will be said in the 
following section. 
In summary, therefore, it can be said th a t the full 
automatization of industry will probably proceed at a fairly 
leisurely rate, being faster in some industries and almost 
at a standstill in others. The main factors which will 
* (24) P. 170. 
influence the actual growth of the concept, will be the 
following: 
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1. The exp3cted dwindling of the labor force, mentioned 
in a later ch apter. This: decrease in the number of workers 
available to industry will force mo st firms to produce goods 
of the same quantity, with much less manpower than formerly. 
2. The success of the a ttempts now being made throughout 
industry, t o convi nce man agem- nt personnel of the practicality 
and economy of thEl auto l'rultic factory which, in turn depends 
upon the f ulfilrrent of the following .re q uireme nts: 
a. Well trained engine ering talent must be available in 
order to develop m vr materials, new methods, etc., and in 
addition, to solve many of the complex and highly technical 
problems f acing many industries which, nevertheless, desire 
to automatize their production processes. The se engineers 
must be either fully traine d in the entire field of automa tic 
control design and operation, a training which included a 
knowled!se of such fields as electronics, computer design, 
communication theory , mechanica l engineering, and the like; 
or they must be Specialis t ;:: in any of the above fiel ds, organized 
into effective working groups. It seems if only from the stand-
point of urgency, tha t the l a tter appro a ch should be a ttempted, 
since a. complete training in the many f ields relative to 
automation, would no doubt take the average engineering student 
a. good part of his life time. Incictentally, this same group 
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approach is not being used with great success in the field of 
Ope rations; Research where the inter-relation of ma ny forms of 
scientific kncr.rvledge is also re quired for the solution of a 
spe ci fie :problem. 
b. A more libe.ra 1 a ttitude toward automa tion by executives, 
·rv ithout which little ad vane es ma.y be made, mus t be soon forth-
coming. This attitude,furthermore, c an be easily developed 
by the us e of the excellent tea ch ing methods a s are employed 
by such organizations as Forttme magazine and the American 
.Management Associa tion, to mention but a few. In l ine with 
this idea, however, a f or um or seminar ca n onl.y succeed if 
business le aders wi 11 show the interest wh ich should be shown. 
It seems r a.t he r par-cJ.c1oxical tha t the average golf course in a 
large city contains more executives in the cour s e of a day 
than. the most well-attenied collrse on B.lltomation would, even 
if given free of ch ELr ge. 
3. The a ttitude of the military with respect to the 
clearance of many technical advances relative to autom ated 
design cannot be expected to change very radically. It is 
thought, however, that the government will g ive some attention 
to this pressing problem, since in the advent of an all-out 
war (whi ch drastically enough would pro bahly cause the 
immedi ate conversion of ma.ny firms t o fllll automatic operation 
in the course of a. year) indus try would be face d with the 
seriousdilemma of prodlloing large qllantities of needed goods with 
less workers t han were available during the peak years o:f 
World War II. He.reagain, every step in the direction of 
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bringing this serious situation to the eyes of the nation's 
leadere, must be taken, even the us e of mass circulation 
advertising by vari ,_; u:s groups and the larger and more pro-
gressive business organ izations. 
4. Lastly, one factor is mentione d which has not 
appeared in the discussion to date but which will probably 
exert more pressure for the adoption of auto mation on a 
particula r firm than any other. This factor is rela ted t o 
the status of automation in the plants of a fi.rm's competitors, 
t.he effects of which are obvioas to all and a.re excellentq 
summed up in a quotation f.rom the Society for the Advancement 
of Management: "No war, no strike, no depression, can so 
completely destroy an e stablished business or its profits 
as new and better methods, e quipment and materials in the 
hands of an e nlig..h. te ne d comp eti to i'". 
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B. Industry Characteristics Relating to the Ease of Automation 
In the preceeding section, the general factors in-
11 u.encing the speed of tra ns ttion to an au. toma ted economy 
have been discussed. Directly .related to tha t discussion is 
anothe .r concept, that of the influ.ence of indu.stry cha racteris-
tics u.pon the relative e<1Se with vrh ich automatic eont ro 1 
principles rw,y be applied. 
Generally s p3 aking, it is a well-established fact that 
many industries, becau.se of particular product or process 
limitations, are not at all well su.ited to the changes des-
cribed e~ lier. For example, many of the higher priced lu.xu.ry 
good industries, such as the manufactu.rers of fine crystal 
glassware, (Steu. ben Glass is an excellent example) could 
not even conceiva bly attempt the elimina tion of hu.man labor 
because of the exp ected customer opposit:;i.on. With such 
goods as these the very fact "th at many ho u.r s of time-
consuming but highly skilled l abor have gone into their 
production is enough to insure sales, even a.t prices much 
in excess of the actual cost of manufacture. 
Aside from such obVious exdeptions, however, l et us now 
attempt to determine if there are any other characteristics 
of either product or process which might introduce extreme 
design diff l!i c ult i e s from the stan.dp oint of aut om ati on 
equiplll3nt. In the first place, it must be r ealized that the 
complexity and initial cost of automation m chinery is a function 
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of the size and complexity of the finished product desire d. 
For e xample, an automatic assembly line for an item such as a 
hair brash ooald pro babl y be designed and bailt for well under 
fifty tho asand dollars (assaming t ha t no s uch elaborate 
compate r mechanism as described pr e viously will be used); while 
a simila r ass em bl y line for the production of fini s he d 
automobiles we ald cost m ny, I.Jl'3.ny times t hat figure. 
!trany of the problems f a ce d by manu:fa ctu.re.rs of very 
comple x product s coalrl, however, be diminished greatly by 
a n inte-lli gent re desi g n of their products and possibly their 
processes; altho ug h it c a n be expected that for the next few 
de,ca des at least ve ry little worl as rega rds the fully auto-
ma tic assembl y line will be inaugurated. On th e other hand, there 
is much .rea son t o believe tha t industries producing sach products 
as these, because of the large amounts of capi ta l us aally a t 
t heir d isposal, and the r e l a tively high r ation of labor cost to 
to tal cos ts, mi gh t well be among the :t' i.r s t to investigate the 
possibility o:f:' automa tion ona somewha t smaller scale, perhaps 
usi ng automatic sub-assemblies or even only auto iW.tically-
controlJ.ed multi-purpose machines. In contrast, the producer 
of relatively simple and inexpensive g oods will no doubt be 
among the fir st to install fully autonlS.t ic final a.sser.nblies 
(assu min g th a t t he co s ts of the Vaz:'ious co mponent s required 
and the 8Ilgine eri ng talent .required can be justified and borne 
by t he fi r m) .• 
It migh t be well, at t h iS point, t o n:ention the relative 
ease with wh ich many firms , na me ly, the chemical pro due ers, 
have c.onverted to a lmost complete autorre.ticity. Tm major 
oo.use of thiS c onversion was expr es sed very ade q!lately by 
one of the members of the Fo.rtu r.e Round. Table s p ea king as 
follows: "A In9.n. With his hands can e a sily hB-ndle solid 
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objects. It i s pretty da.rn.e d diffi c1lt t o make a machine that 
ca n do what ten firgers 
-
alor~ with the eyes 
-
can do. Well 
no v'! , you go over into tbe procesSing indus tries, vinich tend t o 
i nvolve the :procesSing of li quids or g a sses , and man is 
awfully poor at trying t o mndle liqu ids and gasses. "* 
In essence then, the process industries, be cans e of the n&tllr e 
of the materials which are handled, are already in t.OO enviable 
position of having rea. dy-ma d.e :rnsterials, handli r:g devices in 
addition to the sp9cialized machinery needed to :carry ont the 
basic ste ps of the ir processes. There i s one f a ctor , how ever, 
which has evaded mmy ·Mho claim the le ad ih aLlto iDF.tion for 
these i niu.s t.ri es. That is, tbe f c::.ce that, although the entire 
ope ration is almost unaided by man, the basic control function 
is still a human respon sibility. That i:t rent3-ins the t a sk of 
htl.lmn beings is also no fault of those scientists who have l abored 
so dilligently in the pnrsuit of knowle dge .reg:arding automatic 
co nt ro 1. With a processing industry, all of the controlling 
factors of the operatio n are available, in so rre form or another, 
from c ba. rts , dials , and the like. The .re for e, a l 1 that .remains 
to exte rd the au. torw.t ici t y of t he pro cess · to its ultimate in 
design, is the adapt ation of any nrunber of c ontro 1 s ;)Stems 
(sllch a s the IBM, Remi ngton Rand, etc.) to the p3.rticula.r 
probJ.em, providing the inforillition required by such a system 
* ( 24 ) :p. 18 5. 
from the alroody established sou..roe of data. If, for example, 
the viscosity of a certain tax at a particular stage of the 
process determined the amoants of oil and sand v:.!hich were t:J 
be added later, there is no reason why the information c·on-
cernirg this vi s cosity meastlreroont co ald not be tra nsmitted to 
a system wh ich, in tu..rn, wo t1ld int ro dtlc e the pr op3 r amotl nt s 
of sand and oil. Obviously, no ht1man interventionwould then 
be .re9J.uired. 
The last ch:t .racteristic which mlll!t be studied in regard to 
ease of a tltomat ion, cone e rns the s ize of the part icala r plant 
involved. There a .re many vtl.o , even in t .his modern day and age, 
contend that only the Jarge and powerftll corporation oa.n ever 
hope to attain prog .ress th.ro ~h an to mat ic xw. chine.ry. This 
concept iS not only ~llaciotls, btlt also very dangerotls, since 
the steps which mtlSt retaken if this cotlntry is to enjoy an 
automated economy, mus t retaken by large and small btlsinesses 
alike. Trtle,. the an:.all job-shop firm will probably never achieve 
oomplete automaticity, but gy attempting to rtln component p:lrts 
on a n:ass p.rodtlction basis and investing in oome small specia lized 
nachims which 31fou.ld be somewre.t atltomatic a lly controlJ.ed, the 
job shop could still substantially increase its operating 
efficiency. The small production shop, moreover, is in an even 
beter position than the JJ. .. 1. .rge firm. In the first place, this 
analler firm med not invest in expensive con:ptlting machinery, 
nor mast it design or purchase brge and specialized machines. 
By the pro per a p plica ti ons of aut oma tic c ont ro 1 , t be ana 11 
:factory c.an, in f a ct, approach more closely into cost competition 
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With the l.a rge co r poration, since the rnaj or difference would 
then rest only with the .relative r atio of 0);6.ratirg efficiencies. 
This application of automation wo uld, no d oubt, involve the 
installa tio n of multi-purpose nachires or,. quite possibly, single 
pt:trpose but highly fle xible tools which could be controlle d from 
sone mas t e r point. The .ramifications of machine design Will 'be 
fu.rthe r inves:tig ate d in a Ja te r s action. 
In summa ry, i t ws been seen tha t man y industries do in 
fact po s ses s advantage s in product and proc·e s s cha.macte..ristics, 
which le nd. t hem much more .readily to automation. Among these 
a re the following: 
1. Info.rmati on concerni ng the variables which influence 
the process are .readily available (as in the process industries). 
2. Simple go ods, in high volume, are ideal for automa tic 
assembl y l ine design co nsi deration. 
3. The size of firm IIBke s no difference (even the small 
job shop having pos sible advantages in cost .re d uction under the 
new system}. 
4. The ex istence of ne w tools. (which will be discus sed 
l a ter} , :rw.k l.ng pos si bl e the r ede sig·n of basi:e thinking as to 
p lant Jayout and process flow. 
In contra st, the only rre.jor drawback to automation is the 
hi gh degree of complexity exi s ting in so me pro ducts, which in-
dic a tes tha t eit her expensive and s pecialized tools mus t be used, 
or the pro d uct and proce s s must be re ctesigned in or der to utilize 
more inexpensive types of ma chinery. 
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c. Economies of Installation 
The expected savings to be obtained f.rom the us e of the 
automated production lire, ha ve, in the rwst pa.rt, been 
attributed onl y t o the decreased use of labor in such 
installation. This is far f.rorn the COII!Plete statement of the 
case. To be su.re, rmny industries will be able to .reduce the 
number of skilled and unsk illed workers which the ~:- now a.re 
forced t o use. In the same manner, however, there will be 
somewhat of a com::t:ensati .ng increased need fo .r many technical 
staff assistant s , as well as possibly a large g .roup of 
skillecl mechan i c s. The te.rm mechanic, as used herein, does not 
.re fe .r to the typical mechanic of pre sent-day industry, but 
ins t ead t o one well-trained in the fie 1d of automatic c ont.ro 1. 
ar.d the re~~i.r and ove.r 1::e ul of the mac hires wbi ch wi 11 be 
as soc i a ted w ith the au to rrat ic p roduction lim. It is fur the .r-
mo.re not expected that t hese ~mn will re available at a low 
wage, no.r is it ex:r:ected that the ;:,' will lecorne available to 
ind11st.ry with out the expendi t11.re of large amo11nts of money by 
the ir.dividllal firm fo.r their more or le s s fo.tmal education. 
More concerning this subject Will be discussed in a later chapter. 
The savings in Ja bo .r cOSts wi 11 sti 11 be substantial, of 
co ur se, but wi 11 not , and cannot , re as hjgh as envisioned by 
mny basine ssme n. F.rom mere then, wi 11 come the additional 
savings, Which must be present in orde.r to justify the construc-
tion of the complex mechanislll3 of autorratio·n? 
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In the first place, automation wi 11 em ble t h:l fi .rm to 
operate continuously, and not on an intermittent basis. This 
ty:r;e of OJ:eration will elimin:tte rreny dis-economies presently 
caused by one or two shift opemtions in the following weys: 
Longer run lengths, free from starting and stopp ing costs, will 
be possible; more efficient sche:dil.ing of smaller runs will be 
possible; and l a stly, higher l abor costs, .resalting from 
over-time work on special jobs will be greatly red11ced. 
A second saving thro ugh automs.tion Wi 11 result f rom the 
better utilization of raw mate rials (by improved automatic 
ins1:e cti on t echniques) and also by the possible reductions in 
in-process inventories, and finished goods inventories as well, 
by use of the contintlOIB flow technique, to be discussed later. 
The automatizat.ion of industry, on the staff level, will 
also provide na.nageiD9nt with faster reports of current operations 
and will, by the use of va.riou:s computir:g devices, permit some-
what better information to re obtained as to the pea si ble 
results of new or improved metbo·ds. 
Lastly, savings through the u~ o:f less productive space 
and le s s single purpose IIBchims \Will also be possible, since 
in many cases, the space nee ded to repair and maintain Imchinery 
is much less than tha t required for human beings actually con-
t.ro lling such rna ch inery. 
Oth e r saviz:gs, of a more intargible nature, will be 
discussed in other s ections of this work, s u.e h as the le sse .ned 
possibility of mr k stoppages because of absenteeism, less 
19. bo r dis pu.t es , and the like. 
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D. Machine Design- Froduct of Process Type 
Perhaps the ore area of automation Which is least under-
stood, yet mos t discussed, is the ps.rticular trend which 
mschine desi gn mu. t follow in order to s a tis fy the ne e ds of 
autozw.tie pro d11ction techniques. It is said tha t this are a is 
not understood because the a vera§J3 machire design e r, trained 
in adapting mac hi r.e s to human opera tion, does not, in mo s t 
oases, comprere rrl the startlirg differences which Will be 
necess a ry :fb r the de sign of oomple tel y auto In'.it ic rm cbani sms. 
The problem gpe s ba ck much farthc:, r tha n this. however. 
Basic a lly, it resolves into a determire tion, which must be 
made bye ach imi Vidual f'irm, as to the particular typ3 of 
au to ma tic lll3. ch ines which wi 11 be necessary. For exam ple, 
there a .re three b a sic t ype s of automated e quipment which ma.y be 
used in the production lire. The fir st, or 8Bpeciaalized type, 
cons i s ts of a mach ire which can p:l rform a variety of oper ations 
upo n a given product. This ty:p3, althoug h permps the most 
efficient on a long-run basis, .hs. s many disadva ntages as well, 
the mos t i mportant being tha. t machi res of thiS t ype a .re. only 
adapta ble to om or a few basic types of product, in most cases. 
Troo , a flexible mach ia:1 of t his nature ~ev uld be construe ted, 
but the cost o f such a rna d1 ine , together with the inherent 
danger of its obselescence due to radical product cha nges 
wo llld be pro hibi ti ve. Also , except for those. c ornpan ie s that 
could usa its s ervices on very lo ng production runs, no 
particular advantage vvo llhl b e fo rthc omi ng from the use of the 
spe cia li zed-type machi m. 
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A c·oncrete example of the afore-:n:entioned facts can be 
fo und by an e xam ination of the re- to eli r.g costs of an.y one of the 
rra jor automobile man u:f a cture rs. When it is considered tha. t a 
machire of the t ype described a bove \muld probably cost five to 
ten time s more tmn such a .re-toolir:g project, tm .reason for 
its 11.nsuit ability to most ind llS tria 1 pro c e sse:s can be unde.rs to od. 
It must also be bourne in mind there a .re exceptions to this rule. 
The ribbon m<J.chire, developed by the Cornirg Glass Works, i s a 
:n:e c.ba. nism cap:1 ble of fo .l!lling and blowing such glass products 
as electric li ght rulb blanks and vacu.l1Ill bottles at very high 
rates of spe ed . In this ins tance, however, it is not e xpected 
that the ba sic design of such a product as t he light bulb Will 
change much over time, and, even if occurring, this change 
wo u.Jd probably not alter the basic sba pe of the bulb, which is 
that of a surff.l ce of .revolution. A. further example of this 
type of specialized mach inery can also oo found in the packaging 
field. Here a ga in, the basic s h9.p e o f the package iS usu.ally 
not e xpe cte d to cha nge while s orne fle xi. bi li ty can be ea si l.y 
imJ.B rte d to the mach ire in or der to handle dif :te rent si zes of 
the s a rne basic unit. 
In any case, it may 1:e seen that the speci a lized type of 
machine iS :prirrBri ly designed arc uni the product which is to 
be produced. With the second concept of automs., tic machine 
design the characte.risti c of the product iS not even considered. 
the rw. ch ire o.r group3 of mac him s being c once me d with the type 
of pro cess inste a d. According to Leaver an d Brown, "The new 
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n:achine can be ID9.de up of many small units plugged. to gether. 
Each tmit is c ap.c:. ble of :;;erforming one function, aul several 
plugged together wi 11 be OO.Jli ble of doi ng all tre op9rations 
required to build a certain p::1.rt ••• u * As with the specialized 
I.Il3.chi.re, this concept of machine de si gn and Jayout iS also not 
:feasible in a great maj o .ri ty of c a s es. For, not only would the 
num.ber of mach ires necessary for complete flexibility be 
staggering, but the complex and expensive problems o.f trans-
ferrin g goods f.rom om to another a.re also :far beyond the reach 
of the ave.rage firm. Along these lines' , Leaver and Brown have 
also developed what they consider a solution to the transfer 
problem. Between ea ch machin:l and the incomir:g and oatgoing 
conveyors, they propose the l.lSe of a device called a "hand-armn 
which wi 11 perform in much the sane ma.nne r as a haman band and 
arm, by picking up the part and J? l a cirg it in the machine. The 
basic objectionof the author of this approach is that these tv.;-o _ 
pioneers in the s ci.ence o:f aato nation are proposing a~i n the 
well-known thesis th at no mechanism has yet been bai1t which can 
efficiently repla ce the human body as a materials hand lir:g device. 
Surely, these eminent scientists can see the falJ.acy of their 
argument and if rot, it is sag g es ted that they attempt to duplicate, 
with the huma n band , so me o :f the o p3 rations car ren t1 y performed 
by hjgh speed trans f er and production machinery. 
The third and final ty]l3 of machine design which migh t 
be mentioned is om sugges ted by/ Diel:old, and one in which the 
7 
au.thor is incomplete acrord. Ma cl.1 ines of t h is t ype posses 
* ( 26) P. 195. 
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what is called the "bundle of functions" characteristic, wbich 
~mans th a t neither the flexibility nor the productive capacity 
of the machine has been damage d. The adw.nta~ of this type of 
design is quite oovious. In the first place, the .requirerrent 
of complex and e:xpensive tra nsfer sys'OOms Will not be present, 
nor wi 11 the high initial investrmnt in nany small, single-
purpore mch im s. Also, the da nger of obsele scense is greatly 
diminishe d si nee this type of machine is not specialized in 
the true sense of the word, but. rather performs a v 2.riety of 
l:asic but continuotE OJ:erations upon a product. As an example, 
turning, boring, g rinding and polishirg might be the functions 
p3rforme d. In addition, the se<p.ence of the opera tions, a s 
well as the time and intensity of each op3ration, coald be 
pre-set, perhaps even by a master computer sys t em as described 
previously. Finally, this machine would probably al EO in -
corpor •:te holding devices which would require only some simple 
form of pre-positiornd conveyance holder to properly load the 
rmch ine. 
In sui11ll8..rY tre n , it is obVious th~tat iniustry must decide, 
:fur once and all, the pa.rticaltr types of rw.chirns which would 
be most economical for their use in an automatic factory. The 
oil refiner for example, could not ase the decisions of the lamp 
man. uf acture r, on this s ab je ct, or vice versa. Also as stated 
previously, there may be firn:s differing widely enough in 
prodact chiracteristics that any of the three basic machine 
cone ept s may ·be the om most economical to IJSe. Tre only q_ae stio n 
then .remaini!.f; is how soon the machines can be installed. 
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Finally, it sti 11 seems likely th::::_t, although most b t:Ei nessmen 
.reoogniz e the im:po.rtanc e of p.roc e ss orientation, tre t .rend f o.r a 
few years a t 1e ast, wi 11 still 1::e in terms of pro duct. However" 
as so on a s this cht~.nge of at ti. ill de takes: :place, and in turn, 
products a re desigred wit h the establishment of a more 
efficient process line in mind, automation will be much clore.r 
to .reality than ever before. 
E. :Rela te cl Improvements in Other Madl ir.e.ry Necess:aq_ 
The :particular eom~pomnt s essential to the automatic 
control sys t em, and the desi gn .req uirements of prodllrction machin-
ery conrected to SLwh a system, have already been discllssed in 
some d eta il. Inaddition, those rel:ated items of machirery 
which will also 1::e necessary in the op3ration of a completely 
allto m.tic factory, mllst also be investi gate d. The se rrachines 
full into three c Et .egories. , two of which we're e x cently desc 1·ibed 
by Die 1:o ld *in his. recent book. 
1. Mach ire Loa eli ng 
In respect to the alltomation loe.ding of machines, there 
exists li t tle dollb t that relatively simple devices to accomplish 
this f a ct could be de s igned at a ::mall cost. The main .ree. son 
for this belief i s the fact tha t :practically no rea soning 
ability is needed in such an operation, the particu.la .r design 
cha racteristics of the p.rodt1ct and the machine itself often 
determining the rue thod of l oading. For example , a part which 
ml1St be loaded into a machine in a certain orientation co uld 
easily be preposi tioned on the conve yor transporting it to 
tha t mf.c h ine and then loaded by sorm, simpe mechlnicc-1 device 
* (3) P. 68-74. 
such as a chute, hydraulic .ram or the like. 
2. Materials Handling Equipment 
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Perhaps one of the rnos t waste fu 1 ope .rations in industry 
toa.ay , from the standp oint of l a tor usage , concerns the transp or-
t a t i on of products from one production :rna.chire to another. In 
most c as e s th is ore.ration is perform.ed by sorre sort of manua lly 
accomplis he ct or d irected method and, in some cases, also in-
volves the· necessity of previous manual unloading and lo ading 
operations onto pllle ts or similar materials handling conveyances. 
In the automatic factory, a ne wer concept of materials flow 
must oo developed, one which wi 11 allow the proc ·es s to be 
co mp letely continuous from start to finish, in-proc·ess storage 
beirg elimimted as far as any "static 11 storage is concerned. 
For exarnple, instead of allowir.g storage be tween operations, 
it seems much more practieal instead to think in terms of a 
cont i nuous. but slow moving rrethod of conveying goods from one 
.n:achine t o another. One company, the name of which the author 
iS n ot a t liberty to divulge, iS now in the process of such a 
development. This proposed system will involve the use of over-
mad monorail conveyors, upon which are suspended ca11 riers which 
will hold any o f the VD.ri o us pro ducts which the plant produ.ces. 
On each of these b askets furthe .rmore, Will be a special type of 
selector sWitch whidl may be set to indicate the type of product 
being conveyed. The se empty baskets will be set in motion upon 
the slow moving mono.rai 1 sys tern and beld there unti 1 needed at a 
particular finish ing· machine. When such a need is indicated by 
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the 0p3 .ra. to .r of a pa rti cula.r ma.ch ire, each basket of the 
given product pa.ssir:g the point of t.ran'3fer will be atito-
matica lly switched to an intak e track leading to the processing 
ope .ration. In 1 ike nanre r empty baskets wi 11 also be kept 
in motion until needed when they will also be switched off at 
the pa.rti cular point of demand. 
True, this t;ype of system might be far too expensive and 
complex for many smaller companies. In this .respect, however, 
it seems highly probable th:. t more flexible and more standard 
forms of in-process sto.rage could be obtained. In any os.se, 
it does not seem possible that any but a very ffNI small job-
shop ope r atio.ns cou.ld not be converted to a continuous pro duction 
type of operation. As p:>i.nted oat by Diebold, "the se devices 
(flexible nate rials handl irg e q_uipment) are .rare~ l¥ . thought of 
in e:onrection with automatic factories beoo.use the spotlight has 
been on the large and spectacular pieces of special-purpose 
equipment and rot on the simplicity, flexibility, and economy 
with wh ich s:> ne corrpan ies hftv e ;so lve d po.r ti o ns o f t heir n:a ter ial s 
mndling problem".* 
There is one problem involved in a co nt i nuot.lB f low concept 
of this typ::, namely, the extreme difficulty of e:Kactly syn-
chronizing the various pieces of equipment used in the production 
line and, a.s well, m:t.i ntaining adecp.ate means of divertir:g the 
flow of goods to temporar y storage in case of machine break-
downs and the like. It is exiScted tba. t a dvances in computer 
design rr11y aJ.leVia te this c ondi. t ion. 
*(3) P. 79. 
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Basically then, the mjor development wor k wbich mnst be 
done in this field of rraterials mndling ooncerns the design 
of mor·e ine x-_fe nsive and more f'l..exible ty}Bs of materials hand-
ling and in-process stor age devices in order to aid in the con-
ve rs ion to automation of IIB.n y sim lle r and le s s stand a.r di zed lines 
of manufacture. Also, nanagement must change their basic concept 
of :pro due t f low from one of the sta tic st ora ge ty p3 to one 
involving a more continuous, (even though almost immovable) 
and flexible system o.f :product movement. 
3. Quality Contro 1 SY§ terns 
It has been a.rgued by many opponents of the automatic 
:ftl.ctory concept, tha t, althongh a great percentage of a company's 
ope.retio ns may 1:e perfornedwithout hu.nan intervention, the 
need will sti 11 e xist for man's service s with .regard to checking 
the cpal ity of t he :product nanufacillre d. As with many of the 
ot.he r objections to automation. th:i.s be 1 ie'f is also unfounded. 
Any product, nanufa c1nre d by present-day industry, 
possesses certain characteristics which determine its ove rall 
acceptam e by the .IUr chaser. Flll' the .rmore • most of these 
characteristics can, by the intelligent application of modern 
design principles, be measured without resort to hu.JW.n aid. For 
example , le t us take the te levis i on s et, whi ch .rep .resents a most 
complex piece of equipment, to say the least. ThiS set is com-
posed of 10 rosie circuits, at most, each of which bas certain 
ope.reting specifications which may b e easily measured. Also, 
ea ch of the components present in the set or circuits mve 
measurable cha racteristics of the sarre b a sic retu.re. It is then 
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no more f'anrt as tic to envision a continuo us and ale ctrieal check. 
of' all components, as well as a similar autozro.tic inspection of' 
each f inished s. ub -circuit, than it is to envision a lire of thirty 
to f:ifty htlmin impector s all eng aged in the sane ty:r;:e of 
inspeo.tions. 
It is &Jg>ected that physical measurerr.ents will present no 
more difficult problems than would re foundabove. In addition, 
where process s'Peed .requires that only sanple s be taken, 
eoonomies would definitely be present, since many defective 
IE rts , novv n ow rejected by a sampling plan, V\0 uld not f'low 
through more operations after their unfitness had been 
dis cove rea. 
There are, of cour se, many applications where such simple 
inspectio n procedures wo tl ld not l:e feasible, as in the in-
specti on of finish, co lor, and the like. However, the. limitless 
possibilities of industrial electronics, if opened 'b:> the 
fiel d of impe ction, wo u11 no doubt afford ma.'1y solutions to 
the s e apparently insolvable problems. 
F. Oth er Uses of Automation 
Thus far, the discus s io n of possible developments in 
automation in indus try ms been strictl y confi red to the manu-
facturing pro ce ss. Howewr, it can al ;so be s ro wn t ba t many other 
important us es of t h is c oncept are available to business use. 
the most im!X)rtant of which come.ms the control of adminis-
tra.tive detail and the handling of r a w ma t e rials and finished 
goods (in proce ss move w nt of good s bei ng considere d ume.r 
ma nu.fac tur ing) by auto rmt i c means. 
As pJrevi.ousl y rr.entione d , om of the necessary conditions 
for proper a rrt;omatic cont rol is the availabilit y of sufficient 
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data, which is a lso a necessary condition for the proper OJ;:€ra-
tion of all .relia hle a coo unting systems, production c ontro 1 
sy.3terre, a r:d inventory control sy-stems as well. For exan:!EJle, 
in order to put an efficient oost accou. ntirg system into 
operation, t he fo llowi r:g information wo u.ld be req uir ea.. First , 
a dete rmiration of me a ningful and reaso re.ble standards of 
0p3 r a tion wo u.Jd be made. Followi r.g th:iis , a 11 tha t basica lly 
re .mai ns is the pr i vision for a constant c ompa .rison be tw een 
standard and the actual costs, incurred during the various 
production ste ps of the product. It iS then appa rent that 
some sort. of automatic system for handling the various in-
fo.l'!lllation required in thiS compa.rative analysis cou.Jd easily 
be c:o ns tructe d. , :rerha ps, even at the pre se nt time. Furthel'-
more, s ince the major compomnts of pro duction costs in the 
future wi 11 no doubt be mach im time and nate rials, it is 
entirely possible th a t machine inforns.t ion as given an auto:rmt ed 
pro duction line, c.oa Jd be supplied. to the accounting system 
directl y from the produ.ction floor, while other information, 
su.ch as the cost of the ma te rials and any J.p. bor cost s involved 
could be s m t t o the s ys tern throu gh the mea n:l of :punche d card 
or magnetic tape methods. The a crounti rg sys tern, b y automati-
cally comp aring the totalized job information to tm standards 
pre Vi ou. sl y set, co uld then compute the partie u Jar 0p3 r ating 
efficien ci.es which were in effect in a matter· of s eoonds. 
By an e xt ension of this metro d, the band l ing of rreny more 
of the routine office procedures cou.ld also oo accomp lishe d. 
au.to rmtica l l y. Even today , sach f irm a s IBM ani Reming ton 
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Rand, have develo:r:ed and sold many anall computers, the purpose 
of which was to imrea. se the speed and accuracy of of f ice orera-
tiore. In addition, many other basic typ3 s of auto:rw.tic Imchines 
which can be opera ted alore, or te a ill3d with other macbiras and 
a c onrp ut e r, a re also .readily availa ble. Tl:e se s emi-automatic 
office com puters perform such v a.r ied task s as the compilation 
of payrolls, imo me tax returns, saJ.e s records, stoc k l:a~anc es, 
and man y others. In :f!l.ct, the only n:a j or drawba ck s to the 
presentl y used sys terns are: 1, The relative s lowre ss of band-
ling i nfo rmat ion when punch3 d card mmthod must be used and:, 
2, The lack of a rr.e cha ni sm wh ich could replace the human int .ro-
ducti on of i rrfo r wt ion into the sys ten. The pro b Jem create d by 
the 1a tte r c an no d ou:bt ea sily be ap pre cia ted by a ll those in 
the mamgement profe ssion. Perraps it can be re solved as 
follows: Am chiw is ne eded wh ich wi 11 be able to g ather as 
much inforrm tion as is possible, by scannirg a nedium of commerce, 
such as an invoice, and can then pass this i nformation on to the 
p3-rticula r system re g11ir ing it s use. Unbelievable as it may seem, 
there is one Sllch machine, which, although s ome what slow and 
inaccur a te at pre sent , wi 11 so on be a ble to ".read " ove.r 100 
1e tter s pe r second. This mechanism, howe-rer, aLso aprears to 
have oome serio11s drawbacks beca11se of t he comple:xity of 
a.rrargement recessary in order tha t it handle d iffe"rent fo.nns 
and ch a racters of ty:r:e, a lthough it iS also possible that the 
diffic u lt j:r can soon be overcome. 
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Another very inlJ:;ortant typ3 of managanent procedure which 
can be performed by the f a ctory of the fllture, wi t hollt hllmsn 
intervention, will be that of production controland schedulirg. 
In it s most basic sens e , this pa r t iclllar field is similar to 
accollrrting in that it aJ.so in-rolves information blndling s;ystems, 
requiring the llSe of .w.ch data as cycle t iiD9 s, c u.s to mer demands, 
secp.ences of operation, machine availability, stains of in-
ventories and .raw rre.terials, and the like. With Sllch infor~­
tion ava iJable, it is a not very clif f iclllt ta sk to compose, 
automatically, a workable and efficient schedllle. Furthermore,. 
su.ch a system wi 11 not .require the ex~ rrli ture of large amounts 
of money, in the form of salaries for technical and c J.erical 
ass:ifltance, who are now required to carry oat the basic functions 
of Sllch a departrren t. 
Here again, the introduction of automatic p.ro du ctio n 
scheduling and control systems shollld progress fairly rapidly. 
In fact, there is today, a computer available, for only 
$15 ,OGQ. 00, which can efficiently s che dllle grollpS of up to 
ten automatic mach ines, even adding operator delay allowances 
when the schedule is so set that loading is not being done at 
every i.wta.nt. This mac h ine is built by the Potter Instrument 
Company and. is inrne dia tel y ada ptable to the ope .ration of 
:rmny firms presently h"l ving large numbers of machines which 
must be loaded periodically and yet have otherwise alltomatic 
pro du.cti on c ye: le s. 
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It is true that the a bove-ment ione d machine cannot 
be considered. as a :panacea fo.r a 11 pro duct ion co ntro 1 ills. 
Quite the opposite, it is a specialized machine, fit for only 
specialized conditions of use. It wi 11 however, probably 
accel er a te thinking in other quarte. rs of business cone e.rnirg 
the p:>s s ibi lity of using automation to pe rfo . rm many clerical 
and routine t a sks which will, no doubt, alway·s be .required. 
One last word, ooncerning the future steps which should 
be t a ken b y far-seeing bu. :siness execu.tives. The science of 
automtion, as mentioned previously, can be adapted to many 
exi sting iniust.rial tasks, but it can be better adapted, and 
for less expense, to those operations which have been developed 
specifically, w.i th ease of au to rna ti zing in mind. In the 
office, then, as well as in the fac tory, every effort mus t 
be made t o examine procedu.res in great detail, eliminating 
the ine ffi cie n t and improving the e.ffici ent. Tben, and only 
then, wi 11 the of fie e and f a ct ar y of tre fu. ture become a 
reality. 
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EXISTINJ EXAMPUS o:B1 AUTOMA'l"ED PLANTS 
Before leaving the gene ..tal topic of automation, it has 
been decided to describe briefly a few of the o~rations to 
wh ich the principles of automatic c ont ro 1, described in this 
cha pter, have been applied. ~his exposition is given mainly 
to c onv inc e those many ske -ptics who, while claiming that t:r.e 
autorro.tic factory will, some Cby, beoome a rea lity, still 
pa rsis t in the·ir belief that industry oo uld not cone ei vably 
construct such a plant in this day and a ge. It must be 
noted, furthe.rm.ore, that the re are many more plants w:bere 
autons. tion ms achieved success than eo uld ever be included 
in this section, bnt because o:f tr.JS limitations of space and 
time they have been neglected and only those companies 
famil:iBr to the ave rage roo.der wi 11 be discussed. 
1. The Ford Motor Company 
During the past fen years, antomation has rea c.bed a high 
state of developnent in this c ollJ?any. In fact, perhaps one 
of the best examples of the automatic production line can be 
fo u.n:i a t their recently lxlilt plant in Cleveland, where six 
cylinder en gine blocks nCYJV emerge from an ru.toiWtic machining 
line at a p.ro<ligious rate. In this line there are but t vv enty 
JW. chines de signed to perform a stagg ering total of 532. ope .rations 
on each block , includin g b.ro aching, milling, boring, ho ning, 
drilling ana tapping. According to Fortune Maga.zine:"the only 
Iren required on tlle a.nto:rre.ted lire are job setters, who lreep 
a sha rp e y:; on the :r:r o cess ana. rep lace worn tools whenever a 
'toolmeter' indicatesa tool iS nea.rirg the end of its life 
expectancy".* It mjght also be mootioned that Fortune also 
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pr ese nte d one smal 1 s w.te men t a t the end of their article on 
the Ford plant vbich seems to deviate g rea t 1 y from tbe pre vi oo.s 
ana eve n pre se rrt s a tt r.d of th is IIE. ga zi ne w-ith respect to the 
ul ti .rra te us a~ of automati on. It ran: "Auto nation enC.. s With 
mac hining.. Assembly of the eng i re is Je ft to the ins c rut able 
co-ordination af the human hand and ey_e". ** With this statemm t 
the author and nan y others will take violent exception. 
2. The A. o. Smith Com:r;a~ 
Another automotive co mpsn y, this p1r tic ular one engaged 
in the nan llfacture of automobi J.e f rames,.bas taken eve n greater 
strides in perfectirg the automatic :fa.cto.ry. Ar:d, ewn more 
azre Zing, is the fact thiS J13. rti cuJ.a r oo mpan y began operations 
with an automatic production line well b e:fbre 1930, and aloost 
t went y years before· the very concept of feed-tack control had 
even been de~lopad. The assembly line at this plant incorpo rates 
to sorre extent the Lea-re rand Brown idea. of a nm.nd-arm 11 assembly. 
However, in spite af any coJ:1111l3nts to the contrary, the line does 
v.ork and aut omob il.e f .rame s are riveted, welded and the like, 
Wi tho u:t the aid of hun13.n han<l s. Let those who c Jai m aut omt ion 
is for the future vis :i.t this plant. Their a tti tu.de w.ill soon 
be ch ang:e d. 
*( 24} 1'. 171 
**(24) P. 171 
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3. The Rockford Ordre.nce Plant 
Perhaps ore of the most coretractive steps taken by the 
gove rru:nen t in pr e:r:a .rati on :for fa tare national defense was the 
oo ro ept i on of the aatomat ic ordm.nc e plant, described by Diebo 1d 
as follows : "Tre p lant J;er:fb.rnl3 all OJera t i ons necessary to 
rranufa cta.re 155-mm steel Ehell casings from .rew steel stock. 
Steel is received in the form of lorg li>·ars, about six inches 
square in c .ross section and aoo u:t t wenty-four feet lo rg . T.he se 
bars are positioned a t a series of rretal-cat ting s.aws by a 
rmnually ope rated overread c.rare. Tre bars a re then cat into 
pieces aoo tit a foot long md weighirg a p proximately 12Q pounds, 
The.re after, anti 1 the finished steel ca. S3 is p a ckaged,. it is not 
a&lin t o11.ched by hruran hands. .hlxcept for shells removed from the 
line for imp ecti on, all o::r;:e .ratiors are entirely a utomatic".* 
SU.MM.ARY 
In this cJ:apter we n~, ve disc()S s ed so.!D9 of tre scientific 
principles apon whi.ch the science of automat ion :is besed. .Among 
thes e , the closed-loop control systan, tre computer and tre 
informtion t ransmitting device have been observed to be of 
p1ramount importance. Some of the rraj or que~>tions concerning 
the fut are de vel opi".re n t of au to mat ion have a lso be en dis cas sed, 
mainly sach to pics as the speed of t.ransiti on, tm e ase of 
auto rna ti zati on in various i n:lu s trie s, mach ire de sign req_ ui.remen t s. 
nate·rials handling devices, and the non-DBnufacturing ap p lications 
of auto riB t.i c c ont ro 1. 
* ( 3) P. 7 5. 
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It is hop3d that the Ill'itErial reraw.ith pres:ented h~s, 
at least, stressed the importance of far-sigpted thinkir:g on 
the ra.rt af business executives, in order that the most efficient 
use of this revo lilt i onary t echniqll e rrs.y be obtained. With out 
this thinking and without the intelligent action whim must 
follow it , the c·ms e of the alltOJll9, tic fa cw ry Wi 11 be d im 
indeed. 
In closing, it mignt 1e well to qu.ote from Profesoor 
Wiener, who, in his l:ook "Cyberretics"has said the following 
of automation: "We do note ven have the choice of suppressing 
these new technical developrents. They belong to the age, and 
the most any of us c a n do by suppression is t :0 put the develop-
rrent of the Sllbject irto the hands of the most irresponsible 
and moot -re ral of our engine ers. Tm best we can do is to see 
that a la rg e pllbl ic ndl e.rs t and s the t rend and b eari ng of the 
preoont work, and confire our }:Srsoml ef:fbrts to tbose fields, 
wch as physiology and psychology, most remote from vvar and 
exploitation".* 
*( 2) P. 39. 
CF...APTER TWO 
LABOR FORCE CONCEPTS 
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INTRODUCTION 
In gene .ral, any co m_prebe nsive study of the .relationships 
between an autonated economy snd the worker, usually involves 
the determination o:f the ef:Jacts of such an economy upon tre 
average worker, rather than the workirg class as a group. 
This individua l ap pr.-oach to a problem, e ommonly .referred to 
as micro-analysis, is usually required from tre, standpoint of 
simplicit y alone, be ca. ll3 e of the many comp le x and individual 
varia .nc e s between workers wit h in the g roup, which m:ty be elimin-
ated through these differences beirg treated independently. 
Tbe g reater part of the ren:a.ining clnpters of t hi s thesis are 
devoted to analyses of this na 1ure. 
Tbe r e i s , how eve .r· , om phase of our problem which must 
be attacked throqsh the use of a so-called group or micro-
analysi s , tha t being the future s1ze and composition of the 
J.a bor force, a bocty oo II!POS ed of a 11 those engage d. in the pursuit 
of economic gain. Furthermore, this group may grow, .remain 
s W- b.le , or dim i nis h i n s iz e as t i .llE :ra sse s, i t f! a b so 1 ut e s i z e at 
any til'!'e hs.v:i.ng important results up::>n ir:dustr:lal c onditions. 
More s p e ci fica lly , the importance of such a body as the 1a b:> r 
force can be easily shown by the serious limitations that its 
size snd composition rr/3-y impose upon the transition from the 
pre sent factory sys te m to a fully a.utom3.tized aystem. 
Recognizing the v a riable, but rredietable, nature of thi.s group, 
it shall then be the object of this chapter to investigate 
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those factors influencil:\g the future si :.ze of the labor force, 
as well as the possible effects of an auto net ed society upon 
the re Ja ti ve importance of t.hos e factors. 
In addition, thwe pre eli ctions outlined in this chs. p ter 
V'li.ll be subsequentl y ll:)ed in later :ps.rts of this work concerned 
with more s pecific effects of automation upon the worker. 
As with mm y othe·r co ro ept s of economic 1 ife , the pre-
diction of f uture 1s. ror force trends is c omp lica te a. by Jl1lny 
variables, the eventual influence of which may only be a pproxi-
n:a ted to a fair degree of a ccur a cy. In the fir s t pl ace, t h3 re 
is a definite Jack of certainty as to the occurrence of future 
events wh ich nay or may not infl.ueme the fut u.re size and 
co mpo si ti o n of the 1.a bo .r force, Also , the .re eY.is U3 lit tle 
cp.antative data concerni ng the relative eff ects u pon labor 
force gro-wth or decline af t he f actors t o be discus sed later 
in this cha pter.. As such the analy sis pre sante d herewith 
Cfl.n only develop , a t best, an approx irmte prediction, OO.sed 
upon past trer.d s and the assume d future.· imp ortance of those 
factors wh ich have eit rer influenced the size and comp osition 
of the Ja bor force in the :r;a st, or c an l:e ex:rected, on the 
basis of log ica l assumptions, to influence it in the future. 
DEFINITIO NS 
For the purpo s e of thiS analysis,. the p:> pulation nay 
bedivid.ed into four general classes; the Jaror f orce, or those· 
engaged in work for e.oonomic ~in; students; ho:rrerr:alers: and 
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a mis cellaneo u.s group which im 1 ude s those :fBrso ns too old or 
too yoo..ng to work , those imapacitated, those sapported, in 
rome way, by the gove mJIBnt or other institu.ti ons, and tho re , 
who for one reason or another, f i nl it impos si ble or u.rrle si rable 
to seek or secare wo r k . Tre Ja bor force, although actually 
but ore segment of the ):X)pu.l a tion, is newrthe less the most 
im:r:ort.ant segnent. by far, sime its rarticu.Jar strength deter-
mines the over all prodacti ve capa city of a nation, upon which, 
in turn, the .1e vel of na ti oml imo ne, and the a bility to wage 
successful war deJ,:enis. 
The accurate measurement of tbe la1::or foree iS,. at once, 
seEn to be complicated by the nat ure of the various statistical 
ne ans uti 1 ized.. For example, the 1a 1:D r force rray be fu.rthe r 
defined as th at portion of the to tal po pu.Ja tion engage d in 
gf3.i rrfu.l work or actively s e eki rg s u.ch work , du.r ing the time 
interval in which the l a b:>r force iS to be neasured. .As su.ch, 
many errone ou.s cone J..usions could be rna de, res u.lt i ng from the 
inclusion of those working only at the time of mea.su.re,ment, 
rather than during the entire period cove red by the survey; 
the: exclusion of people only tempora rily u.nenplo~d dt1ring the 
enumeration; and the imlu.si on of students and house wives, 
tanpora.rily employed. The extreme seasoml cha racter of the 
laoor force co11ld also produce serious errors if measurements 
were taken during :r:e riods of ·whether high or low seasonable 
a:nplo yme nt. Fire. ].ly, e co nomic co ndi ti ore prevailing at the time of 
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measu.relll3nt might also introduce errors. Thus. in a period of 
depression, addi tic nal memb e.rs of a family, not or dina..rily 
em.p lo;>e d in more pros~rooo tinEs, might have entered the 
lab::>r force temporarily. 
One fu.rther implimtion of labor force c m .nges, especially 
in regard t o their re Jat ion to population groups , is the lo.r.g~ 
rang·e effect of such chan ges upon the social welfare of the 
country. Thus, a high r at .ion of 1abor force to population would 
ten d to indi. c a te one or all of the following c ondi ti ons to 1:e 
present: 1. The a ge of entry into tl:e la ror force had been 
lowered. showing a decrease in the educational level of the 
lovverage group3; 2. The age of e xit fromthe labor force hs.d 
been raised, indic ating a decre a se in the number of persons 
who were able to effect normal retireme n t s; 3. An increase in 
the number of worwn entering the laoor force had taken place, 
which mightalso iniica te imp orta nttrends inmarraige. child. 
care, and., most important, future population growth. In the 
same manrer, a decrease in the ratio of lab:lr force size to 
to· tal population, may also entail adverse social effects, the 
most important being the pos si bi lit y of mor e forced retiremG nts . 
of older workers who mig ht still desire to maintain active 
p a..rti cipation in the force. It is: , therefore, quite evident, 
tha t in order to :pro teet na tionP..J. economic and. social interests, 
the mainte nan.ce of a rela tively stable ration of la 1o r force 
members to ta.tal population, together with the promise of an 
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inc rea sin g , or a t lea st stable l a l:o r force 9 in absolute numbers , 
is ne ce s sary . The :fu. t u re pos si bilit y of flllfi lling these con-
di tio ns wi l l be investi g ated in t he followi n g sections. 
FACTORS OF LAID H :B'OR CE GROWTH 
AS previously dis cussed, the present size and composition 
of tre labor force can be considered a direct result of inter-
acti om be we en a Ja r ge number of social, economic , · and demograph-
ic f actors; a nd the eoo romy of t h e United Sta tes. In like ms.nner, 
it ca n be s h own th a t any fut u re trends in l abor force growth 
or decline wi l l also depe nd llpon the same type of interactions, 
Vvi. th tm relative im}:X)r tan ce of various factor s depe nd ing upon 
the exp ected na tu r e of the future t yr;e of economic system. It 
mall, ther efore, be t he purp ose of t h iS section to outline the 
nature of the above-m:lnti on growth factors, to ge ther with their 
plSt effects up:>n the larorforce aswell as their expected 
importan ce in an au. to rna ti ze d economy, 
For purp ose s of this discussion, thos e factor s will furthe r 
be divided into fou.r major c ategories; social effects, economic 
effect s , demogr ap hic eff ects, am fi nally the effect of t h e 
ent r y of worren into the labor force. Alth ough this last named 
f a.c tor co ul d t rlll y be cla s sif ie a. as a a. emo gra phic effect , the 
singula r i mporta nce of the inc r e asing number of women now 
a.cti vel y en gag ea. in gainful work , dictates th a t the su bj e et be 
inve s ti g a ted i nd epencl ently. 
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1. Demo graphic Factors 
"The size of the laoor force depends, to an important 
degree on the composition of the population Wi tb. respect to 
certain characteristics which have much to do with people's 
ability and pro~nsity to be employed."* True, such popula-
tion changes are .rmde at a relatively slow rate over time, thus 
exhibiting a :fa irly unimporta nt e:ffect upon labor force size in 
any short-run period. However, the wealth of data concerning 
these population trerds, tog ether with their more predictable 
nature, in contrast with economic and soci al trends, attaches 
a gre ater analytical value to tre !.demographic factor, 
a. Population size (Aboolute Nwnbers) 
Sime this country's founding, population growth .bas 
continually supplied an ever-inc.rea sing number of lalx>r force 
members. In 189Q, the J.a lx> .r force was appro xi mat ely twenty-
two millio n people, while by 195-0, it had grown to a size of 
more than 60,000,000 'W)rkers. At the same time, population 
growth in this count.r-.r had amounted to a pproximately eighty-
five million persons. In other words, the lator force bad 
increased by aoo ut 200%, at the same time that the to t al 
population had increased by 120%. 
The above imrease in laoor supply bas, even now, however, 
shown increasing signs of . sta gnation. The high birth rate 
among our ancestors, as well as the then pre sent l a rge soo le 
*{10) P. 47. 
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immigration of V\O r kers from other coll ntries, both ap:pea.r to be 
on the wane. For instance, popula.tion gro·wth during the: period 
1900 - 1910 amounted to more tha. n 15j~ of the population as 
co unt. e d in 1900. 1'he same fi gure f or the pe riod 1920 - 1930 
was 13%, while for the period 1940 - 1950, it fell to a low of 
only about 10%. When the slightly a bnormal condition of an 
increa s ed birth rate, observe d during World Wa r II, is eliminated, 
and the estirrates of rrany reli a ble d emo gr a phers are investiga ted, 
it c a n be v e rified. th at this country faces, in the not too 
distant fu tu.r e a decreasing r a ther than increa sing po pula tion, 
to g ether with a correspondingl y decreasing labor force. In fact, 
according to i'fu l p ton; "The popala tion projections, under assump-
tions of med ium fertility and mortality trends; and a n annual 
immigration of 100 , 000 , indic a te th3. t maximum numbers ( popa1a-
tion) wi l l. be reach ed about the year 2000, and. that a decrease 
will :fb llow". Since labor f orce trends IJ13,y be e xpecte d to l r:.g 
this decline sorrewhat, d.ae to other f actors relating to 
population composi tio n , it is <lll ite possible that the labor 
~: orce may go into decline well before tha t time, i.e., the 
-:;e ar 2000. 
It is quite po ssible that the introduction of an automate o_ 
economy, with its attendant benefits of increased leisure, 
possible higher wage level, and increased need for more 
technic a lly trained workers , may bring a boat some more 1avor a ble 
( 11 ) P . 25. 
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type chang e in the predicted birth rate, although e xp eriiD9ntal 
data indic at e·s the depr essi r:g f a ct that the birth rate among t he 
well-to-do is, indeed, less than that corresponding figure 
among the poorer classes, It is also q_uite possible that t he 
trarsition to such an economy, even t ho ugh gradual, as it most 
like l y willbe, rw.y procluce enough temporary technological 
Ll.nemploymentto slightly reduce the projected birt h rate due to 
the employrnen t of more f amily memb ers, notably wives a nd mothers , 
arrl due to the possible reduction in the standard of living 
which SLlch a conditi on might induce. In addition, alltomation, 
by re ason of th e g reater employment opportunitie s in the dis-
tributive activities which it is likely to open, may also 
increa se further the number of women gainfully em ploY3 d, the 
worke r' s sex usually having little effect upon emp loyment 
pos si bi li ties in this field. Furthe r investi gation of this 
phase of labor force growth and decline v;ill be made in a later 
section. 
b, Age Groups in the Population: 
In addition to the important influence upon the labor 
force of the absolute size of the popula tion, the c renging size 
characteristics of the v a rious age g roups wh ic h comprise the 
total popula tion also have a very significa nt bearing upon the 
chang es in this g roup. Such vital inf ormation a s the age of 
entry into the labor force, the retirement age, and the average 
age of the labor force as a who le, must be determined, a s well 
as the past and e:A.":pe cte d future trends o f these f a ctors, 
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With respect to the a ge of entry into the laoor force, it 
ca n easily be shown th at this figure has risen very steadily in 
past years . In 1890, for example, 50% of all males between the 
ages of 14 am 19 years we re rm mbers of the force, while in 
1950, thi s s a rre percent age had fallen to a oo ut 28%. The s arne 
rel2tive decre ase couJd also te found With respect to females. 
Better educational opportu nities, resulting from the increased 
needs of industry for tech n ically-trained workers, and the 
higher stan:lard of living atained by many ~rents, accounted 
for a good portion of this change. As well, laws requiring a 
hig her age of en try irrt o a war k ing sta tus , and a minimum 
amount of education as well, also had notable e ffects upon the 
figure. The soc ia 1 impliC[, tions of this inerea se in formally-
educated workers are too obVious for mwtion. The attitude in 
most quarters is that the disadvantage brought aoo ut by this 
inc r ease, namely the reduction in labor force size, is more 
than out-vveighed by the inherent socia l advantages. 
The impl. ct of a more highly technical economy, such as 
would be preeent with an a utomted factory sys tem, will 
certa inly increase the a ge of entry into th e labor rmr ket even 
more tha n pre dieted by cur re rrt estimates. In such an economy, 
educated workers ·;rvill be more than a de sire of man agem ent, they 
will ba ve become ne cess i tie s . The trend in bus ine ss, even a t 
this writing, is toward the provision of more education for all 
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n:embe.rs of the population, inclu.dir:g adu.lts, throagh such 
devices as on-the-job training in scholastic subjects, 
night and part-tine cou..rses, and corresp ondence stu.dies. 
Tre possibility discussed previously, of lowered standards 
of living for sorre c Jasses of the papulation, during the 
transition p eriod, Will, of course, hinder the further 
educ ati on o f the chi ld.ren of those in \0 lv ed. However ~ 
the increased .role of the federal gove.rnn:ent in .regard to 
edu.cation, may offset this eventuality, to a Ja .rge extent, 
as will industry :ra.rti cipa ti on in college-level programs 
for employes and prospective enployes. 
Tre q1e sti on of e xi. t age , mo.r e co mrm nly .re fe .r .red to 
as .retirement age, presents a far more, comple x a s};ect. 
Not only technological emnge, but also the so eial aspects. 
of old age and i ndi vi dua 1 wo.rke .r likes and diS 1 i 1re s play 
an important .role in its leve l a t any given time. 
For examp le, a worker Will usually retire under the 
fo llowi r.g e ond i ti o ns : ( l) He iS for ce d i nt o .ret i .r em9 n t 
because of technolog·ical chang·es in industry; (2) He i .s 
forced int o retirerrent because of changing attitutdes of 
management vi'ith .respect to elde.rly wo .rkers; (3) He is forced 
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into reti .rement be cause of p:> or he aJ. th; or, ( 4) He re ti :re s 
voluntaril y because re no longer desires to work. In the 
first three c as es, it ca n be seen that the worker nay or 
rrey not have ade quate finan cial security, whe rea.s, in t l:e 
Jatter ca se he :pro bal:il. y ms such security. Also , in the 
first three cases, even though unemployed, tre work er nay 
sti 11 de sire to return 1:ut be unable to d o so b ecause 
of his age or he a lth. At anyrate, a g ree t rreny va riable s 
enter the scene, being :present in mare or less impor tame 
<.'lepe nd i ng ufO n the individual c a se. 
With rega rd t o_ t e chnolo gica 1 unemplo ym:m t, it is 
evident that the ste aey c hange of industry from a series 
of opera ti o lB req u ir i ng ID3n of ski 11 and experience, to a 
new se quence re quiring little skill a t all, and little, or 
no, experience, has reduced the importanc.e of the elderly 
V~Drk er to a minimum. 
:No larger are bottles or glasse s blown or formed by 
mnd, utilizing skilled craftsmen. Instead, trey a.re now 
IWnufactured by automa tic rna dlinery re quiring the mere 
attendance of a worke r, skilled only in the almost rre chanica 1 
steps ne cessa.ry to remedy a cb3.ng e in rna chine operating 
characteristics. In this regard, a ufumatio n wi 11 offer 
little so lace to the elderly work er. H;ven the opportunity 
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for son::e sort of consulting work, which rrany experienced 
l:ut older w orkers haw h a d, wi 11 most likely 1:e delegate d 
to the te ci1 nica lly trained engine e r or ne manic. 
I n like ma nner, the a ttitude of management with 
re gp. rd to elderly worke.rs is not likely to cmnge, al-
tho ugh s ome far-sighted thinking is bei ng do~ alor.g 
these ver y li r..e s by so me of our 1a rgest firms. Never-
the less, as f actories beoome more and more eo~J.e x , and 
as t he s pee d of op.'erations becomes mucl:t higher, the 
m nage ment of even these com:r:aniesv.r.ill, of necessity, 
look to younger, more alert rren, capable o-f rea cting to 
the high speed emerge r.cies of the high-speed age. 
Those workers forcedf.romthe labor ma.rket by ill 
health ca n proba bl y be expected to diminish in nu.mber, 
due to advances in l'l:Sdical science, although the p3.r-
cent age of retire rren ts of this. type have be en low for 
rome ti me. 
The l a st gro up l'l:Sn ti one d, tb os e who Eetire voluntarily, 
will proba bl y increase in s i.z e also. Legis la ti ve a oti on 
having the effect of imrea si ng retirerrent bene fits., as 
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we 11 as the i m re ase d s a.vi ng s and higher re tir emen t plans 
which ba ve been ne. de in pe ri ads of high earn i .r.g s , wi 11 
oo nt .ri hl t e most to th is ino rea se. 
As s ta tis tics sometimes irdic a te , trends more readily 
than mere prediction, the following figures, sho viing· 
re ti .rene nt reasons given by a g.ro up of e·lderly workers, 
are berewi th imll.Iled: * 
Retired Volunta.ri ly •••••••••••••••••••• 5% 
Retired fbr .reasors of hea.lth •••••••••• 33% 
Dis charged by emplo;>e rs •••••••••••••.•• 62% 
Finally, ore added effect o.f auto:rw.tion u}Xln retire-
n:en t , an effect which ha s also be en e v:i. dent of recent 
years as well, come·rns the decrease of op porttinities for 
emplo ~en t in self-owned. btl sinesses. According to 
estine tes prepared by the Census Bareat1, almost 50% of 
• 
the emplo;yed. persons, in the a~ gro.Lip from 65 to 74, 
were self-en plo;yed. in so:tre manr:er .. In a groo.t nt1mber 
of cases, this worker barely nanaged to eak out a living 
* ( 27) P. 12 .• 
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from his enterprise, althoLZgh he, nod o11bt, enjoyed 
his J.a ror and, in fact, was also q11ite fort11nate to have 
an oppor t11ni t y for e oo nomic g3. in a t an age when most 
people co11ld not hoJS to find work. The ever- increasir:g 
co ncen t.ra ti on of J11- rge companies, together with the rapid 
adva noes in q11ality md price-lowering, rna de by s11ch 
ef:ficient fir ns, has steadily decreased the :pJSSi bility 
of self-employment for anyone , especially for the older 
worker. It is qllite· possible that automation, through 
tb,e increa se in q11ality and. decrease in price which it 
will ma ke pJSS ible, espe ci a1 ly for tre 1a rgex firm, wi 11, 
at the sane time, make it even more dif f icult for the 
elderly ViO rker to enga ge in an ent erpreneurial f11nct ion. 
One final age gro 11p rela tio rsh ip which rray affect 
tm size a nd composition of the labor force, is the trend 
of the a ve r a ge age of the la l:Dr force as a Whole. ''In 
spite of the earlier withdrawal from ga inf11l work , the 
aver a~ a ge of the Ja bor force is rising. This anomaly 
is explained pa rtly bythe fact that the avera ge age ofthe 
po p11la tion a s a wh ole is increasing ar:d pll' tly by the 
.re due ti o n in the pro portion of youths w'n o enter the la to .r 
force before the ag3 of 2.0." * 
*(29) P. 38. 
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For exaii!Ple~ the· following table points out the change 
in the me di an age af the la oo r f o r c e ov er a peri od o f 














A }Sort from the earlier c.o m 11.:6 ions rega.r ai ng the 
effects of autorrati on upon a l a tsr entry age and an 
ear-lier retirement age, it is not expected tha t a s:ignifieant 
change in this t.re nd ren be expected alorg with the int.ro-
duc ti on of the aut omt i c. factory system. How ever, it IID y 
'be s ti 11 too early to pre Oic t the changes in productivity 
which wi 11 take place a s the. a vera g; a ge of the la bo.r 
fo rce increases. In spite of the pos si bi lit y that this 
trend indica tes the ablndant su pply of skilled anct ex-
periencedvwrkers, it may be t.b.a t, revertheless, tbe key 
to a h igp er :fl'Od.u c ti vit y wi 11 be tre y ounger and better 
educated man. At any .rate, only the future can provide the 
an s we .r to th is quest i o n. 
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c. Colo .r and Nativity T.re ril.. s: 
Over the past .half-cent u..ry, the relative r ·atio s of the 
vvhite and colored popu. l Htion grou.p3 to the total popu.lation 
cont .ri 1:u ted very slightly to any creng e s observed. in tre labor 
force d.u.ring tha t period. The main reason for any effect at 
all from the se r atios vas dir ecly rel v.ted to tle varying 
pro pe mi ty to be employe d exhibited by the se various g .ro u.ps. 
Some of the s p ecific rea sons for the varia nce were as follows.: 
minimu.m accept a ble wage,. age of entry and exit to the 18. oor 
ma rket, customs regarding employrren t of women, and others. 
0ince the overall effect of color and nati.vity trends bas been 
shown to l::e an almost insignificant f a ctor in 19. bor force 
size ani co~ositi on, and because the e utomatized so ciety 
will reuse little varia tion in their im:t:Ortance in the future, 
no ::fu.rthe r s tud;->7 vr.lll be made of the natter. 
d. Change of Rural-Urban Worker Ratios: 
Here aga in is :fo und a f a ctor which, in the early ds.ys 
of urreniz a ti on, co nt ri b.:L te d s i gn ific antl y to Ja. ror force 
chang·es. In Ja 1B r years , how ever, ihe changes in the :fb rc e 
attri bu.ted to this ~actor bl.ve b.eoo!IEJ a lroost m gligible . For· 
example, Du.rand * estimat e s the ratio of farm to non- ::fa .rm 
popu.la tion, durin~:: the periocl 1930- 1940, as being responsible 
for a mt chang e of 0.5% in the n:Hle portion of the labor force, 
while in the feJIB.le portion, a 1.0 /'~ change was observed. 
*(29) P. 59. 
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Altho ugh :fh rthe r ad "\\9. m es in the mecW-ni zati on CJf furming, 
to g ether with the pos si. ble rise of cremical.ly-grown foods and 
food subs ti tu tes , rna. y again bring this factor into :p.romi nenc e, 
these ad ~a nc es wi 11 :prob a bly follow the int roduc ti on of 
au inmat:t.on, and other economic changes aswell, by at lea.st 
a century. For the s ake of s i m:plicity , this eventuality will 
be neglected. 
2. Soci a l Factors: 
Although Ill':1llY of the factors mentioned previously as 
being demogra :phic in n:.t.ure , cont a ined soc :i.al i~lications 
as well (i.e., increased education, earlier retirement a ge), 
the re a .re SJ rre ins te.n ce s whe re soc ial c us to ms or demand s 
alone may h a ve a profo unc1 effect upon the Jaber force, both 
in size md composition. 
One such irs tance oo ncerns the shifting load of de~nd­
ency, defined as a change in the ratio, over tine, of those 
~- op le o u t si de the Ja bo r f o rc e t o the tot al pop u.la ti on. 
Alo r:g similar lines, is ihe e xpected tre rrl in tbe l ength of 
a man ' s wor k i qs life. According to reliable estimates, an 
a \e r a g;e man of t wenty-five , by the year 1960, may eXJ.:S ct 
one ye a r in retire ment for ever y 4 years of rerrai ning w.orking 
life. This estimate .re pr e;:ents a substan tia l inc rease over 
1940 fig ures , wren the same ma n co u.Jrl. expect one year in 
.retire ffi9 nt f or ever'Y 5 years of his rerraining V\Orking life. 
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The importame of the proper and efficient llSe of :rmnpower 
in the coming years, is quite obvious from the·se figures, 
although the sociologist, as well as the executive, must 
watch these im};X)r ta.nt trends because of tm deep-ses. ted and 
serious implications trey might also ha. ve upon nan's 
attitude towards work. 
Lastly, ore other soo.ial phenomena, deserving of mention, 
concerns the so-called "succession of generatiom" effect, 
whereby older gemrations are repla.cecl by newer ores, tl::e 
attitudes and pre. ctic es of the J£l. t te r b ei ~, in so ne eases, 
ra dix:s.lly different. This conlition, :tar from being a 
problem, is, in fact, almost essential to the success of such 
far-reaching endeawrs as automation, space exploration, 
and even world peace. Without the fresh outlook, and the 
wm lth of new and tmtrie d ideas, :presented by such a new 
generation, f rontiers can, indeed, re almost imccessable. 
Industry must then take every ne ces&'l.r y step which will 
preserve this inherent initiative of a ne w gemration of 
workers. In addition, the tre ms of the specific atti-
tudes:, ove.r time, and p1 rtic ularl ;y those dealing with the 
propensity to be enploJed, must re followed.. 
3. Entry of Women into the Lator For·ce 
The social-economic framevnr k , umer which this country 
operates,. has, for a lor:g tine, r ega rded the male of the 
species as the wage-earre r, v.hile regarding the feii.E.-1 e as the 
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homemaker, the hoasewi:fu, and the mother. Of recent years, 
however, this co .m ep t ha s ande rgo re a r a dica 1 clan ge. l!"'ro m 
a total of 3,83 2,000 :fi3 nales emp lo~ d in 1890, tl:e to tal 
labor force in 1950 oompris ed over 15,000,000 vomen. From 
a percentage standpoint, this increase was over 400%. 
Fll.rthenn ore, a.1. tho agh the ratio of male to female 1a bo.r 
:fb rce n:embers in 1890 was well ove r 5 to 1., this figure W.d 
decreased, over· time, antil in 1950 it had reached a low of 
aboat 3 to 1. It must. also 'te notedtmt the effects of 
World War II on the Ja1:or· force are not incladed in these 
fig are s~ t he r etarn to nor r.ral cy ha vi r.g occur red so meti® 
in 1946 or 1947. 
Asid e from the· emergency reasons :fur female an ployzrent, 
as foa nd daring wartime or depressions, the following a.p 1:ea.r 
to be the factor s cor.Jt.ribati ng most heavily to both female 
:t;artie:ipS. tion in the J.aoor forceand the size of the J.a1:or 
force a s a whole: 
a. :Marital Status: 
Research in the field has proven the exis te.nc e of a 
direct rela tionship be'blveen the marital status of a woman 
and her prof8nsity to be employed; single women being 
those moot likely to be Emplo:>e d. In addition,. since there 
has be en m increa s e in the percent age of married women 
in eac h age groap, dae prinari.ly to the lowe.re d mortality 
rat.es of the nal e segment of the popala tio n, t ~ .re .bas be en 
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some tendency toward a r eduction in the number of fennl e s 
in the la l:or force. In addition, this trend has every 
appearance of conti na.ing over time. 
b. Emp loynen t customs: 
At the same time tha t the a rove co nditions were tendir:g 
to re duce the nurilber of women gainfully anploJ78d, cha nging 
en ploym:m t eustorrs have, in a large rreaw.re, been acting in 
the op:r;:osi -re c1ire cti on. In the first place, it is no lor:ger 
evident th a.t the woman must, a s :previo a.sly, stay hon:e t..nd 
act only a s a homemaker. Rather, there bas been a strong 
tend enc y to wa rd more indepe n dence on the part of woroon, 
to such an extent th at IIfl.ny positiors, held fo.nnerly by In3n, 
have nON be come strongholds of fe nale employment. '.l:here is 
no do a.bt 'tha t the war accelerated this tre rd s ome wm t, 
although even previously to 1940 there was evidence of the 
shift. 
c. Teahnologi.cal conditior:s: 
As state d pt"evioa.sly, there has been a steady imrease 
in the nlllUber of semi-skilled jobs avai Ja, ble in industry, the 
rran y advances in technology and business over the past few 
dedades lli ving no do ab t caused this s h ift in de nand fo .r 1a bor. 
Moreover~ whiJe reda.cing the m1mber of older n:en reqa.ired by 
industry, th :is change has also o:t:ene d nany employment oppor-
tunities for women. This f a ct is explainable by t.be nature 
of the advantages which women possesswith regard to industrial 
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jobs, namely, better dexterity, lower wag3 scales rel ati ve 
to men , a nd the more even v-c;o r k ing tern re rrre nt • 
In additi o n, the nany tech nologic.al advances Im.de in 
tre home i ts elf, such as all- ele ctric kit che ns, vacul11Il 
cle ane rs, a nd t re lilre, m ve rra de it much easier fo r the 
a vera t,-s woma n to ~ rfo .rm her hous ehold duti es and s ti 11 
hol d a p l ' ce in i r.du stry. 
d. Family cha ra. cte rist i cs: 
Lastly , the re l ati or:ship bet'l1' een t re number of children 
in a family and the propensity to be emplo yed of tha t fam ily, 
must also be mentioned. As such, this factor w uJil. normally 
tend to reduce the nurrib e r of wormn in the labor force, since 
caring for a hoiD3 and chiJd ren is. much more difficult than 
on l y caring for a home. Statistically ~eaking, this f act 
is well prov ed. Except for vli.dowed or divorced motrer s, 
who must work t o support their children, no trend in the 
direction of ru increase in working mothe ro can be obs erved, 
nor does ore ap:r:e ar likely. 
In th e ligh t of the a l:ove, there a re nan y probJems 
wh i ,ch conf ront th e eoonomy, fro m both an eoonomic and socia l 
s tandp oint, with ref:!>ect to the employmmt of women. These 
W) uld incl tile the possibility of a decreased birth rate 
because of more working wives; increased dif f iculty of har-
monia us internal union .relations because of the i nsis t ence of 
b:>th sexes on indepenience; and the a .dded load of dep en dent 
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worke .ra, :forced up:>n the eoo nomy because of the i.r .replacement 
by women. 
Tm .re then rerm.ins only ore fiml phase of this discussion 
to be inve,stig at.e d, name 1 y, the expected re lat i onsh ip of an 
auto n:at e d a:> cie ty to the t.re nd. in female employm:mt. In the 
first place, it can be expected that technolog ica 1 advances, 
which wi 11 be even more disturbi rg in treir effects upon the 
arilled worker, ma y also tend to imrease the number of women 
in the l a b:>r force. However, there is also the possibility that 
v.cmen, becal.lSe of their 1org-standing aversion to an;y-thing· 
mech&nical, may not ga in as much in importance, l abo.rwise, as 
is generally expected. A second possible effect o:f automation 
upon :tems.le la 1:or force p3.r tic i p1 tio n will most 1 ikel y cone ern 
the fut t:lre mechanization of the home, tog ethe r with the intro-
duction of ne w foods am ne w food substitutes. Here again, 
however, altho~h such a chmge nay tend to increa se the-
number of ferml e s in the Ja 1x> r force, other more important 
:factors, the occur renee of which can not be predicted at this 
tirrs, nay rednce their eventual participation to a minimrun. 
4. Economic Factors: 
The .re are three b asic e oo nomic factors which nay effect 
the size and composition of the future labor force; the trend 
of per capita imorre, shifts in comumer demands, and advances 
in technology. The ef'fects o f the lat"OO.r tvvo have, or Will be 
discussed. in other cmpters, in connection with spacific effects 
of au toms.ti on upon the w arke r. It s !all then be the object of 
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this section to explore the relationship between the per capita 
income, e xis ti rg at any given t irre, and the size of the la oo r 
force. 
rt must 1:e noted he .re that such a diSc us si on is indeed 
fraLlght with possibilities o:f e:rror because of the Jack of 
~rly any statistical reJationships between the tvro. Also, 
the theoretical background, upon which most of the disCllssion 
mll.S t be based., is, at most, sketchy and the agreement, between 
various economists , as to its exact nat ure , is non,.. existent. 
Some economists, in recent ye a rs, have regarded as more and 
more plausible tbe possibility of a ne@fltivel ysmp ed portion 
o f the supply cur-re of labor. A more detailed discll.S sion of 
this curve wi 11 be found in a Jater ch-:1 pter but it oo.n be stated 
he .re tha t Sllc h a JX)r ti on. irdica te s the desire for more lei sure 
on the part of the work er once a certain rate of income had been 
attaire d. 
Natlll·a.lly, ot he .r co nsi de rs t .i ons also enter the pic tare as 
the wage level .rises or falls . Marr ia ges may be po stpored 
during depression peri~ds or na.y increase dll.ring prosperity; 
chila.ren n:ay receive more or le s ser amollnts of education depend-
ing uJX)n the conditions of the f amily finances; or so -called 
"Marginaln vvorkers may enter or leave the :labor force as the 
overall level of proSIS rity rises or f al J.s;. The extent to which 
alltomation is likely to influence these trends is, at most, 
q_uite d oubt:ful. In the first place, t b:l re is no baSis for the 
belief, reld l:y" some, that the standard of living will be 
radically .raised. by a factory s ystem such as will ex iSt through 
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automation. Trm,. there will be s ome increase, tre exact n.to.re 
of which wi 11 be oatl ine d in a later chapter 7 bat it is certa inly 
very far-sighted to e :xpe ct that tbe livi ng standards, as v.ell as 
the avera ge level of wages, will rise to :fantastic heights dll.l:'ing 
eve n the :first five decades followi ng tbe introdllction of the 
a lltomatic fa ctory system. 
The possibi lit y of a shOrter work week, with its increased 
1e is ll.l:'e time , wi 11 be diS cas sed in a J.!1 te r cha pter, al thoagh tit 
might re men tiored th at sach ch anges will probably resalt from 
the decrea sing sap:pl y of l abor d ae to po pulatio n growth, .re.t he r 
than t he mere cha n ge to the au to mat ic p .ro d.ll cti on oo nc ept. 
SUMNJ.ARY 
On the basis of comre tent labor force e:xpe rts • estimates, 
the expected labor f orce in the year 1960 will be alx>llt a s follows:* 
Lalor Force :fi!Iales •••••••••• 45,270,000 
Females •••••••• l8,240,0 00 
StudEllt s o 0 ••••••••••• • •••• 0. 36 ,o<.:o ,ooo 
Home nake rs ••• o •• o o •••••••••• 32 ', 000,000 
Othe .rs ••••••••••••••.••• o o •• 25 , 000 , 000 
Car rying this analysis one step further, :fully realizi. ng the er r or 
introdaced by the impJ ssi bility of pre <licti rg fatll.re economic 
.ha. ppeni .r:gs , the Jabor force of the fat ure will probably tota l 
about 50,000, 000 pers ons by th e yoor 2000, at which time it will. 
prob a bly represent a lD llt. 35% of the tot a l pop alation. 
To be· a dded to the various f a ctors disco.s sed in this ch apter 
is the some what unkn ONn quantity of the effects of aa to mat ion. 
O,affice it t o say here tha t the expected labor force decline will 
be aided b y a u.tomati on through increased education .requirements, 
incroo.se d leiSll.re ti me, and the increased possibility ofa mo.re 
secure .retirememt of elderly workers. 
*(29) Po 18, 43. 
CHAPTER THREE 
GENERAL EFFECTS OF AUTOMATION 
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INTIDDUCTIO N 
In the cl'B.pters; follcmi~:g this, detailed discussions of 
oon:e of the more important a spects of automation upon the worker 
will be present ed. There are , howev er, many other important 
aspects wh i:eh must also be oonsidered in this work, although 
they are not, in the opinion of the author, deserving of a 
separate are lysis. .A.ccor di r:g ly, t h is c ba pte r wi 11 be devoted 
to these so-oo.lle d general asJS cts of automation and the 
VIOrker, whichimlud.esuch to picsas: the possible deresement 
and for do wng rading of the Vitlrke rand his Skills; the effect 
of im r e ased leisure time u pon the v.orke.r; the possible 
effects of automation upon blsire ss eye les (and hence u.pon the 
awrage pros}:erity of the v.o.rke.r); and :finally, the possi-
bi 1i t .y of an over e xte· ns ion of a.u to 1m ti on, of wh ich someone 
M.s said, "the workers wi 11 eve n re. cei ve their .rei ie f che cks 
f .rom a liB ch ine ". 
DEBASEMEN T AND IOWNGHADING 
From the tin:e of the introduction of the first mechanical 
device aimed at removi ng so me of the ir kso Ire and toilS orne 
duties of labor, then preoont in industry; the charge has 
been Illl.de tha t such mech a nization actua lly leads to a down-
gr a ding of t he inherent skills of nan. The .reaso n for this 
relief is qu ite obviol1ls:. Modern industry, in its search for 
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better. fa. siB r and eheaper ways of doing things, has found 
that the sub-division of skills was one of the prina means 
of accomplishing these objectives. For, as the entire· 
rm nufa ctur ing process was s:o sub-divided into its :rmny 
comporent parts, it was mach more feasible to study and 
improve various p:trts by such mechanisms as motion study, ti:rre 
study, jig an d fixture design, and. proc·ess develo pment. 
It was also possible, of course, to utilize labor of a 
lC78er g rade, which possessed less skill, in these operations, 
thus further adding to the econom ies alrea dy realized. 
At the same time, however, it was quite obvious that 
industry as a V\hole was progressing towards the time when 
very little skill Vltl ald be reqt1 ired of any worker, save of 
course for a few trained mechanics and specialized machine 
o:r;erators which woald still be needed. This mach cannot be 
disputed. However, it must not be assumed that the lot of this 
de-skilled worker wi 11 m cessarily be worse than his pre-
decessor. A mere comparison between the glass-blower of 
fifty years ago, and his counterpart, the ribbon zmchine 
operator of today , expresses this point quite ade quately. 
As much as the .real, physical conditions surrounding 
the worker have improved, the same can probably not be said 
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of the mental conditions of modern factory work. The evils 
of t h e modern assembly line, w:i. t h it s attendant pacing of 
men by m£t chines cannot be denied, nor must not be thought 
that this evil is a necessary condition of the system, since 
the at t itudes of management over the last century or so ha ve 
also contributed their fair share to the existing state of 
affairs. Lest t his last statement be understood as a 
condemnation of the overa ll ~nagement profession, some 
e xplanation must be forthcoming. First of all, during 
those one hundred :years, more or less, the wor ker has been 
thought of, not as a human being , but as a mere attendant 
for a much more efficient ma c h ine. However, this does not 
imply tha t the worker h a s received harsh trea tme nt at the 
hands of n13.nag em ent. Rather, it is intended to point up the 
manner in which all efficiency studies, and the like were 
taken. In these studies, very little thought was given to 
the· actual ne e ds of the worker insofar e s self-expression 
or reco g nition were concerr:ed. Is it any wonder then that 
the average mod.ern production worker is nothing more than 
a worker "in body" for eight hou.rs of each wor k ing day, 
rather tha n a va luable aid to his mnagement a s well? 
Or, is it any wonder th a t l a bor unions have been able to 
ma.ke such r a pid advances, even thoug h their very le a ders 
were either i g norant of the na ture of the workers' demands, 
or, if so informed, cared even less? The answer is again 
negative. 
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What then can be expected of autom::Ltion in this .regard? 
Will the extension of automa ti on to include most of the 
manufacturing operations in indus try, as well as many of 
the- service functions as well, further degrade the sk ills of 
the worker and, even vvo rse, debase him by a reducti on of his 
status to thnt of a rere servant to a line of highly intelli-
gent machines? 
The answer to this question is most definitely no. In 
tle fir s t place, there will be little, if any, machine pacing 
of workers in the fully a utomated plant. The .reason for this 
state of affairs is that rathe r tban .requiring human attention, 
machines will proceed on their assigned tasks until interrupted 
or othe.rwi se altered by outside influences. In addition, 
thos.e tasks which ma n must perform in the factory of the future 
will, in all cases, re q11ire a much higher degree of t .raining 
than the average factory wo rker now possesses. This .require-
ment of the allto!TI8.ted economy , namely, more educated workers, 
is in direct contradiction to t he thesis concerning expected 
future trends advanced by Professor Wiener in his book 
"The Human Use of Human Beings", when he stated: "It is a 
degradation to assign him purely repetitive tasks in a 
factory, which demand less tha n a millionth of his brainpower." * 
*(1) P. 25. 
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Almoat equally controversial is a similar statement found 
in the book, "Cybernetics", -by the sa me author, wherein he 
states: "ullch mechani -c a l labor has most of the economic 
properties of slave l a bor, although, nnlike slave labor, it 
does not involve the direct demoralizing effects of hllman 
cruelty. However, any labor th at accepts the conditions 
of competition with sla ve labor, accept s the conditions of 
slave labor, and is essentially slave labor."* It is obvious 
that P ro fe sso.r Wiener does not realize that, in the autom::l tic. 
factory, man will not necessarily be in competition With 
machines. In f a ct, since man 'Will 'be performing tasks which 
cannot oo accomplishe d. by a rna chine 9 i.e. , trouble-shooting, 
providing basic informa tion to the machine, making overhauls, 
and the like; man could well be imagined to be a master, 
rather than a slave, of the machine. At any rate, it i s 
impossible to envision an automatic factory of the future 
wm re the working conditions, either physical or mental, 
wo ulcl be even one-half a s gre a t as exist in the noisy, smoke-
fille d , and most important, hectic atmosphere of the present-
day industria 1 oper ation. 
*( 2) P . 37. 
Along thes e lines, a g_uote from the book, "Technology 
and Human Values •t, by Eugene Staley, as reprinted in 
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Diebold's "Automation", seems particularly significant at this 
point: "Automa tion Will mean that human l a bor in the advanced 
technolo gical societies will be used less and less for the 
.routine, repetitive functions invo 1 ved in feeding work-
pieces thro ugh machines and assembling them into finished 
products. Labor will be more and more "up-gra ded" into the 
kinds of f u nctions performed by the engineer, the designer, 
the production planner, the skilled maintenance and repair 
man, the organizer and ma nager. Socia l skills, that is 
s k ills in human relations by which people are enabled to 
work tog ether, will continue to become more and more important 
in relation to mere me cha.ni cal Sk: ills. We wi 11 have more 
ani more leisure, and more and more time and necessity for 
thinking about the bro ~:;, d aims of human living r ather than 
the day-by-day problems of getting enough to keep body and 
soul together."* 
*( 3) P. 164 
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EFFECTS OF INCREASED LEISURE TI 1lli 
It seems. almost ridiculons that one of the importa nt 
preble ms involved in any wor k on th e fll tnre of antomati on 
is t.be possible effect of increased leisnre time upon the 
worker. It almost seems as if many regarded this le ssenibg 
of the required v.crking week as a distinct evil. Snch is 
exactly the case. The arguments s.npporting su.ch a position, 
which see m q trite valid to the anthor, are as follows: 
First, there is a definite desire, on the part of 
a lmost every man to both earn the means of life for himself 
am his fa mily, and also to feel that, in doing this, he 
has also accomplished something. Take for example, the 
relnctance of many, other-wise independently wealthy, men 
to merely retire from business life and. exist thro ngh the 
generosity of someone else. In like rranner, the ave rage 
worker feels a deep sense of accomplishment in performing 
even the most simple job :for, by doing it, he is proving 
to his fellow man that he is the equal of all. The 
effects of increased leisure , t o the point where man 
will receive more than he a ct11a lly p roduces, may then 
introdnce serious soci al complexities into the fu.ture 
civilization. As ap tly pllt by Professor Riesman; "I am 
interested in leisure, and the feeling of many Aroo ri cans 
that leisure is a threat, a problem, burden, or hazard, 
rather than man has thought for centuries, a clear gain -
and I ba ve somehow the feeling that leisure may be one 
of the fact or s holding back further a utoma ti za ti on. " * 
A further possibility of the automa ted economy, 
directly related to this g_uestion of leisure time , is 
the establishment, along With the automatic factory, of 
an entirely different economy, based upon values other 
tmn now present. In the words of :Pro fesso.r Wiener again; 
"Ho wever, taking the second revolution as accomplished, 
the average human being of mediocre attainments or less 
has nothing to sell that it is worth anyone's money to 
buy. The answer of course, iS to have a society based 
on human values other than buying or selling. To arrive 
at this society, we need a good deal of planning and a 
good deal of struggle- which, if the best comes to the 
best, ITB.y be on the plane of ideas, and otherWise - who 
knows?" ** 
*(24) P. 190 
**(2} P. 38 
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This possibility of violent cha nge in our entire 
social structure seems r ather remote, however, regard-
less of the opinion of expert s to the contra ry. ~'he 
automa ted economy, as roontioned previously, can be e x-
pected t o ar .c ive in a r ather evolutionary manner, and, 
as such, there i s a little chance that such a drastic 
change in eoonomic institutions will be necessary. 
Of course, if the pressure of outside factors, such as 
a l a rge scale war, forces the earlier intro duction of 
automa tion, there mi ght well be a serious cause for 
concern. The main danger in suc h a change, furthermore, 
seems to be the fact that a bout the only conceivable way 
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in whic h th a t cha nge eould be m"'-de, in the light of pre sent-
day knowledge, is by the introduction of some form of 
soci alistic government which will, in turn, le ad to very 
serious conse quences in its own right, especially in the 
field of business. Here again the author feels that he 
might be in co nflict with a grea t many of the scientific 
experts, who have for many years, pre a ch ed the pitfa lls 
of the capit alistic system. This disagreement can, further-
more, never be completely settled, least of all when it is 
realized that those scientists, not content with expositions 
in their particular field, must also pass judgment upon the 
nature of business and. gov e rnment as well. 
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One final asp:~ct of the p oblem of leisure, concerns 
the means with which this inc.raased free time will be used 
by the worker, assuming the automo,ted society to be a 
reality. Gra nted, there could be a startling growth of 
the enterta inment industry, as well as the magazine and 
book field. To the author, however, it seems that the 
problem must go deepe r than all of this. One of the 
primary benefits of automat ion has been stated to be the 
possible increase of man's stature, both from an economic 
and a social standpoint. In line with this reasoning, 
it only seems proper then, that some thought should be 
given to the need for more and better forms of relaxation 
of the worker of the fut11re. 
More motion pict11res, night clubs and pocket books 
are obviollsly not the answer. The true answer can only 
be fo 11nd in the minds of our educators, upon whose 
sho11lders will rest the responsibility of proVid :ing the 
intellectL'lal stimulation which the worke r of the futt1re 
m11st indeed have. There Will be, in fact, no better 
chance to develop a population of well-edtlcated workers, 
and by th a t is meant well edt1cated in the arts as well 
as the sciences, than Will exist llnder the a11toma ted 
economy. Let not those in p ositions of responsibility 
in the ed11cational field f a il in this important under-
taking. 
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THE EFFECT OF AUTOMATION UPON BUSINESS CYCLES 
Over the past few centurie s , man has observed that 
the rela tive prosperity of the ~o rld, and in particular 
tha t of many highly industrialized cotlntries, has fluc-
tuated quite violently at times. There have also been 
ms.ny attempts, by economists as well as others, to in-
vesti gate the causes of these so-ca lled business cycles, 
ano. to recommend methods of minimizing their peaks and 
v a lleys. In these investi gations, it has become q uite 
evident that the major f a ctor influencing the rise and 
fall of bus iness condi t ioW i S the l eve 1 of new capital 
investment. The question is then nat11rally asked, "What 
effects will a11tomation have upon the level of investment 
in the world of the fut u.re?" The answer to this question 
will, furthermor e , give a revealing insi.ght into the 
expected prosperity, over the long run period, of the 
worker of the future. In the first pla ce, it can definite-
ly be stated that a11tomation will, if anything, stimulate 
new investment, probably above and beyond the leve ls current-
ly existing. This will be accomp lished mainly becatlSe of 
the many possibi lities for new and imp roved pro duets which 
will be opened by the existence of automatic and flexible 
factories. 
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Secondly, any small tendency toward a lower leve 1 of 
bnsiness activity, will probably not res.ult in large-scale 
mass unemployment, if only because of the smaller concentra-
tion of workers in each finn, and in each indnstry. In the 
past, this concentr ation of workers ha s contribnted greatly 
to depressions through the "snowball" effe.ct with which the 
incidence of decreased sales in one indnstry, jeopardized 
the position of all of its suppliers as well. 
Lastly, it can be expected t hat the more stable profits, 
as well a s the fewer risks , Whieh bnsiness Will enjo y as 
the res ult of more scientific planning and more efficient 
production techni ques, will more than add to the sta biliza-
tion of the general economy. 
POSSIBLE OVBREXTENTION OF AUT OMATION 
There has been much said of the possibilities of 
an a~ i n which man will become but another form of an 
intelli ge nt machine. Bs pecially in science-fiction 
fantasies, this "robot age" is claimed as t h e lo gical 
extension of the automa tic factory. As a matter of fact, 
this conclusion is as logica l as the average :rw.ehine can 
ever be, which is f a r from perfect. Let us, however, 
examine this hypothesis in more detail. 
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In the first place, it is an established fact that nan 
is, and alwa ys has been, the highest form of lif e existing 
on this planet. It is also well established that no other 
mechanism, save man himself , ca n ever exceed the capabili-
ties of the huma n being. To admit otherwise, would be 
also a dmi t ting th at our life form was not superior, which 
no.P.e of us are . prone to do. It is true th a t rmchine s 
can. be built which are a ble to make logical decisions on 
a gre&. t variety of problems. To also believe tha t these 
machines can think , is leas t of all, ridiculous. 
Perhaps the main reason for these fallacious notions 
on the part of the average man, is again t he high inci-
dence of "sensational" articles by JW.ny prominent scientists 
and engineers. According to these writers, the nervous 
system of man, as well as his muscular system, can be 
duplicate d by various arrays of vacuum tubes, wires and 
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ot her electrical and mechanical components. On the surface, 
this possibility is quite within the reach of human attain-
ment. Such a representation, however, would lack one very 
important characteristic of man, namely, free and uncon-
tolled reasoning ability. For example, it might be possi-
ble to endow this man-machine with the properties of dis-
tinguishing black from white. It would not be possible, 
however, to build into this machine the ability to choose 
either bla ck or white at random and for no particular rea-
son other than the personal like or dislike of the mac-hine. 
In the same vein, it is impossible to build into a machine 
the human traits of love, kindness, hate, understanding, and 
t he like. These are not qualities which can be measured math-
ematically or expressed in terms of voltage or current. 
Furthermore, it seems ill-conceived that man, who 
is the only creature capable of creating machines made in his 
likeness, to some extent, would create, in these machines, the 
ability to revolt and destroy t heir master. There is a possi-
bility, however, that man, through his increased dependence 
upon machines, will fail to seek new and better frontiers 
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to <DDILier, and Will becon::e stagmted, eventually .returning 
to the IOOre primitive stages of h:is development because of 
wars, fa mire, :r:e sti 1e me or :r:erhaps the inability t o exact 
from the machines of hiS ancestor s the pro:pe r necessities 
of life. It is for this rea oo n that the v.v:orke r of the ~11 tu.r e 
must ava ilhims,elf of a ll possible means of self- improvement 
in order tha t man may never look ba ck , but only for ward. 
In comlu.sion, th e following excerpts from Fortune 
Maga zine probably expre sses this concept of future nl3.n much 
more ade q uately than the au thor couJd ever hope t o do : 
"In the na tu .re of things , ma n 'Wi. 11 create an Auto zm. tic 
l!1actory- as he clini>s Mount Everett, and aspires to rea ch 
tre moon- for reasorS that no ore has ever clearly ex-
pressed.. Except tha t he is IIBn. n * 
*( 24) P. 195 
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SU11MARY 
In the preceedir.g chapter, some of the e:xpected effects 
of the automate d economy mve been investi g ate d. In the main, 
it ms been shown that there iS no .real cause fo.r ala.nn with 
.respect to the possible downgrading of the worker, the 
dang-ers of leis are, adverse effects upon the business cycle, 
o.r the overex tension of automation to include the slavery 
o.r sta gnc, tio n af man as a re mlt o:f mare intelligent 
ms.chine s. 
There a.re probably nBny other effects of this same 
system of automatic pro du cti on which m:igh t have been 
explored in this chapter as we11. Included in thiS group 
a.re such to pics as the effects upon world peace, religion 
am f5)vernme nt. The ommi ssion of even a minor co nsi de.rati on 
of t I:e se to pic s has been deli be.ra tely Ia3. de however, be-
cause these irfltitutions, and their cha racteristic develop-
ment a .re not the concem of either the scientist or the 
businessman. As such, nothing more than a hopeless 
jumble of mis-stated facts would li kely .result f.rom the 
a.nalysis. In fact, if more of this same .resistance to 
crossing scienti f ic lorde.rs were observed by our less 
laconic eJqle.rt s , the grea t need fo.r p ublic info.rms.tion, 




Technologic a l charges., whether they be au.tomati c 
factories or si mple lift-tru.ck;s, 1:6 ve always been, in 
some way, conmctedwith mass u.nemploYJD3nt by the pu.blic 
at la.rge. 
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A g.reat deal of this adverse pu.blic opinion, fu.rthe.r-
more, has been completely u.nja.stified, mu.ch of it having 
been created by the writings of a few u.ninfo.rmed or mis-
gu.i ded persons of pro mine nee. At the s eme time, the 
ha~fu.l effects of pu.blic opinion u.pon the speed and 
scope of the progress brought al:ou.t by these changes mu.st 
not be a.nderestima ted. With a new and complex comept su.ch 
as au.tormtion, it is even more a prime resp onsibility of 
all those co nc er m d to take the ne cessa.ry steps to 
prevent any u.psu.rge of adverse criticism on the pa.rt of 
the gem ral pub lie. This urgency is easily ju.s ti fie d 
Vvhe-n ore remembers tha t most u.nirrformed laymen associate 
au.toma. tic factories irnme dia tel y with u.nemployment, 
.regardless of so t1nd theoretical a.rgu.ments to the cont.ra.ry 
or when one considers th3 hcstile state of affairs existing 
even at the time of introduct.ion o:f a minor technica l c .hange 
such as the au.torna tic loom. 
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The basic purpose af this chapter, is an investigation 
of the probable scope af technological anenployriEnt which 
nBy be expected to result from the installation of an 
automated economy. A portion of th:i.S investigation will 
also be devoted to a com:rarison of the various comepts of 
technological unen.ployment, SOim of which will definitely 
be shown to be of a fallaciotls mture. 
It mtlS t be stressed one e again, however, tba t regard-
less o.:f the theoretical argunents which rray be presented 
wi.th rega rd to the effects of automation tlpOn employment, 
the major remedy for adverse ptlblic opinion is a more in-
temive education of the masses in basic economic :principles. 
Education Stlch as this c a n corre only from a co mentrated 
pr ogra m. sponsored by biJSiness men and aimed at brirging the 
facts concemiQ5 the benefits of technical progress to light. 
v1ba teve r medium tlSe d. moreover, makes little difference. 
Any form such as public appearances of prominent businessmen, 
advertising in ms. ss ai. rcu la ti on media, or more extensive 
syste1Jl3 of worker education nay be used t o good advantage. 
More important, with the deveJLopment of the automatic factory 
so close to pe.rfecti on, businessiD9n should not fai 1 to take 
this inexr.e nsive, but very impo .rtant step in the direction of 
final public acceptance of autowtion, and the accomp1nying 
economic system which promises to benefit all mankind. 
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BAd IC THID RIE 8 OF T_bjCHNO LOG I CAL Ul'lli.]MP W ~NT 
There are, at present, tw:> distinct theories as to the 
ulti mate effects of technological chang e upon the level of 
anployrmnt. One of these, poplllarly Cfl. lled the "lrunp of labor" 
theory, advances the argllment tha t any method teming to 
inc rease the ino i vidual pro due ti vi ty of the worker wi 11, by 
decreasin g the economy-wide demand for la ror, re Sltlt in a 
much lower leve 1 of employment tha n existed prior to the 
cha n ge. More srecifically, the advocates of t h is theory, 
while reco gniz j_ng the· adva nces in the r a te of prodllction 
rrad e by the pa rticll la r h ;.bor-saving change, are instead con-
cemed with the disasterol.lS social effects whic.1. they cla im 
to be the necessary ano. una voida ble re s lllt of any Sllch change. 
On the· other hand_, there are many in the field of 
eoonomics and other allied fields who do not ascribe to the 
above theory. Instead, whiJe admitting the possible short-run 
effects upon enployment a ttributable to technolog ica l progress, 
thes e thoorists are concerred. more vd.th the beneficial lo rg 
r a nge gains wh ich the r insist are associa ted with this progress. 
In the followi ng p:1 ges, the detailed aSpects of both of 
these the oris s wi 11 be outlined. In addition, some attempt 
will be zw.de t o develop that IE.rticlllar llnemployrmnt theory 
whic h rest fits the previous ly ass llme d. co mi ti ons i nsp i.re d by 
a completely B.lltomated society. 
1. The "Lump of La lD.r" Theo .ry. 
The first step in the solution of an e oo nomic problem 
must be the definition of the b asic llnit s t o be llSed and a 
statem3 nt of the original conditior:s a s sumed to be present 
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at the. onset of the change, the effects of which are to be 
inve sti gate d. In this: .respect, it is here a ssun:e d that this 
analysis may be applied to the entire economy rather than the 
individ ual finn o.r industry, by the ust1al process of summing 
individ ual effects. Therefore, the partict1lar group of 
wor ke r s used in the study, wi 11 be considered to be the 
entire wor k ing force of the United States. 
Secomly, it is further assurr.ed that no unpredictable 
o.r e x t.raneot1s circumstances will be allowed to influence the 
final oat co me of the problem u.nder study. Fo.r e xample, the 
possibility of wars, politic al apheavals whi ch mi ght indace 
fur the .r cha nges in the ba sic economic s true tare , and sudden 
charg es in consumer demands, will not be considered. 
a. The Technological Change. 
According to the "lump of laoor" theory, the basic 
effect of any technologic a l cmng e iS a marked increase in 
the pro d activit y of a g iven group of workers. ]1o.r e xamp le, 
the iiitrod uction of a conveyorized bandlirg s;ystem might 
enable twenty men to pe 1·fo .nn the tasks o .rig ina.lly requiring 
forty :roon, both groups being of the same skill and ability. 
The productivity of eadl of t h3 t wenty .remaining workers 
has then risen by 100% sine e they now :r,:e rform. the same 
task once performed by two men. 
b. Supply and Demand Re:Ls.tionships of Labor. 
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It is in the expla.natio·n of the supply and demand functions 
of la l::or that the first insight into the basic arguments of 
the "lump of labor" theorist is given. As may be seen from 
Figure 1, the supply curve of labor, according to this school 
of economic thought, slope·s up;vard to the right, indicqting 
that for any given increase in wages, more labor will ruto-
ma.tically be supplied than at the original lower wage. Actaally, 
the eoo nomist is speak irg here in term.s of the amount of actual 
la.1or sapplie d, i.e. number of worke l'S mal tiplie d by the hours 
which t hey are willing to work for any certain wage, although 
this definitive point makes little djfference in the final 
amlysis , since the direct .re 19. ti ons hi p clai rood to exist be-
t ween wag3 level and l a bor sapply ca n be observed from the 
carve. 
Sup erimposed tlpon this curve can then be seen the 
derr:a rd for la tor, which repr erents the amount of work 
(whether nambe 1~s of peo ple or nnn-hou.rs) which all employers 
would be w illing to employ a t any g ive n level of wag·es. The 
direction of this carve accordingly slopes down to the right, 
imi:eating tha t a t lower wage leve ls em ployers will find it 
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mo .re a dva ntageoas to hire larger amoants of laoo r. The inter-
section of th9se two curves (which is static at only one 
instant o f tirr:e owing t _o the ever cha nging natare of the 
eoonomy) will then determine the total amoant of labor 
em ployed as well as the wage level existing at the pa .rticala .r 
time .represented by the carves. 
c. The Sabsti tution Function. 
I n addition to the factors .represented by the curves 
in fi gu:.r e 1, the concept of s absti t u t ion of J..a bor a nd 
capit al must also be considere d in any discussion of techno-
logic a l unemployment. Basically stated, this concept attempts 
to .relate the specif i c a mounts of ca pital (i.e. mchimry 
an:l pl a nt f a cilities) ar.d 1a. ror which will be employed a t 
any one time, g iven the :preva iling le ve 1 of technology. 
According to those well versed in the sabject, the specific 
amou nt of ea ch factor as ed Will be determined in the follow-
ing rra nm .r: ( 1) At any given level of prodacti vi ty for 
both 1a oo.r and c ap ital, there will exist a relationship 
between the amount of both labor and capital used and. the 
amounts of the pa.rticalar product which can then be p.rodaced. 
This p.rod.uction function, showing the factor combinations 
necessary for the p.rodaction of 500 units of a certain product, 
may be found in Fig ure- 2. It c an be seen from this curve that 
either 10 units of cap ital and 2 units of la tor, 6 units of 
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laror and 4 units of capital, or any other combination thereof., 
nay theoretically be used. There is ho wever, one additional 
ste·p .re g_ui.red, na.rrely, the determiration of the most eoonomi-
cal factor usage corresponiing to the desired product. (2) 
This co no_ iti on of le a st cost reg_llires in tt1r n a dete nnina ti on 
of the rela tive f a ctor c:osts of a g iven llnit of l a bor and 
capit a l. Let us assume for the sake of analysis, ths, t one 
unit of labor costs 4 dolla1·s and one unit o:f c ap ita l costs 
only 2 dollars. This relationship is sho wn by the· cost 
curve as in fi g ure 3, which is then super-imposed on the 
production function previously given in fi gure 2. ( 3) The 
most economical combination of factor s for the assumed level 
of production ca n then be determined in the following !Ill.nner. 
The result of this pro ce du.re shown as the point of tangency 
between cost and production curves for the assumed output of 
5-00 units, is given in figure 4, where it may be seen that 
the most economical combination of productive factors results 
from the use of roughly 3 units of labor and 8 units of 
capital, the units assumed to be indivisable. 
d. Effects of a Technological Change Upon 1mployment. 
Armed with the a bove theoretical backg round, we may now 
proceed to the de s cription of the alleged steps th.rongh which 
the pa. .rti c ular techn.J logi cal cha ng·e pro g re s ses, fi na.lly 
culmins. ting in the re duction of the level of employment. 
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First, this change obviously involves an increase in the 
produc.tivity of l a bor .relative to that of capital. In other 
words, ma. n i s now able to produc·e more output with a given 
fix.ed amount of capital. Heflecting this o.hange, the 
production function is shif ted to the left, as shown in 
figure 5. For the production of 5GQ units then, only 2 
units of l abor and 6 units of capita l, and so forth down 
the curve, are now .req11i.red. In like manner, by e(Jlating the 
series of cost curves, previo11sly fo11nd, to this new production 
function, it ca n be seen that less labor will now be used for 
the production of the quantity desired. 
Proe:eeding one step further, a lessening of demand for 
labor in this ind.ustry, and in all other industries, be-
cause of similar l abor saving changes, the overa ll demand 
curve fo . .r labor can be expected to shift to the left, as 
in figure 6. This shif't indicates that management will now 
e:npl..oy less J.a bor at any given wage level than before. 
Assuming the w. pply of 1a ror to be cons t:mt, which it no 
doubt will re, the mw demand curve for labor will intersect 
its oo.rresponding supply curve at a point correspor:ding to 
a lower le ve 1 of e mplo ym3n t and a lower ov era 11 level of' 
wages. 
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of an ever-rising s1op3 of this cu.rve to the right, contending 
inste ad, that above a given :f()int, a s the pr·evailing wage 
leve 1 ena b1e s more am more worke 1'S to attain the standard of 
living which the y desire , there wi 11 be a g enera 1 tendency for 
less V\0 r k to l:e offered, .re su.lti ng in a do wnward slope to the 
right. Thi s asmned carve is shov.n infig u..re 7. For example, 
in the c ase of the worke r finding th a t he need work only 40 
ho u.rs per week to earn the wages which he considers adequate , 
there is oo nsid erable empir ica 1 e vid ence that t h is wor ker 
will not labor lo rg er hoar s , even thoagh his to ta l income 
TJ'IJ-y be mach h igher by so doing, An excellent idiication of 
this f act is the definite historical trend in the direction 
of the s horter work week. In the ls.te 19th century, for 
exanp le, the average worker was often required to sapply as 
much as 60 hou.r s of Ja b:J r :per week in order to satisfy his 
<19. i zy needs, where as this fi §P. re bas now "be en reduced to 40 
hours or le s s, depe nding upon the :r,articuJ.ar occ uJS. tion. 
In addition, as more and more luxury g:> ods, such as television 
sets, automobiles, and the like, become more a nd more 
acce:t;ted, not a.s luxuries, but almost asmcessi.ties; and as 
more and mare workers are able by h ighe .r rea l wages, to 
enjoy these gpods, there :ia every indication that the 
supply curve of labor will begin its Cb wnward trend at a 
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much lo.wer leve 1 of vvage s than at present. Finally, there 
is also a terdency for many economists to believe that, at 
a lower wage point of the emplo y:rrent scale , a point which 
ind ic a t as unemployment to be at a. high l .e vel"' there wi 11 
probably be a grreter supply o-f laror offe·red for a gi..ven 
wag3 than farther out on the curve , where close to fu 11 
em ployment levels have been reached. This upNard slope to 
the left of the 1a bor supply curve at low levels of em-
ploynent, more specifically refer.re.d to as the "desperation" 
rise in the supply, is of li tt:e more t ha n pi ssing interest 
in this case, beirg given mainly to allow a complete com-
pari son w:i. th the sup ply curve of l a tor found in the pr ecedi.l:\?; 
section. 
Tre factors determir.e d by the intersect:funln of supply and 
demand c11r ve, mentioned previously in connectionwitb. the 
nlump af labor tt analysis, are fo ur:Jd in a like IIB.nner by the 
theory under invest:igati on. 
c. The Substitution Function. 
As in the preVious s eetion, no significant mange in 
the analys.is by which the most eoo nomical quanti ties of 
laoor and capital are determir.ed for any given output, are 
rw.de by the advocates of the "progress:" theory. 
a. The Effects of a Technolog ical Change Upon Enrploymen t. 
It is in the final analysis of the e ffects of the techno-
log ical change u]_X)n employnen t that the main differe noes be-
tween the two the or ie s u rrl er stu ey be co me star ti rg 1 y a ppa rent. 
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In the first pla ce, there is no doubt in the mirrl.s of the 
"progress" school theorists that the p3.rticular change, 
whatever it might oo , will cause an initial shift in the 
production cu r ve to the left, reusing a decrease in the 
supply of ls.bor required by the firm instituting the 
cha nge. In li lE manner, both gro urs a .re in agreenent as 
to the effects upen the dt.lema nd curve for labor of this 
technical change (i.e. shift to the left). Again, however, 
the use of the word ''initial", for this shift as well, is 
stresse d in all ''prog-ress'~ theory writir:gs. 
Stated more .simply, the initial decrease in the use of 
1a l:x:>r, resulting from an im rease in the pro due ti vi ty of these 
workers remaini~, bas a tenderoy to decrease the costs to 
the fir m of o re of it s fu c m rs of pro du cti on , i • e • , labor • 
Thi.s ef:fe ct nay be seen from a study of the curves pre sente d 
in fi g ure 4, the shift in tie production function to the left 
causing its tangemywith a total cost oorve which is less. m 
,....._ 
amount than the ore pre vi o as 1 y used. This lo wering of costs 
to the firm,or to all industry, as the case may be~ Will 
normally result in a serious attempt by the firm to lower 
the price of its products in order to capture a l a rger share 
of the co nsu.me r dem.and cu.rve for its pa rti mlar produ.ct. 
Jl, urtheruore, since the·se products, if sold at a lower price, will 
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err.j oy Js. r ger sal. es , the firm w1. 11 soon fi rrl it s elf :rr odet c ing 
more :products than before. Finally it cnn easily be seen tha t 
this imrease in sales, with its res ulting dennnd for higher 
production, will have t v.o important ef:tects etpon the level of 
anploynl3nt. First, the produ .etion fuootionwill now be a new 
curve , loc a ted to the right of the o .ri. gi na1 curve thereby again 
increasing the number of workers re·g_u.ired in appro :xi mate 
proportion to the additions.l sales g-a ined from price reduction. 
Also, the tot al demand cu.rve for lab:>r will also shift l:s.ck 
to the right, .re.fl.ecting the su.rnmation of the increased 
individue. l firm d enands for lator. Hence, the ultimate long 
.run effects of a technological change, acoording to the 
me rrb e.rs of the "'pro· gressn school a .re entirely beneficial 
to the worker, both f.rom the standpoint of increase d employ-
ment opportu.nities ani also from the possible irorea.se. in 
rea l incoire resulting from the lovvering of prices in those 
indetstrie s inaug lll'ati ng technolo gica l changes. 
3. Other e:o ns ide .rati ons ~nvo 1 ved in Tech nologi ca 1 Un3mploymen t. 
There a re a few p:>ints wor th y of mention in regard to the 
theor y of technological unemployment, not mentioned in the 
pre ceedi ng analysis. 
a. The mobi l:i:ty of labor. 
One evi 1 attributed to technological chang·es: was the 
possible existence of large g rou:r:s of ummployed workers, 
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tempora rily dispJB ce d from tJ::eir jobs becaure o.f ls. bar-
saving me thcdsemp lo;)Bd hy iniustry. Bven the .renowned 
Professor Wi e ner, in his .revolutiomry ne w text, "Cybernetics", 
ass ert ed to this theory when he said: "Of conrse. just a s the 
skilled carp .enter, the· s k ilJed mech c:.nic, the skilled dress-
n:ake r,. have in some degree su.r vi ved the first industrial 
.revolution, so the skilled scientist and the skilled adminis-
trator .!1J8,y survive the seoond. "* This theory, it is true, 
:perhaJE held. son:e de g ree of merit during the period when the 
average worker ];X)SSessed a particu:Jar s k ill peculi:ar to the 
area i n which he lived; when the cost s of traveling from 
ore ·:po int to e n othe r seekirg employnen t were almost 
pro hibi ti ve ;' or fi mll y, when the news of emp laymen t 
oppor tunit ie s did mt tra. vel quickly or with any g.re a t 
deg ree of r egu.la .ri ty. In addition, many workers at that 
time we .re bo and to their employer in a manner akin to 
feudal slavery and any attempt to move toano tb..er location 
would ha ve no doubt caused undue e oo nomic hardship s . Such 
is not the c as e to&zy-. The low-oost of transportation, the 
rapid spread of ne ws concernirg employment at other places 
and in other occupa tions ; and the economic aid f11rn ishe d by 
governmental agencies 1D those seeki~ employnent, r111es out 
in the ma jority of ca ses, reasons for anything but a b1·ief 
technologi cal uremployment J;Sriod. Admittedly, there will 
always be sane temporary d isple. cement of workers as, for 
*( 2) P. 35 .. 
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example, with reg ar d to older men replaced by technical im-
provements. 'ibis condition however, should never reach major 
proportions and, in the opinion of the writer may be logi ca.lly 
neglected. F inally, the emphasis formerly placed upon the 
worker as a craftsman, with little or no chance for his entry 
into other fields of endeavor, once unemployed in his chosen 
field, is with us no lo nge r. Fortunately for all concer ned , 
the mechanic experienced on packaging machinery in New York 
City, now stands much better chance of being re-employed as a 
turret lathe operator in Los Angeles, t han 40 or 50 years a g o. 
b. (Greater Bmployment Opportunities) 
Another by-product of the lowered prices of goods and 
services, following a labor-saving change, is the increased 
possibility of g rowth in other firms, either not competing or 
competing very little in the market before the installation 
of the change. J:!'or exan ple, let us s 1.1pp ose that because of 
the lowered price of soap, the average consumer had, at his 
disposal, t wo dollars per month of extra inoome to be spent 
as he wished. '.-H th this increased income, it is quite possi-
ble that he v.o uld purchase additional soap, because of the 
lower price. It is aloo possible, in fact probable, that 
- --·-.. 
he would also buy some other items, such as a new-type razor 
blade or a new magazine, with the increased income. ~h us, 
not only is the firm Which originally installed the labor-
sav ing chan ge producing and selling more goods, but the p ro-
ducer of the ne w-type razor blade or magazine is also pro-
ducing a n d s elling more of his pro d uct, a nd hence emp l oying 
more work ers. ~his "multiplier" type effect ca n t h u.s aJ.. so 
be considered a V8~ ua ble pro duct of a l abor-saving me tho d. 
Lastly , the i mpo rtance of the additio nal port i ons of r e al 
income which a re inve sted in new capit a l g oods, ca m ot be 
de n i e cl. '..:..'his effe ct upon the p rosperity of a natio n is well 
known to the most elementa ry student of economics but has 
apparently eva ded the many influential and le a rned persons 
who still deny the be neficia l conditions which follow ev ery 
intro ducti on of more eff icient methods of productio n. 
4. 1-' h e P .ro ba ble }!;f f e cts of Auto rna ti on Upon .Dmployment. 
In one r e sp ect, autornati on can be expected to a ct 
the s ame an y other tedlnological change, inoo f a r as i t s ul-
tima te effects upon the level of empl oyment are concerned. 
1'here are, however, rome effe cts wh ich, may be expected to 
di ffer sligh tly f rom these stemming from the introduction of 
less: automatic means of producti on. 
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a . l The speed of the t ,rmsition period- As mentioned pre-
viously, a certa in smount of t ffi1 pora ry technolo g ical unem-
1.___--
ployment can be expected to result from any given labor-
s a ving chan ge . The severity and da ration of t h is unemploy-
ment, f u rthermore, depends upon the relative impact of the 
change upon the economy. Needless to say, if Within the 
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next three months, a ll factories were to convert to au to-
matic production technique, t here viould indeed be a severe 
lack of work and a corresponding drop in the total national 
income and prosperity. The possibility of such a rap id chan@e 
in the faotory system has already been discussed previously 
and the expected .slow nature of that transition rules out any 
such di sasterous results · upon the economy. 
b. J The g roWing importance of the distribution function-
Alth ough there will mo douibt :: be some drop in the number of 
persons employed in the n1B11 ufa.cturing functions of busi-
ness, future inticati ons are that many of these people Will 
be absorbed in the ever-g rowing force of salesmen, sales en-
gineers, ano~ the like engaged :p rimarily in the distribution 
function. As Waddell points out, 11Profuction em ployment to-
day in manufacturing is about 12 1/2 million - up about 4 
million from 1939. J:et our total em p loyment si. nee 1939 has 
risen from 45 million to ~-gh~y 62 1/2 million - a gain of 
more than 17 million. In other words, we have had to add to 
ou.r total employment at four times the rate we have added to 
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our manufacturing emp loyment to achieve the total progress of 
producing and distributing an increasing srrpply of goods." * 
c.) Futnre labor force size and composition - .As already 
pointed out in chapter 2, there is a g ood cause for the belief 
that the future labor force will be somewhat reo.uced in size. 
In addition, there is also evidence leading to the belief that 
a high pro:porti on of the total pop ulation wi 11 be comprised 
of students, homemakers and older, retired pe.rso ns. t:i ince a 
high level productivity is essential to the mainten a nce of a 
high standard of living, by virtue of the arguments outlined in 
this chapter, the int.ro du cti on of automation wi 11 not only be 
less severe in its effects upon unemployment because of the 
diminishing size of the available labor force, but its use Will 
be an almost absolute necess ity in order to insure the needed 
production of the many goods and services by a fewer number of 
available V\O.rke rs. 
* (25) P. 30. 
5. Summary 
The preceeding anal ysis has established the following 
facts concern ing technolo gical unemployment and a.u tomation: 
a.) The increase in labor-saving devices, culminating 
with the introdu.cti on of automation, wi 11 actually tend to 
increase employment, increase real income and c ause a marked 
improvement in the ove.ra.ll stan da.rd of living. 
b.) Because of the expected future changes in labor 
fo .rce s,ize and composition, the int.roducti on of au to mati on 
is necessary to .raise the productivity and hence the standard 
of living in this country. 
c.) A greater emphasis vvi 11 no doubt be placed upon the 
distributive functions, a s more and more employee-s in manu-
facturing ent erprises are replaced by machinery. 
d.) Although some technological. unemployment of a transi-
tory nature Will be evidenced by the initial introduction of 
auto.mation, t h e .rate at which the total transition to the 
automatic f a ctory system will take place vv.i 11 be slow enough 




RESPONSIBILITIES OF MANAGEMENT 
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Int .ro du cti on 
In the disctls s ion of the technical and organizational 
aspects of automation, the responsibilities of management with 
regard to the futllre development of the automatic factory swstem 
were outlined and discussed in some detail. It was aloo stated 
at that time, that management aJ. oo had definite soci aJ.. respon-
sibilities with regard to automation, of Vih ich. the concern fb r 
the fllt ure stat tlS of the worker was a paramollnt co nsi deration. 
The importance of this respons.i bi lity can be traced to the 
tlnal terable fact, that while ma.oti.inery can be designed wh ich 
will perform many of the tasks now performed only by humans 
(the so-called pro-prioceptive fllnctions), man, as a pro-
ductive factor, will not, and cannot, be completely replaced 
by machinery, if only because of the oometimes irrational 
nature of the industrial world. It is this very irrational be-
havior with which a ma.eh ine cannot cope, while man, by a system 
of trial and error not necessarily based upon logical steps, 
can tlsually mas ter the situati on. Th:U3 management will, even 
in the au tomatie f actory, depend upon human employees to per-
form the many high-level tasks which complete mechanization 
will impose llpon them. ]'or this reason alone, management must 
g ive serioas thought to the future status of the ro rker, since 
profit without products and no products w.i thout ma:oohines' - a.nd 
workers. 
l::) eco nd.ly, manage ment must strive to p.ro teet ·the 
worker fro m adverse social effec.ts because of the import-
ance of tha t worker, not only as a participant in the pro-
ductive functions of a ro mpany, but also as a potential con-
sumer and p oss ibly as a potent ial stockholder. I t is again 
cpite obvious that no indust ry, r eg a rdle s s of its op erating 
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efficiencies, can survive in an economy po pulated. by destitute 
Vlt>rkers with little me ans to either purchase goods or supply 
ca pital for fu rt her company g rowth. 
Bas ically sp eak i ng ,_ this chapter is a combination 
of t wo seemingly unrelated oo ncepts ·~ the responsibility 
of management with regard to the v.u .rker; and the demands 
of the worker upon management, as surning in both cases the 
existence of a completely automated society. A closer look 
at these t wo concepts will reveal the fact that, in a large 
majority of cases, the demands of V\t> rkers a.re actually re-
minders fu management of its basic responsibilities. There 
are, o f oourse, exceptions to the above statement, since un-
reas onable demands for wage increases or the insistence upon 
prohibitively hi gh time standara.s, while dema nds of the w:>rker, 
a re certainly not regarded as responsi bi li ties of management. 
In like manner, many of the respons ibilities of man agement 
do not .relate specifically to wo.rke.r demands but may be in . 
addition to such demand s . Lastly, there a.re a fe w basic 
manage ment responsibilities wh ich relate to the public as a 
whole or to stockholders and other ownership groups of the 
par ticular co mpany which have little, if anything, to Cb with 
t he demands of workers, or for that natter with many workers 
at all. 
This chapter is according ly divided into t wo sec-
tions, the first of Vhich investigates those responsibilities 
of management to the worker in the automated society which re-
late to similar deman ds upon management by those WJrkers. 
Following t his section the responsibilities · of management to 
the public as a. whole, including much groups as stockholders 
and the like wi ll be discussed. 
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Demands of Workers - Responsi bi li ties of Managem.en t 
1. Security : 
Perhaps the most i mportant demand which workers 
have ever pressed upon management is in regard to the es-
tablishment of some system of industrial operation whereby 
the worker can always be guaranteed the right to gainful em-
ployment at a living wage. Furthermore, there is no doubt 
but that this demand is quite justifiable and should receive 
every possible consideration from management. 
Let us examine, in detail, the various portions 
of this demand. Firs t, the worker wishes that some sort 
of gainful employment be open to him at all times. That 
such would not be the case could result from a variety of 
causes. For example, business conditions could be such 
that there were no available jobs. Or, there could be jobs 
available, but not open to some workers because of color, 
race, creed, age, lack of experience, and the like. Lastly, 
it could be that the going level of wages was such as not 
to induce workers to labor, which concerns the second phase 
oft;the demand - an adequate ('though not necessarily guaran-
teed ) wage. 
As far as limitations placed by r a ce, color or 
creed are concerned, it mi ght be said that management, in t he 
past f ew ye ars, has taken significant steps to alleviate c_, t his 
unjust situation. Also, there has been a growing tendency 
on the part of management to pay some attention to the in-
creasing problem of the older worker. It is here tha t the 
possibility of the introduction of an automatic f a ctory 
s ystem f irst appears to have some bearing upon the problem. 
We have already mentioned the need for highly trained men i n 
such a s ystem. Furthermore, we have shown that t h e future 
labor force will go i n to a decline sometime before the turn 
of t he present cen tury. These t wo facts a l one s hould serve 
manag ement with t he no t ice t ha t ever y ava ilable worker, es-
peci ally t hose who have ha d the benefit of some experience 
in industry, will be nee ded i f pro ductivity is to continue 
on the upgr ade. In like ma nner, re alizing t his f a ct, manage-
ment s hould , and can , t ake steps t o develop t he older worker, 
as well a s the i n -expe r ienced one. :7ore will be s a id of t h is 
i mportant f unction later in connection with tra i n ing prograns. 
\7ith rega rd to t he fina l cause of insecurity in 
industry, that of bu s iness cycle changes, much has already 
been said concerning t ho effects of automation on the r i s e s 
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and f a lls of bus iness cond i ti~ns . I n effect, however, the 
main benefit to be accrued from an automated economy seems 
to be t he leveling effect which the e·xistence of a more pre-
dictable type of operation ~~11 have upon business in general; 
together with t he decreased concentration of workers in cer tain 
strategic industries, thus decreasing the occurrence of "multi-
plying" effects u pon t he syst em. 
It is not t he intent of this thesis to i nvestigate 
the concept of the guaranteed annua l wage, nor to pass upon 
i t s advantages or disadvantages. It mi ght be s a id in passing, 
however, that a more stable form of business operation, and 
one wh1 ch is inherently more predictable, may well increase 
the possibilities of such a wage being considered more serious-
ly by management. Certainly no business, subject to the day-
to-day changes brought about by our present hit-or-miss n1e thods 
of ope ration , can even promise t hat much. 
2 . Chance for Advancement - (Also includes recognition ) 
Not only must a worker f eel secure i n the know-
ledge that he will have the chan ce to work for economic gain, 
he mus t also have some measure of a ssurance that he will, 
given proper conduct on his part, receive recognition in the 
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form of advancement to more responsible positions, or by 
monetary increases in his wages. 
In the present-day industri al system, i n many 
oases the individual worker cannot hope for such personal 
recognition of a job well done. There are t wo basic causes 
for t his condition, one of which may be attributed directly 
to the labor organization and t he other to management. The 
former condition has been brought about by the insistence of 
unions for such i mpersonal forms of a dvancement as is ob-
tained t hrough seniority, wherein the individual worker, 
regardless of his contribution to the firm, may only receive 
more wages, and not a better or more responsible position. 
True, he may be taken into management, but the openings are 
few and the competition is great. 
On the other side, however, there has been a like 
t endency, on the part of management, to consider workers 
in general as mere statistics. nr have so many machinists, 
and so many operators, tt is a cor.Ginonly heard expression. It 
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seems, to t he author, t h at although such tactics will probably 
be seriously opposed by organized labor, it will well behoove 
management to att empt to shift to more personal types of 
worker recognition and advancement. In this manner, the 
-· 
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drastic changes of increased worker responsibility and of 
decreases in the number of workers engaged in an individual 
plant will be more easily accomplished when the automated 
society, which appears to be close at hand, finally arrives. 
A.lso it will i mprove the situation greatly if some eff ort is 
made by management to a dd more and more responsibility to the 
average worker, consistent, of cours e, with t he demands of 
the parti cular type of operation concerned . Only then will 
some step be made in the direction of decreased worke r-manage-
ment t ens ion, even though additional difficulty presents itself 
on t he labor uni on front. 
3. Better Worki ng Conditions 
This particular demand of labor has diminished 
somewhat from the posi t ion of importance which it occupied 
some year s ago. The r eason for this shift are quite clear. 
In the first place, management has come to the s ensible con-
clusion that a contented worker is a productive worker , and 
that inferior working condi t ions can do much to lower t he 
efficiency of operations in t he plant. Secondly, there has 
been considerable outside pressure, notably from labor unions 
and governmental bodies, to force a r edu ction in the health 
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and accident hazards which existed in some factories. 
As far as the factory of the future is concerned, 
it is not expected that a demand of this nature will even 
exist, since t he very conce:pt of automatic production flow 
demands that continuous and orde rly operat ions be installed. 
In addition, management has even now seen the wisdom of using 
their f actories, once hidden from public· eyes, as a medium 
of public relations advertising. This trend , especially 
in the gadet-filled factory of the future, can be expected 
to continue. 
4. Freedom from Exploitation 
Here again, we find a demand which, although very 
valid some years ago, has now disminished almost to the point 
of non-existence. However, with all new modes of opera-
tion, especially ones which coulcl well form t l:).e basis of an 
enti rely new t ype of economic s yst em , t here is always t he 
possibility of such developm.en ts be ing used by t he wrong 
people . As sta ted so well by Professor Wiener, " I have 
s aid that this nev,r development has unb.ounded :npossi bili ties 
for good and for evil •••••• It may well be a good t h ing for 
humanity to have the machine remove from it the need of 
menial and · disagreeable tasks, or it may not. I do not 
know. It cannot be good for t hese new potentialities to be 
assessed in the terms of the marlcet, of t he money they save; 
and it is in precisely the terms of the open mar ke t, the· 
"fifth freedoma, that have become the shibboleth of the 
sector of .American opin ion represented by t t.e :National Asso-
ciation of !,iianufacturers and the Saturday TPvening Post. I 
say American opi n i on , for a.s an .Arner ican, I J:<-..now it be s t, 
but the huckst ers recognize no national boundaries." 
There s eems, however, little doubt but t hat some 
of the existing organisms of control now pres ent in our 
economic s ystem will continue to operate, even in t he ~uto .... 
mated a ge. These bodies, which mi ght be labor un ions, 
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government a l bureaus, and groups of citizens organized for some 
cer t ain pur pose, can , of cou rse, usually accompl ish t heir 
obj e ctives. It seems quite fo olish , however, t hat the i n -
stallation of a s ystem, so beneficial to both labor and 
management, would receive t he i n itially poor reputation t hat 
-"'Weuld be forth-comi ng , if any such action to prevent exploi ta ... 
tion were ne ce s s ary . Hen ce , it should be t he dut y of manage-
ment, and t hose organ izations which repre sent management, to 
pcJlice t he ir own members, lest t he deve lo:pment of automa-
tion, slowed enough by otlle r f a ctors, be not even more de -
l ayed. 
Demands of t he General Public and , ther Groups 
1. Bet t er and Cheaper Products 
There is little doubt t hat automated plants, producing 
goods at hi gh rates of speed, and with a control far beyond 
the reach of human attainment, can supply the public at 
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large with the goods which they desire, at a lower price and 
of a better quality. In this res9ect, it seems that one of 
the general benefits of a truly automatic f actory system will 
be t he possibility t hat many go ods, now beyond t h.e buying power 
of the ave rage ci tj_zen, bec ause of the i nherent high labo r 
costs involved in their manufacture, wi l l become, in t he 
future, rr: ore a necessity t han a luxury. Take t he televisi on 
set, mentioned previously. Through t he use of pr inte d cir-
cuits, a new concept of manufacture, and one wh ich lends it-
sal¥ most excellently to automat ic pro duction, these sets could 
i n the future conce ivab ly sell at a price compar able to the 
* (2) P .37 
average radio of today. 
Fur t hermore , the ex tensive new frontiers opened 
for the introduction of new pro ducts by this form of pro-
duction; in addition to benefit ing the general public, will 
a ls.o a llay any fe ars that most peo ple now have as to the 
possibility of mass un-employment. 
La stly, the contributions of an automa ted society 
to an increased st andard of living, as discussed previously , 
also cannot be ne glected. 
2. Spec i al Interest Groups 
The stockhol ders of bond-holder pl ays a very i m-
portant role i n the success of t he i ndividual company and 
of t he economy as a whole. The value of risk capital, 
t hrough which firms may add to their existing stock of capi-
t a l goods, and by which such advances in productive tech-
nique as aut omati on and t he like are ~ade possible, cannot 
be denied. There has a l ways be en a natur a l tenden cy on t he 
part of many, however, to regard an insistence upon divi-
dends as unreas onable and inimical to t he interests of the 
-wor ker and t he comr.rmni ty. This argument could not be more 
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fallacious. That it is, can be seen from the stmila r de-
mand for interest upon bank savings wh ich these same dis-
senters make. Is t here any basic di f ference between the 
t wo demands? Certainly not. It seems t hat, rather than 
s eeking t he very downfall of t he capitalistic structure, these 
people s hould only be t oo grateful that i n America, both 
stock dividends and bank interest, are available to 
all w~o can afford t he initial investment, and there are 
many who can . 
-
Automation, as has been previously pointed out, 
will certainly enhance the profits of the individual firm 
bec ause of the large operat ing econoflies to be expected. 
Just what portion of t hese profits will be delegated to 
the worker, to t he stockholder, and t o the general public 
in the form of lower prices, is, of course, unknown at this 
time. It does seem quite likely that businessmen, realizing 
that most goods, if sold at a lower price, will bring in-
crea sed revenue to their firm, wi ll s er iously consider bringing 
about subst antial price cuts for their products. At any rate, 
confidence should not be lost until evi den ce ap9ears to t he 
contrary. 
Summary 
In this chapter we have seen that many of the 
more i mportant demands of the worker, which are also -_ re-
s ponsibilities of management, can be met through the in-
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traduction of an automated economy. Furthermore, it was a lso 
evident t hat many of the responsibilities of management to t he 
general public, which includes not only t he consumer, but 
t he worker acting as a consumer, and the stockholder , can 
be carried to a satisfactory conclusion under such a system. 
CHAPTER SIX 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE WORKER 
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Introduction 
The worker of the future, not unlike management 
will also have certain responsibilities to his firm, his 
fellow worker, and the general public as well. In the past, 
and even more so today, these same responsibilities have tended 
to become overshadowed by the assertions of some l abor groups 
that a worker's responsibility lies only in the performance of 
a fair day's work . 
The responsibilities discussed in this chapter 
are, therefore, no,thing new or unique, a lthough it can be shown 
that in the automated society increased worker participation 
will be required if the benefits to be derived from such a 
society are to be fully realized. In this chapter will be 
found a discussion of those particular responsibilities which 
i n the opinion of the author, must be accepted by all workers. 
It will be seen that these obligations are by no ffieans onerous 
nor do they by their fulfillment, i mpose any additional hard-
ship upon the worker or facilit ate his exploitation by man~ge­
ment. In addition, any possible difference between the present 
day and future, worker's responsibilities will be explored in 
detail. 
A. Responsibility for Self-Improvement 
The requirements of industry, at the present 
time, call for roughly t hree types of workers. The first 
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of these types is represented by the technical and electri-
ca l worker who, for the most part, must have had a special-
ized and formal education before he may enter into the em-
ploy of the particula r company. The second type is the 
s killed craftsman, who usually must serve a long apprentice-
ship in his field before his final acceptance by industry 
as a useful worker, while the l a st type represents the great 
majority of workers today, the unskilled or semi-skilled 
worker. 
The average citizen of working age is employed 
i n a particular job, whose nature depends upon which of these 
classes he best represents. However, the member of the third 
class, mentioned above, the unskilled or semi-skilled worker, 
has now little chance of ever progressing up the ladder to 
the two othe r classes mainly because of the requirements of 
time and money , of wh ich · he probably has nei ther. As are-
sult, the technical and skilled worker groups, b ecause of the 
increas ed income s which their members are able to command 
{and pass down to their children), have tended to become somewhat 
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self-perpetuating organ izations. 
To this easily demonstrat ed social fact, let us 
now add the possibility of the installation of a completely 
automated economy, in wh ich there will be few, if any, un-
skilled or semi-skilled workers. The first reaction to 
this possibility is that t hese workers, who will then serve 
no useful place in the economy, will soon find themselves as 
members of a vast army of technologically unemployed. 
However, if such. is the case, who is it to 
operate the automatic f actories? Certainly not the engineer or 
skilled worker because there are far too few of them in re-
lation to the vast numbers of workers who will be needed in 
such a highly complex society. In addition, we have already 
shown that a large number of workers, of which may be many 
from the clerical groups, will divert their labor to the 
distributive functions of the economy. The answer must then 
be that the ski lled mechanic and technician of the future 
will come from the great body pf unskilled and semi-skilled 
workers employed by industry today . 
This transition will not be as di fficult as 
it might seem, since in the first place, it will not take 
place overnight. This much has .already been established. 
In the second place, the complex and almost intelligent ma-
chinery wh ich so many predict to be merely a fe w years away 
from reality, is actually much farther away than that. The 
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first automatic f actories will actually be nothing more 
than an application of the basic principles of automatic 
control to the existing machinery of today. As ;~, such, it 
is quite possible that average unskilled or semi-skilled 
worker can, in a very short space of time, emerge as a 
skilled worker, asstuning that he . so desires. Furthermore, 
it is also possible t hat many of the less fortunate workers 
in this class can still serve out their working days in their 
previous types of jobs, since the ratio of unskilled to 
skilled labor will certainly not become less than unity for 
some time to come. 
Let us return, however, to the previous statement 
concerning the possibility of transporting the unsk illed worker 
into one of s kill and responsibility. And, again, let us re-
emphasize the fact that this transformation can be made easily 
only if the worker desires a chance for betterment. Strange 
as it may seem, there will probably be many who do not desire 
advancement! If, however, there are workers who will avail 
themselves of the opportunity to become skilled technicians, and 
many people, including the author, feel that there are, there 
is no reason to believe that they will not receive every en-
couragement from management. The very f act that management 
~ill depend u pon this type of worker to ope rate its future 
plants and offices, will lend strength to t his helier. 
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This, then, is one of the most important re-
s ponsibilities of the worker of the present and the fi1ture, 
the desire for self-education and advancement. Further more, 
t his responbibility is not merely one to management, but 
rathe r is also one to the worker himself, his f amily, his 
country and his fellow man. For without the acceptance of t h is 
duty, the automated economy, and the ~" 'any benefits which it will 
bring to all, will probably never be fully realized. 
Along t he sa.rne lines, it must also be the duty 
of t he worker, especially the unskilled worker of today , to 
i mpa rt the s ame sense of responsibility concerning self-educa-
tion and desire to learn, to his ch ildren. In this manner, a 
perpetuating of the skilled worker class of the future will be 
assured. 
Finally, as men tioned before, the increas ed 
amounts of leisure time e.:o·c:..L uing to members of industry must 
be t aken in some rr_anner other t han a s a t pr e s ent. At t !:!.at 
time, it was suggested that here i ndeed wa s t h e opportunity 
long awaited, for man to increase his general intellectual 
~~ capacity. Let us t hen add here, as a final responsibility 
of the worker, the desire for self-improvement along general 
lines as well, when more leisure time becomes available to him. 
B. Subordination of Man by Machine 
Along with the above-mentioned responsibility, 
there also exists the need, in the automated society, that 
the worker take necessary cautions, lest he be subordinated 
or othervvise lowered in status, by the machine. This particu-
lar subject ha s already been mentioned in a previous chapter 
although there the main concern was the possibility of such 
an occurrence, and not the steps which could be taken on t he 
part of the worker to eliminate such a danger. 
In the first place, the worker has the primary 
responsibility to himself and his fellow workers of preventing 
any attempt by t hose in positions of responsibility to allow 
the existen ce of conditions which mi ght lead to the eventual 
dominance of men by reachines (or rather by the men wh o built 
an d operate those machines). By t his is meant t hat it is the 
duty of every man to intelligently exercise his ri ght to ele ct 
h is representatives in governmen t. It is not me ant, however, 
t hat such a responsibility also involves the willful and delib-
erate destruction or unlawful hinderance of anyone's life or 
property. 
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This duty also involves another modification of 
the previously described educational process by wh ich man must 
strive to learn about the I!lachines which he will op erate, with 
the thought of using them i ntelli gently rather than merely 
allowing them to supply his every need with out any conscious 
effort. 
Lastly, man must not forget, in his ascent to the 
true machine age, the many spiritual and moral v alues wh ich 
are also i mportant for a well-rounded life. Such was the 
e r ror of great civilizations such as Greece and Rome. For, 
when man forgets the purpose for vb ich he was created an d , 
instead begins to doubt that anyone can create anything use-
ful except another man , 1 t wi 11 not b e long before the en tire 
social structure which we now enjoy and respect •;vill become a 
crumbling mass of ruins. 
c. The Perfonnance of a Fair Day's Work 
This concept of performance has b een s omewhat 
overworked by many of those who followed in the footsteps 
of Frederick w .. Taylor and Frank Gilbreth. Basically stated, 
the argument of these men was t h at management must have - s~e 
sort of a means of measuring the arrcount of work which an aver-
.~ge man can be expected to perform without undue hardship or 
physical harm. In addition, t he se men also advanced the re-
lated requirement that a fair wage be given for the perform-
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ance of that task. As such, it can be seen that management wa s 
provided with a ba sic tool for both higher production efficien-
cies and also for the establishment of excellent labor relations. 
It is also obvious, however, that these rules were not always 
fo l lowed by management, resulting in an objection, by labor and 
their organizations to any form of scientific management, except 
in a few, quite unimportant aspects. 
What t hen will be the effect of automation upon 
the requirement, wh ich has never been altered, that a man per-
form a fair day's work? 'true, the answer to t his qu estion de-
pends to some extent upon the attitudes of management in t he 
future. It also, depends in a like manner upon the 1ndividual 
attitudes of each worker, not merely the group attitute, as 
expressed by l abor union leaders. 
At present, as in the past, the individual worker 
has not had too much occasion to consi der hiffi self an i nt egral 
part of management, primarily be:cause of the large and imper-
sonal aspects of business organizations. It can be expe cted in 
--~he future, however, t hat not only will the average factory be 
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_ rather small in number of workers, but also that each worker, 
because of the added i mportance of his job, will be able to 
avail himself more and more of the chance to participate in 
decision-mak ing than he may at present. 
On this basis, the worker of the future will have 
a definite and almost mandatory responsibility in regard to the 
performance of a fair dayts work. Furthermore, since the task in 
the f actory of the future will be in no case repetitive, boring, 
or otherwise distasteful to t he worker, t here should be no ac-
~ual rea son for his reluctffilCe to heed his call to duty. Also, 
because of the very large investment which his firm will have 
made in orde r to develop his proficiency as a maintenance re-
pairman, computer technician, or the like, the worker will have 
the added wei ght of this indebtedness upon his shoulders. 
Naturally, attitudes of management will still 
ba sically affect the method in which the worker performs his 
job, even more so in the automatic f actory, since none of the 
outside influences or psychological hazards of the assembly line 
will then be present as scapegoats. It is also expected that 
labor unions, if t hey still exist at t hat time, will have much 
to do with individual worker ~ttitude. However, it will still 
be the responsibility of the average man to break t hose chains 
which bind h i m to outmoded concepts of management (i.e. its 
gr eed anQ desire), an d go forward, with the new stature w~ich 
only an automated economy can give him, to his place am ong t h e 
ma sters of industry, not among t he slaves. 
D. Aid to Management 
An almost equally i mportant responsibility as 
tha t g iven above is the necessity that future workers act as 
an a id to management, rathe r than as a hiudrance. Even more 
so in the automatic f a ctory, man agement wi l l depend upon the 
suggestions and recommendations of the worker to keep it a-
breast of the times and aware of the main points of difficulty 
in its oper a tions. Again , it is of little avail for workers 
to a ct in t h is manner at present. Furthermore, since any such 
a ction by a union member wo uld probably result i n some sort of 
disciplinary action by the un ion; and considering the very per-
functory manner i n Wh ich management han dles suggestion s ystems 
and other me thods of employe contribution pl ans, it is little 
wonder t h at t he empl oye feels as he now does. 
A great disadvru1tage to the more active participa-
tion i n company oper·ation ha s for sorr.e time been the lack of' 
formal schooling on the part of e a ch emplo ye wh ich rendered his 
att empts to suggest changes quite difficult for management to 
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understand. Here again, the automated economy, by :provi ding 
each worker at least some formal schooling with regard to the 
operation of his firm, will practically eliminate this former 
source of misunderstanding. 
Taking this increased training as accomplish ed, 
it will then, even more so than now, because of the complex 
machinery present in the factory of the · f'uture, be necessary 
that the worker make every attempt to aid management in its 
search of fin ding better ways of producing goods cheaper and 
f a st er. 
E. Loyalty to I\:anagemen t 
This responsibility is almost too obvious to 
mention. However, in case any misconseption mi ght result 
from its. oromission, a brier discussion will be included. 
The wo rker of the fUture will, as we have said, 
be a well-educa ted and highly skilled worker. As such, he 
will represent a vi tal a s set to both his firm and to the econ-
Oiny as a whole. In addition, as mentioned previously, he will 
also represent a considerable investment on the part of that 
same management because of the t ,raining wh ich he must, of 
necessity, have received. 
It will t herefore be even more necessary in the 
highly mechanized and complex f actory of the future that the 
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...- worl<::er remain loyal to his employer , particularly with re-
gard to the transmission of company i nformation concerning 
products and processes. In addition, there should not exist 
any possibility of hasty departure from employ except for good 
reason. This responsibility is vastly more important than its 
counterpart of today because of the great degree of value wfu ich 
the worker of the future will have by virtue of his capacity as 
a sk illed technician. 
Sunnnary 
In this chapter we have investigated some of the 
various resyonsibilities which the worker \till have in the 
future automa ted society. Of these~ the desire for self-ad-
vancement and education and the realiz.ation of the true meaning 
of the machine age have perhaps been the rn.ost important. 11ost 
of the others, while accented in a slightly different way, and 
be ing felt i n more or less i mport ance, will be no different than 
the ones which are present today. 
CF..API'ER SEVEN 
THE EXECUTIVE OF THE FUTURE 
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I NTRO IJUCTION 
Thus f a r in the analysis of the effects of auto-
mation upon the worker, no ment ion has b een made of the changes 
which mi ght occur in t he executive of the fUture. To be sure, 
the execut ive is also a worker, more so perhaps in t he t r ue 
s ense of the word t han his subordinates because of t he i mport-
ant r esponsibilities which he must d i scha r ge. For example: 
The s poilage of a pa rticular part by a f actory worker m~7 
cause somewhat of a loss to t he company , but an error of like 
magnitude on the part of a top-level executive may initiate 
s e rious repercussions at all levels of the economic structure. 
The preceeding ~~alysis has indicated that the 
executive of t he future will be confronted with many varied 
problems requiring intelli gent and decisive action. Further-
more, these problems, unlike those now confronting to p-level 
executives, will b e vastly different in both content and scope 
and \ti ll, in many ca s es, have no exact counterparts so useful 
for comparative purposes. 
I n addition to the above mentioned effects of 
automation upon the executive, t here also remains the possi-
bility t hat labor force changes would li~it the availability 
of top-level executive tal ent. A shortage such as this would 
indeed have serious an d almost disasterous effects upon the 
economy. 
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It shall then be the object of this chapter to 
investigate, in detail, the particular executive qualitieS 
which will be required in an automated society, contrasting 
at the same time the executive of the future with those ex-
ecutives currently in positions of industrial leadership. 
The future supply of top-level executives will also be dis-
cussed, particular emphasis being given to the institutional 
effects which may or may not alter the type of executive w~ ich 
can be supplied. 
THE DECISION-~fJI.KING PROCESS 
Perhaps the most important singular feature de-
sired in an executive, is the ability to make logical, and, if 
possible, correct, decisions, on the basis of available facts. 
This concept of the major functions of an executive is probably 
in direct contradiction to many theorists in the field of busi-
ness, who claim that the ~bility to delegate authority to subondi-
nates is of primary importance. However, it is a well known 
fact, tha t although an executive may empower his assistants with 
the authority to make limited decisions, the responsibility for 
their actions is still his. Therefore the executive who is un-
able to reach a deciffion on his own, or pass on the decisions 
of his subordinates, is not capable of accepting the responsi-
-~ bility which rests with his position. 
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In the business. world of the future there will be 
many important decisions which must be made. ]l any of these, 
furthermore, bear on the e a se and success with which the auto-
matic factory sys tem will be installed. As such, it seems 
fitting to outline those various qualities wh ich must be pos~ 
sass ed by future executives, in order that not only the right 
decisions may be made, but aloo that the action which must 
follow t hem wil l also be carried out in the most efficient man-
ner. 
UN.J ERSTANDING OF BASIC CONCEPTS J 
Too often, the top-level executive is prone to 
immediately reject any concept which is not familiar to him, 
or which he cannot easily comprehend. This natural resist-
ance to change is, i n most cases, a result of insufficient 
educational progress on the part of the executive with respect 
to new and i mproved ideas. True enough , the president of a 
large textile firm probably commands a thorough knowledge of t he 
developments in that particular i ndustry. However, that is not 
to say that he is a lso aware of the many other related technical 
advances which have been made i n other i ndustries, or even in 
the basic sciences themselves. In addition, this l a ck of edu-
cat i on cannot, in most case s be attributed to ru1y f ault of the 
- executive himself. The t empo of modern business, P'lus the un-
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reasonable demands of many groups , especially stockholders and 
labor organiza tions, require that most of the executive ;Y(aking 
time be spent with his particular company .. 
Needless to say, no condition could be more harm-
ful to the status of future industry. At any r a te, what must 
be done in order to alle·viate this situation and pave the way 
for a better understanding, on the part of the top-level execu-
tive, of the new and startling concepts of business operations ? 
First: The executive must be g iven a freer hand 
in the operation of his company. By this it is not meant that 
less attention to short-run profits should be given, and less 
attention to irr~ediate working conditions should be forthcoming. 
Rather than that, both groups, ownership and labor however, 
should give more attention to the future needs and posi. tions 
of the firm and the people who are employed t herein. 
Second: The executive must be provided with able 
assistance, in the form of competent subordinates, in order that 
he may devote more time to the development of long r ange aims 
of the business and the acquiring of greater amounts of general 
business education. 
Third: The various organizations devoted to the 
advancement of the management art should intensify their 
efforts a.imed a t providing the executive with a well-rounded, 
but not ne cessarily fully technical, view of current manage -
ment developments. 
Fourth: The executive himself must make every 
possible effort to broaden his ba ckground and to cease and 
desist f rom i Dh'Tled iately re jec.ting as impractical, new and as 
ye t untried ideas. 
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With t hese steps accomplished, t he executive must 
then give attention to some of the more s pecific responsibili-
ties whi ch he will have in t he au tomated a ge, 
ABILITY TO USE FACTS 
The modern day executive, unlike his predecessor, 
relies upon a great mass of data from al l parts o:t; his company 
and from the business world as a who le. This data, whe n used 
intelligently, often can provide the an swers to many of the 
pressing problems which the executive is cal led upon. to solve. 
For example, i n t he nineteenth century, t he question as t o the 
wisdom of building a new plant would have required for its 
answer only i nformation as to whether t he pro duct could be sold 
in increased quanti ties an d whether t he money was available 
for the construction of that plant. This description is, of 
course, somewhat over-simplified, but the magnitude of the data 
required is the i mportant point being made. In modern times, 
however, the same answer would probably involve. statistical 
sales analyses, area, wage differen tial,analyses of the avail-
able labor and transportation, nearness to the expe cted market, 
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availability of r aw materials, and perhaps also require the 
services of plant layout engineers, i n dustrial engi neers, a rchi-
tects, and a host of oth er staff exper ts. 
Even as the relative use of f acts ha s changed 
from one of personal knowledge to one of secondary knowledge 
(that possessed originally by oth ers} so will t he use of f a cts 
by t he executive of the future be even more different ttl an to-
day . I n t h e first pl a ce, a s a business becomes more and more 
compl ex , not on l y will more da t .a be required for the solution 
of a problem, but as well, the i n terrelati.ons between the 
various f actors will become more a n d more complex an d di fficult 
to comprehend. For example, does the width of a certain store 
sub-a isle have an effect u~on t he s al es of merchan dise s old in 
that a isle, and if so, how much of an effect ? Or, does t he f a ct 
t hat 34t h Street is one-way to traffic alter t h e amount of 
business t hat t he store does on Tuesday morn i ngs, and if so, 
by how mu ch ? Or, what is t he effect of r oom temperature upon 
the production rate of t he 50 odd ins pectors employed in de-
partment X? All t hese questions and many more equally a s com-
plex, are being a s ked every day by exe cutives. It ca~ t h en be 
seen t hat a ma jor function of t he future executive will be o.on~ _. x· 
cerned with the gathering and i ntelli gent use of facts. What 
must be done t hen , i n order to aid in t h e perfo rmance of t h is 
fUnction , and how will the aut oma t ed f a ctory help or hinder 
tha t pe r formance ? 
In the first place, the executive of the future 
mus t learn the important lesson of working with, and using 
i nformation given him by scientists. There is a new concept 
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of business problem solution called noperations Research" which, 
because of its nature, must be applied only by teams of trained 
scientists and engineers. This method involves t he . expression, 
in mathematical for.m, of all the variables present in any busi-
ness problem of the type discussed. Once these variables have 
been expressed in t h is :manner, the solution of t he problem t hen 
merely resolves itself into expressing the interrelations of all 
· these variables in a series of mathematical expressions. 
Such an approach, of course, is also fraught with 
some danger. The main reason for this statement is the tend-
ency of ffi any businessmen to either refuse to accept the advice 
and help of these men orto accept t heir information and still 
continue to solve their problems in their own manner. It is 
granted that the scientist , by his usual refusal to show any-
thing but a cold, impersonal manner, has done much to e.ggrevate 
this situation. It is also just a s true, t hat the average busi-
nessman has made little eff.ort on his ov.n part to aid the situ-
ation. However, until some sort of an agreement is reached in 
this case; and the businessman also indicates a desire to accept 
such other data as might be supplied from some such mechanism 
-
as a giant computing machine, the solution of many future 
business problems will not be so easily found. 
THE ABILITY TO DEVELOP KEY PERS01r.NEL 
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It has been mentioned in a preceeding chapter, that 
the worker of the future will be more highly specialized and 
possess more responsibility than even the skilled laborer of 
today. In this respect it will be an added requirement of the 
executive of the future to be more able to distinguish between 
thos e workers in whom he can place his trust and confidence, 
and t h ose who have not yet attained a proper state of training 
or competence. Furthermore, it has also been stated, in t he 
chapter devoted to management responsibilities, that a need for 
intelligent supervision over training pro grams is re quired in 
order t hat t he automatic factory ·Hill not be hindered by the 
employment of inexperienced pe rsonnel. 
There is probably no concrete manner in which the 
top-level executive can develop such a talent, except perhaps, 
by a mere extension of the methods which he now uses to train 
and supe rvise his close circle of high-level advisors. In addi -
tion, any furt herance of his educational process, a i med at the 
study of man and his nature, will certa inly aid in the so lution 
of this problem. 
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CKilJ'fGED A1~TITUDE WITH REGARD TO LABOR RELATTONS 
Equal in importance to the subject described aoove, 
is the change in attitude toward labor and labor organizations 
which must be forthcoming in the automated economy. We have 
already seen that the factory worker under such a system. will 
no longer be the mere machine attendant or assembly-line bolt-
tightener. More i mpor tant, he can -no longer be considered as 
only a statistic to the top-level executive, s1nce his rol~ 
in the proper operation of the automatic facto~y cannot be de-
nied. Lastly, the worker will no longer be lacking in educa-
tional background, to the point where he may be swayed by mass 
a ct ions or convinced by those att empting to use false logic. 
In this respect, the executive vdll have an opportu-
nity to appeal to the worke r on much more reasonable grounds, and 
b e able t o reach him in a mu ch more intelligent manner than now. 
However , if T anagement personnel persist _ in considering this 
worker : as less than their equal, as many are prone to do at :pre -
sent, not only will the worker,having then a much higher s ense 
of responsibility an d a higher level of intelligence as well, 
become highly non-receptive to their arguments, but will also 
probably fall back once again upon the labor organization as 
his only source of protection. 
Everyone realizes the disastrous losses to both 
management and the worker t hat have resulted from the high 
incidence of industrial unrest which ha s existed over the 
past century. If this condition is to be either eliminated 
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or minimized, it will be only because of the changing attitude 
of t he executive and t he manager, and not anything else. 
RElAT IONS WI TH THE PUBLIC 
The danger of uniformed people m~k ing sensational-
type statements conc erning the automatic factory system, has 
been given as one of the major reasons for the extreme appre-
hension with W~lich most of the general public approach the sub-
ject. The executive, both now and later, will be in the best 
position of anyone to cor-rect this situation. First, he will 
have i nformation concerning the actual form which the auto-
matic factory will take and will t herefore be in a position to 
predict, wi t h reasonable accuracy , just how the first outgrowth 
of the s ystem will take place. Second, because of his recognized 
leadership and position of trust, any comments which he does have 
on the subject will be fo llowed more closely and with more be-
lief than t h ose of anyone else. 
The executive has t hen, t wo choices. He may either 
say nothing, in which case t he public will have no choice but to 
believe the non-professional s ooth ~ayers and alarmists, or he 
- can take t he answers wh ich he has to the people and inform them, 
to the best of his ability. If he takes the latter course of 
action and take it he should, he must also be very careful of 
any statements he mi ght make. He must remember that a re-
luctanc e to answer a question fully is very often a serious 
admission that all is not too well. In this respect, however, 
his mm experiencei must be his guide. 
RESPONSIBILitY TO THE ECONOE IC SYS'r3M 
Lastly, the executive of the future must be-
lieve in the autO!!latic f actory system and the principles which 
it represents. He must further believe in the necessity of a 
free and unrestricted economic syst~m. Finally, having these 
beliefs, he must then do all in his power, as a. representative 
of management, - to insure that no steps are taken which YD uld be 
inimical to the system or to the workers under such a system. 
It has been argued by many that the executive has no place i n 
government . Nothing could be farther from the truth for he 
.... 
has a very definite place in determining the conduct of govern-
ment just as t he labor leader ru1d the worker have such a place. 
The use he makes of this position of leadership, however, can 
only be determined by his own actions, which, it is hoped, will 
not lead to the same conditions wh ich have existed in t h is 
country at times before, na~mely, a marked distrust of all that 
is business and all that it re presents. 
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SUMMARY 
In brief, we have seen t hat the executive of 
the future must be a far different person than his counter-
part of today. It is the bel·ief of the author t hat the basic 
attitudes of management must chan ge, and with them, the atti-
tudes of its top executives. T'hese changes s hould take many 
f orms, i n cluding a better unders t;anding of current advances 
in technology and busi ness; bett er use of facts; better un-
derst anding of scientists; more progressive attitudes toward 
the problems of the worker; and increased participati on i n 
public i nformation progr ams an d in government. F i nally,the 
executive of the f uture must be able to use all t hese changes 
to one major advantage, t hat of the so l ution of the cor:_plex 
and ever-ch a nging problems wh ich h e wi ll s oon meet, a s auto-
ma t i on be comes t he key to indust ry 's future. 
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CHA?TER EIGHT 
UNIONS AND AUTOMATION 
An ~Lalysis of the effects of automation uuon 
the worlcer cannot be considered complete without a consi dera-
tion of the conditions i mposed upon t he analysis by the ex-
istence of the labor organizations. Unlike the medieval 
guild, the modern labor union is a large, united group of 
workers, capable of exerting great influence on its members, 
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t he firms i n which they work, and upon the operation of t he 
government itself. Previously, in this analysis, the role of the 
labor organization was tem~orarily neglected for t wo basic 
reasons. First, most of the effects described t herein were 
directly related to the individual worker and not particularly 
to only unionized workers. Second, its inclusion and the 
attendant complexities which would have accompanied it, would 
have rendered a simple and straight-forward solution of t he 
problem i mpossible. Accordi.ngly, it was decided to devote a 
separate chapter to t he discussion of the role of the labor 
organization in the -development of aut omation with some i ndica-
tion of the importance of the problem also being gained by 
such an individual treatment. 
It is not the intent of this chapter to decide 
upon the relative merits of labor organ izations, nor will the 
-,.-soundness of their eXIJected decisions in regard to automation 
be-evaluated from anything but an impersonal social stand-
point. Rather , the answers to such questions as the ex-
pected attitudes of labor unions towards automation, the 
probable strength of labor unions in an automated society, 
and the probable future status of unions are those desired. 
Finally, it must be realized by all members of management, 
that while l abor unions in the past have made little con-
certed effort to oppose technological progress, except by 
very devious and largely unsuccessful means, automation rep-
resents, in labor's eyes, a serious threat to its very ex-
istence and to t he existence of its organizations. As such, 
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it should not be expected that labor unions will aid in the 
acceptance of au tomation. However, if management realizes nothing 
else but the i mportance of enlisting the individual worker's 
ass ist ance in the drive toward the automatic f actory, perhaps a 
much less serious transition can be effected. If management 
and labor f a il to work together toward this corr@on objective, 
it is quite possible t hat an era of industrial unrest, more 
violent than any in history, may result, to the detriment of 
both labor, management, and the general public as well. 
\ 
\ WHY WORK.~RS .TO I N UNI OKS 
There are, in reality, many f actors tending to 
induce an individual to become part of a labor organization. 
Many of these f actors, furthermore, are of such a personal 
nature, that any attempt to include them in this work will 
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serve no useful purpose. However, there are many other facto~s, 
applicable to the labor force as a whole, of which it will be 
the purpose of this section to investigate. 
1. Security 
The demand for increased job security, on the part 
of the worker, has already been discussed in some detail in a 
previous chapter. It is in r egard to this demand for security 
that many workers have turned to the labor union . For ex-
ample, t he individual worker can do very little to prevant 
his release by management or h is transfer to another job, which 
he may or may not particularly desire. By association vdth a 
l abor orgEtTi ization, hov;ever, this worker has then become part 
of a l a r ge and powerful group, who, b y refusing to supply 
labor to management (by a strike, walk-out, or some such other 
device), are in a much stronger position to insure the proper 
treatment of the i ndividual worker. It must be adr itted t hat 
the security now possessed by the average worker has been 
g_Eeatly increased by his participation in union activities, 
often to t he detriment of management. For example. there have 
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G-ertainly been some bona fide cases in wh ich management has 
been unable, because of adverse business conditions, to pro-
vide necessary job and wage security which the worker has 
desired. However, a s with most dealings between t wo groups, 
each possessing a certain amount of mono poly power, some in-
equality for one side or the other is bound to result. 
2. Increased Group Bargaining Power 
As mentioned above, the ability of a larger and 
more powerful group to force consideration of the worker's 
demands cannot be denied. It must also be noted, howeyer, 
that the use of such unions, by the worker, also tend to 
stifle any chance, on his part to bargain independently. 
For example, even though a worker considered that he sincerely 
deserved a more responsible position, he could not, without 
violating the standard union regulations with respect to sen-
iority and group action, demand from management a chance for 
this a dvancement. 
3. Protection for the Mediocre Worker 
Another consequence of t he use of group action by 
l abor organizations is the possibility that the mediocre work-
er will receive much more pro t ection than would be afforded 
..him without such an organization. It might furthermore be 
argued that such protection is beneficial to both that worker 
-and to the economy as a whole, by providing work for those who 
require it. It does not seem, however, that such an attitude 
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is in keep ing with tha basic principles which h ave made this 
country strong. Granted, no man should be refused work merely 
if he is not able to attain the s ame proficiency a s his fellow 
worker. However, and more i mportant, those wor kers who desire 
only to receive wage paymants for doing nothing, should not also 
receive this same sort of protection. 
4. Protection from Exploitation 
Before the a dvent of scientific management, and 
the rise of the professional executive, there were many busi-
ness leaders wh o were no doubt not acting in the best int er e sts 
of the worker and the economy as a whole. In many cases, how-
ever, the need for protection from this sort of exploitation 
h a s almost become non-existent. True, there remain individual 
cases where the labor union may be required to prevent harsh and 
unjust treatment of the member, but in the great majority of 
cases, such action on their part is usually taken to camouf lage 
more basic, m1d sometimes more unreasonable demands which t hey 
wish to press upon management. 
5. Forced Membership 
I n many cases, the worker becomes a member of a 
--labor organization only because he has no other choice. Such 
a condition exists today in most of the large, highly organized 
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indust r ies. That it does exist is ma inly caused by the fact 
that a l abor union in order to have t h e necessary bargaining 
strengt h which it requires to continue in operation, must rely 
upon t he co-operation and loyalty of all of its members. Hence, 
t h e worker, u pon employment i n a union shop, which is the usual 
type shop i n i ndustry to day, must ei ther join the union with i n 
a given period, or be disch ar ged f rom employ. Naturally, the 
ave rage worker will not jeopardize his financial requiremen ts 
by refusal, although the worker who does not ea rnestly desire 
union membership, is actually no asset of the union. Rather 
he can usually be counted u pon to resist, as best he can, every 
effor t of the union which is directed at altering existing 
condition s by unreasonable action . 
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RESISTANCE TO TECHNOLOGICAL CFu~GE J 
There are basically four ways in which unions may 
seek to resist a technological change which might affect the 
members of their particular organization. Three of these, ex-
cellently described by Slichter~ n ay be designated as the 
policy of obstruction, the policy of competition, and the 
policy of control. To t hese may be added a fourth, namely 
the policy of legal restraint. Let us now discuss these four 
methods of resistance in somewhat greater detail. 
1. The Policy of Obstruction 
This policy is usually the first step taken by 
t he union in resisting a technological change, since the union 
is, by the use of this method, ·merely attempting to prevent the 
installation of the labor-saving change in the f actories over 
which it exerts organizational control. 
There may be many ways in which this obstruction 
takes form. First, the union may restrict the use of the 
machine, or other process, to only non-members of the union in 
the particular plant. Or, it may refuse to enter formally into 
a dispute with management, g iving instead indirect support to 
its members. Lastly, it may threaten work stoppage, or other 
forms of labor with-holding devices, if management persists in 
*(19 ) p. 201-281. 
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-· - the use of the labor-saving change. The resort to the latter 
method of approach is, in most cases, not attempted, since 
the s pread of the change, especially if it is a sound and eco-
nomical change from a management standpoint, will only force the 
union into a long costly, and probably futile fi ght. On the 
other hand, if the labor-saving change has not yet reached a state 
of development where it would benefit management to enter into 
a labor dispute, there is an excellent possibility that such 
bravado on the part of the union, mi ght forstall the use of 
the device for at least a year or more. 
2. The Policy of Competition 
This form of union opposition to change, can almost 
be considered as a special form of the policy discussed above. 
The particular way in which it is used is as follows: There 
may be the possibility t hat the opposition to a labor-saving 
change, on the part of the union , is such as to enable any 
competitor of the unionized plant to enjoy s pecial a dvantages 
by both the use of t he machine and also the possible work 
stoppage which the unionized plant may suffer. In this case, 
it is quite possible that the union, realizing that the posi-
tion of the company as a whole is in serious danger, may offer 
some consideration to management to in duce him to discard the 
particular device whose installation is opposed. This con-
sideration may t ake the form of a wage re duction, or of fers of 
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longer working hours without overtime pay, or any such similar 
offer. 
In this modern age, when most of industry is 
unionized i n one form or another, this policy has somewhat de-
creased in i mportance, although its use in jurisdictional dis-
putes, as between railroads and airlines or tru cks, mi ght still 
be quite valid. The danger, from the standpoint of the union, 
resulting from the necessity of pers.uading the members to accept 
wage decreases and the like, are too obvious for further men-
tion. It is for such reasons that most unions have now adopted 
the next policy, discussed below, as their usua l method of 
opposing a technological change. 
3, The Pol icy of Control 
The labor un ion, having most of its particular 
industry organ.ized, and furt her more, not wishing to involve 
it self i n any long and costly fi gh ts with manat;ement, has now 
al mos t universally accepted t he use of the policy of control 
in the resistance of tecll ..nolog ical change. This me thod is 
bas ically very simple in ope ration . The union, i n the first 
place, accepts t he proposed change as i nevitable. It t hen , 
however, seeks to set t hose standards of operation for the 
particular device at t h ose levels which wil l be most beneficial 
to its members. 
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The importance of this pol icy can be seen from 
the recent activity of labor unions in the i ndustrial engi-
neering field. By the use of staff assist ants to check the 
accuracy of their counterparts in management, the very useful 
purpose of informing labor le aders as to just what portion of 
the expected savings of t he l abor-saving device, can be expected 
to be passed on by management,is possible • .Also, these techni-
cal assistants may be expected to serve an even more useful role 
in future l abor-management relations, since their use mi ght 
well provide the labor leader with the insi ght into the as-
pects of automatization which he now lacl~s. 
4. The Policy of Legal Restraint 
This policy, although seemingly an effective method 
of opposing labor-saving devices, ha s never met with any grea t 
amount of success. · The primary r eason for its failure has been 
the at titude of the courts t hat, unless the int ent to exploit, 
in the form of harsh or inhuman working conditions, is present; 
it is t he perrogative of management to seek any means whereby 
it may more economically produce goods and services. 
\ 
~ STRENGTH FACTORS OF UNIOMs 
I 
There are also many factors, · other than t h ose 
described above, which contribute to the inherent strength of 
t he labor union. Of t hese, t he fo l lowing s eem to be most 
worthy of mention. 
1. The Attitude of Management 
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There have been more pl ants conve rted to uni onism, 
be cause of the basic attitudes of man agement, t han perhaps for 
any other r eason . Some of t he more objectionable attitudes 
have already been discussed above, namely, l a ck of inte rest, 
tendency toward exploitation of the worker, and the like. 
2 . Business Conditions 
In times of pe ak prosperity, the lot of the aver-
age worker is a rather g ood one. In such times, furt he rmore, 
the average worker is not prone to accept membership in a 
labor union, a s readily a s he mi ght be wh en jobs are scarce, 
wages a re low, and the nation, as a whole, is in the throes of 
a large-sca le depression . To add to t he problem, these s wi ngs 
of business conditions have occurred quite often in rec ent 
t imes, culminating, of course, with the great depression of 
1929-32; not to ment ion mi nor s wi ngs in 1938-39 and 1949-50. 
To add to t he seriousness of the situat ion , the depression re-
ferred to has never quite been forgotten b y t h e unionized 
worker, mainly becau s e his union will never fo rget it either. 
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As long a s the threat of another such downswing in prosperity 
remains alive, the strength of the labor union will certainly 
be much enhanced. 
3. Existence of Skilled Crafts 
The decline in the number and i mportance of s killed 
craftsmen , expected in the future, has been mentioned previous-
ly. Because of the threat to their particular group, these 
workers have, even more so now than ever before, sought the 
protection of t he union organization. Further.J:J.ore, as long a s 
t he se s ki lls continue to s erve t he basic economic purpose which 
they still do, it can be expected that union strength in t his 
field will also remain high. 
4. 'rhe Existence of Large Bargaining Units 
The highl y concen trated industry of today, with 
its many clas ses and levels of workers, represents a very ex-
cellent source of strength for the industrial crafts union. 
True enough, there are many di f ferent types of workers in su ch 
plants, all performing va ried tasks. This particular condition, 
however, does not appear to have h indered t heir rapid organiza-
tion, since t he more nmnber of members wh ich such a union is able 
to command, contributes greatly to t he economic power of tha t 
union. Furthermore, t he effec t upon t he economy, which a l abor 
stoppage i n t hese pl an ts may have, in many cases, forces manage-
ment to the ac cept ance of a less f avorable agreement than they 
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mi ght desire. Lastly, t he smaller plant union, by virtue of 
its membershi p in a l a r ge powerf ul national organ ization, can also 
effectively wield the same sort of power, back ed, of course, 
b ~r t he group a s a whole. 
5. The Position of t he Indust r ial Worker 
The awareness of most workers, of t he reluctance 
of management to allow any extension of responsibility to them , 
has, in a gr eat many cases, contributed to t he power of t he 
l abor union . It is little wonder, furthermore, that such a 
condition ex ists. Viliat other cou rse may t he worker t ake in 
t h is r egar d? He is ce rtainly not an active part of manage-
ment and , as such , cannot i nfluence t heir decisions r egarding 
his wages or duties. Neither can he hope to receive, i n most 
i n st an ces, any of t he i nf ormation which he considers essen tial 
t o his knowledge of the inten t and ··l::ean1i1~·sr· of management with 
r egar d to t hese various sub j ects, As such, the uni on , acting 
as t he eman c ipator of t he worker f rom his position of unim-
portan ce, fi n ds itself in a position of gr eat strength a s h is 
bargain i ng agent. 
6, Indust r ial Vorki ng Con ditions 
There a r e many physical an d psy chological condi-
tions, results of t he h i gh speed tempo of modern day i ndust r y, 
wnich have con t r ibuted gr eatly to t he power of t he laQor un ion . 
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Such points a s ma chine pacing , time study, uns afe or dis agree-
able work ing conditions, and t he like, have long been targets 
of labor organizations. Furthermore, the inability of the 
individual worker to put an end to t hese conditions, or at 
least force t h e more intelligent use of some of t hem, ha s re-
sulted more and more in his reliance upon t he union. 
. 
.ATTITlJ DE OF UNIONS VJITH R~GARD: TO .AUTONJATION \ 
Automation, in its broadest sense, is noth ing 
more than a technological change of far-reachin 'g effects. 
In this respect, it carillot be erpected that l abor unions will 
a ct any differently, with re gard to t his change, as they have 
in the pa st. The exact form of resistance, as we have seen, 
may take various guises, all of which may be more or less 
effective, depending upon the particular case. Furthermore, 
just what method, or methods will be used by unions is indeed 
very difficult to predict at present. At most it cannot be 
expected t hat only passive resistance will be made. There is 
too much at stake for such a course of action to be taken. 
Furthermore, it should not be expected that unions, realizing 
onl y full well that their position of strength in the labor 
scene, as well as, possibly its very existence, will be seri-
ously jeopardized; will not resist, with all the force which 
it can command, the concept of the automatic factory. 
There are, further, some possibilities which mi ght 
develope along these lines also worthy of mention. First, it 
is quite conceivable that the unions, busy as t hey are ~~th 
matters of contract negotiation , politica l actions, and the 
more every-day problems of labor-management relations, will 
-1'-ail to take the necessary i nitial steps in the di rection of 
resistance to automation. This event ually has been excellent-
1?4 
ly described by Professor Wiener as follows: "I f elt it my duty 
to pass on my info~1ation and understanding of the position to 
--
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those who have had an active interest i n the conditions and the 
future of labor - that is to the labor unions ••••.••• It was 
their (officials of the oro) opinion, as it had been my pre-
vious observation and i nformation, both in the United States 
and in Engle.nd , that t he labor unions and the labor movement 
are in the specialized problems of s hop-stewardship and dis-
putes conce rning wage s and conditions of work; and totally 
unprepar~d to enter into the larger political, technical, soci-
ological, and economic questions whi ch concern the very ex-
istence of labor", * 
Second, it also is quite possible t hat t h e lead-
ers of labor unions, realizing their disadvantages as far a s the 
knowledge required to wage a successful battle \vi th t he complex 
concepts of automation, will carry their struggle to both the 
public at large, and the governrn.en t in particular, thus avoid-
ing any open and direct confli ct with management. In this 
course of a ction, they mi ght very well be successful and regard-
less of the success, they wi 11 still have at least perceived 
the danger to their existence and utilized their powe~to the 
best possible advantage. 
Lastly, there is also t he additional possibility 
that the labor union, recognizing the need for more highly 
trained and specialized personnel, will avail themselves the 
use of scientists, engineers and others. This step, already 
taken by some . unions to combat t he more scientific methods ._ 
*(2} p.37 
of managemen t control of labor, could well prepare t he l ab or 
groups for their struggle in a manner which would be most 
difficult for management to overcome. 
PROBABLE FUTURE STATUS OF LABOR UNIONS 
In general, it i s the intent of this section 
to advance the argument that the labor union of the future, 
having no real need for existence, will pass from the scene, 
except in some s pecialized and remote cases. There are many 
rea sons for such a belief, the more significant of which are 
itemized below. 
1. Less Desire of Employees to Join Unions 
There will be present, in the automated economy 
very few re a sons, if any, for membersh ip in labor organ iza-
tions. I n the first place, it has already been pointed out 
that the working conditions of t he factory of the future will 
be ex cellent, the necessity of machine pacing, time studies, 
an d like having been eliminated. Furthermore, there will be 
few, if any repetitive tasks which will require the aid of 
human beings. Secondly , job security will no doubt be uni-
versally possible, because of the more pre dictable na ture of 
1?6 
_Eusiness and a lso because of t h e many improvements in s al es, 
caused by a higher st an dard of living , and hence profits, 
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whi ch may well be passed on to the worker in the form of higher 
wages . A further reason for a lessening of the employee desire 
to be organized will be the acceptance of the worker by manage-
ment as an essential member of t he organ ization. This f act, 
coupled with the increased responsibility wh ich the worker will 
probably possess, should, i n most cases, remove all doubts of 
that worker as to the sincerity of management. As an example 
of this latter f act contrast the attitude of the highly-skill-
ed ma ch ine repairman with that of the industrial laborer. With 
the :former; job i mportance, coupled with the pride in knowing 
that his work is needed and respected by management, have, 
in many cases, resulted in ex cellent relations between that 
worker and h is superiors. Lastly, the worker of the future 
will be a very well-trained and educated man. This factor ·· 
will both reduce the tendency to allow h imself t o be persuaded 
o:f t he wisdom of union rule by fallacious arguments, aimed at 
mass psychological unrest; and also increase the intensity of 
his demands that he be treated as an individual, not as one of 
a homogeneous group. In addition, by virtue of his education 
in such matt ers as the operation of the economic sy stem and 
the necessities o:f efficient management, the future worker will 
--no doubt be able to take a more positive and intelligent view on 
the basic problems inherent now in labor disputes. 
2. Basic Economic Changes 
There are also ex.pe cted to be many changes in the 
basic characteristics of the economy of the future which will 
reduce the strength now possessed by labor organizations. 
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In the first place, t he probable change in manage-
mentts attitude with regard to the worker has already been 
mentioned. Suffice it to say here t bat such a change will re-
duce t he present strength of t he labor union a grea t deal, 
since the re wi ll then be no opportunity for those unions to 
appeal to the worker, or t he general public, on the grounds 
of exploitation of the working man. Secondly, the leveling 
of the peaks and valleys of national prosperity will also do 
much to dimish the power of t~e union. The effects of such 
a condition have alre ady be en discussed above. Therefore, the 
uni on of the future, having lost one of its best forms of att a ck 
u pon t he economi~ s~,r stem, and management in particular, will 
indeed go i n to decline, eventually disappearing. 
The last such effect of the automated age, which 
will decrease the strength and bargaining power of the union, 
will be t he shift to smaller factories, employing less per-
sonnel. These smaller bargaining units, by virtue of the per-
sonal nature of operation which can be expected, as well as the 
difficulties in overall control which they present to the union, 
~re easily seen to be a great disadvantage to the future 
strength of the union organization. 
3. Other Possibilities 
Vlhile presenting t hose ar&~ments which appear to 
prove t hat the future economy will be one free from unions, 
it also seems appropriate to g ive those factors wh ich mi ght 
i ndicate just the opposite. 
In the first place, the decided shift of a great 
many factory workers to the distributive tasks of industry 
has already been mentioned. In that field of endeavor, union 
activity has been very unsuccessful in the past. However, it 
may well be possible that unions, while losing ground in t he 
manufa cturing in dustries, may see the advantages wh ich they 
might still possess, to organize t he se other large and im-
portant groups. lvTuch hope cannot be had for the success of 
this venture. The white collar worker, the s a lesman , the 
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clerk, etc. : has been, and can be expected to be in the future, 
a very difficult person to bring into the fold of labor. Even 
i n the h i ghl y skilled a.ge of the future, t he s e wor kers can still 
be expected . to retain enough pride in t heir positions t hat any 
attempt to organ ize them wi ll meet with inst ant failure. 
Furthermore, the many small bargaining units t o which these 
workers will belong, would be even more difficult to control 
-thw1 those i n the automatic factory. 
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Finally, there is good indication that the skilled 
craftsman, the carpenter, brick mason, and the like, will re-
main organized for some time · to come. However, as the members of 
these crafts continue to dimish in size and importance; and as 
better and cheaper methods of performing the same tasks are 
devised, it is probable that the severe over-pricing which t h is 
group has pressed i n the past wi ll be t he cause of their 
eventual disappearance. 
In all therefore, it is quite possible t hat the 
intelligent use Of the automated economy concept by management 
will bring about the decline, and finally the extinction of 
the labor union as a form of econornic power ~ Yihat effect 
this condition will have upon the future working class ha s 
only b een surmised. However, t he r e can be no d oubt t hat t he 
individual status which t he worker will attain without such gr oups, 
will bring about, mu ch more re adily , h is attainment of t he 
tru e pu r yose for which he wa s created . 
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SUMNARY 
In this chapter has b een found a specific treatment 
of the effects of automation upon the labor union. Among the 
topics discussed were: the reasons for .union membership, the 
means with which unions combat t echnological changes; the 
factors wh ich tend to increase t he strength of t he union; and 
the expected attitude of unions to ward automation. Finally, 
t he hypothesis wa s advanced that the worker of the future would 
have little need for participation in a labor organization, and, 
as such, these groups would pass f r om the seene sometime after 
the intro duction of the automatic factory system, 
Before closing, it must be emphasized again, 
however, that this problem, like all others in the field of t he 
soci al sciences, cannot be resolved by a mere consi deration 
of available previous data. Rather, a prediction, based upon 
expected fu t ure trends can be made only with the understanding 
that such a prediction is subject to the same dangers resulting 
from the occurrence of outside influences, as any other form of 
predi ction iE which some of t he variables are either not linear 
or are unstable over time. 
CHA.PTER NINE 
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Chapter One discussed the general science of 
automation, covering such topics as the definition of the 
scienc e , the history of its development, and the scientific 
princ iples upon which it was based. In addition, some of the 
more pertinent characteristics of automation were also discussed. 
These include the speed of transition to the automatic society, 
the ease of conversion to automation, the design changes in 
machinery and related equipment, and the applications of the 
science to business uses other t han manufacturing. Finally, 
a brief description of some automatic plants, now in operation, 
was given. 
In Chapter Two, the possibilities as to the 
future size and composition of the labor force were discussed. 
Included in that discussion were the various f actors which 
affect the labor force growth or decline, such as demographic, 
economic, social and the effects of the entry of women into 
the labor market. In addition, the effects of an automated 
society upon these f a ctors was predicted. 
In Chapter Three, mention was made of some of the 
general effects of automation u pon the worker, namely, the 
. increase of leisure time, the problem of mach ine dominance 
' 
of men, and others. 
The two Bain theories of technological unemploy-
ment were discus sed in Chapter Four, these being the "luinp-
of-labor theory and an unnamed theory, which attempts to show 
the impossibility of such t echnological unemployment, except 
in the short run. 
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Chapter Five investigated the various demands of 
the worker upon management, especially t hose which could also be 
considered to be a prime responsibility of management. In 
addition, some further responsibilities of management to other 
special-interest groups, , and to the public as a whole , were 
discussed. 
Chapter Six presented the res ponsibilities which 
the worker of the future would be expected to assume, perhaps 
the most i mportant of those being the necessity for the worker 
to desire to i ncrease in stature and knowledge over the pass-
age of time, taking his rightful place in society by so doing . 
Not desiring to forget any group in business in 
the discussion, the problem and requirements of the e.xecuti ve of 
t h e future were discussed in Chapter Seven. Among the most 
i mportantnof these was the necessity f or this executive to 
take a proper and unbia sed attitude toward the vast new and, 
as yet proven, technological changes i n industry. 
Finally, the relationships of the labor union 
to automation was dis cussed i n Chapter Ei ght. The argument that 
t he union, i :r_ the future, would probably be extinct, was also 
a main theme of the chapter. 
CHAPTER TEN 
CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of the preceding discussion of t he 
general principles of automation, an d the effect, upon the 
worker, of the installation of t h ese principles i n the form 
of automatic fact.ories, the following conclusions have been 
reach ed. 
1. Automation, rather than being a highly 
specialized device, is actually an application of basic 
scientific theories and methods to the operation of business 
in general. Furthermore, although its general practicality 
may be disputed by many, these objections are, for the most 
part, based upon the present state of the development and not, 
as is generally believed, the result of a faulty, incomplete, 
or sound theoretical background. 
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2. The shift to the automatic factory system will 
be evolutionary, rather than re.volutionary. This condition 
can be considered t he result o:t;' such factors as management 
attitudes, lack of adequately-trained technical personnel, 
lack of serious product and process deve lopment work, and t he 
attitude of the public as a whole. 
3. As stated above, there must be a basic change 
in management attitudes as regards automation, in order to 
br ing about a speedier transition to that .system. Those atti-
tudes whi ch must undergo change relate specifically to the con-
cepts of product and process design, and the manner with which 
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- new and startling i mprovements are considered and attempted. 
4. Macpine designers, as well as management, mus t 
also undergo a basic change in attitudes. This change must 
take t h e form of better and more useful equipment, especially 
those devices adaptable to non-human operation. 
5. The possibilities of the adaption of automa-
tion principles to other forms of business activity must also 
be seriously considered. I n this regard, it has already been 
demonstrated, in certain limi ted applications, that automatic 
performance of production control, scheduling, and accounting 
functions are quite pos·sible and of proven use to management. 
6. It is al so apparent t hat, in the automated 
economy of the future, a greater amount of leisure time will 
be available to the worker. The use to which he puts this time 
will,. furthermore, have an important bearing upon his role in 
management, government, and society. 
?. The possible over-extens ion of automation, to 
t he ~oint of mach ine dominance over man , is seriously doubted, 
There are many inherent capabilities whi ch man possesses an d 
some of these, such as the ability to make logical decisions 
without the prior knowledge of the expected results, is one 
which can never be replaced by machine operation. 
8. A decrease in the labor force will take place 
sometime in the near future, mainly because of the decreased 
birth rate, changing conditions of employment, changing cus-
toms, and the existence of a hi gher stan dard of living as a 
result of the automatic factory system. 
9. In this same re gard, the ma jor contribution 
to an in.creased standard of living, brought about by the in-
troduction of automation, will be the existence of a more 
stable and predictable form of business operation because of 
that system, and the many other technical advances now being 
made, such as operations research and predetermined stand-
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ards. This same predictive stability cannot now be had be-
cause of the existence of such factors as labor-management 
disputes, and some of the inefficient and labor-using operations 
of present-day business. 
10. The introduction of the automatic f actory 
concept will, except in some short-run and insignificant 
c ases, cause no mass technological unemployment. The reason 
for this belief stems from the definite possibilities of a 
higher demand for all goods, a decrease in labor force size, 
a shift to t he distributive functions of those temporarily 
unemployed and finally, because of the need, even in the auto-
·matic f actory, for skilled technic!e.ns, mechanics, and the like. 
11. The worker of the future, because of the 
expected nature of his jobs, and the probable small size, in 
terms of employment levels, of t e future factory, will 
definitely assume added responsi ilities to management, his 
fellow worl~ers, and the economy at large. 
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12. There will be a need for a changing concept, 
with regard to social responsibi ities, on the part of manage-
ment ~in the future age. 'rhe most important change, furthermore, 
will concern the manner in which management shows its interest 
in the needs and demands of the orker. This worker will not 
only be a more educated and med person than he is at pre-
sent, but h is work will be, 
tial to the operations of that 
13. Along these 
future must also change quite 
of t oday . These changes are 
e automated f a ctory, essen-
actory. 
e lines, the executive of the 
ically from his counterpart 
cted to occur mainly in t he 
manner with which he carries his decision-making process 
and perfo rms those duties requir d by his employers, his 
owners , and his fellow men. 
14. The labor , long an i mportant factor in 
business life, can be expected t diminish in strength, and 
will probably disappear somet i me after the introduction of 
an automated society. The main easons for this belief are 
the strong possibility of better' working conditions, an in-
crease in worker security, ded worker education and 
responsibility. Also, the tion of many management faults 
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I 
-as well as many.,, of the 1ndustr1~ system a s a whole, will add 
15. The I average wo~ker of the future, unlike the 
to t :nese trends. 
I be much more highly skilled, perhaps even 
a technici l n. Furthermore, this chan ge in 
worker of today, will 
to th~ point of being 
basic skills must take place, if the operation of the f a ctory 
of the f u ture is as previously a~sumed. 
I 16. Lastly, the introduction of the automatic 
factory system will, for the mosJ part, have very few adverse 
e.ffects upon the worker, To be Jure, there will be drastic 
I . 
changes in his living patterns arid his working habits. Further-
! 
more, along with these changes, yhere is bound to be some 
I initial discomfort and dis-satis.faction. However, if the 
I 
worker realizes the goals for wh 1ch man strives, as he as-
pires to t he automatic factory, the effects of these tempor-
ary inconveniences will be samew, at modified, and the age of 
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